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Preview: March 23 vs. New York 

Canes and Rangers wrap up a home-and-home set in 
Raleigh 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - The Carolina Hurricanes and New York 
Rangers close out their four-game season series Thursday 
night at PNC Arena. 
When: Thursday, March 23 
Puck Drop: 7 p.m. ET 
Watch: Bally Sports South, Bally Sports+ 
Listen: 99.9 The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes 
App 
Canes Record: 46-15-8 (100 Points, 1st, Metropolitan 
Division) 
Canes Last Game: 3-2 Win over the New York Rangers on 
Tuesday, March 21 
Rangers Record: 41-20-20 (92 Points, 3rd, Metropolitan 
Division) 
Rangers Last Game: 3-2 Loss to the Carolina Hurricanes on 
Tuesday, March 21 

PREVIOUS MEETINGS THIS SEASON 

 Tuesday, January 3: The Canes' historic win (11) 
and point (17) streaks are halted with a 5-3 loss in 
New York. 

 Saturday, February 11: Artemi Panarin scores four, 
giving Carolina their first regulation loss in over a 
month. 

 Tuesday, March 21: Carolina scores three in the 
final 10:11 to take a 3-2 victory. 

NEWS & NOTES 

Last Time Out: Igor Shesterkin was the star of the show for 
the first 49 minutes on Tuesday night at Madison Square 
Garden, putting the New York Rangers in position for a third 
consecutive shutout. However, Jalen Chatfield evened the 
contest, the first in a flurry of what would be three goals in 
just 7:38 for Carolina. What was perhaps most impressive 
though is that the Rangers had a response to Carolina's first 
tally, meaning that the game was tied for just 31 seconds 
and the Canes were left with needing another in the final 
9:40. Not only did they find one, they found two, winning the 
game via Teuvo Teravainen with just 3:33 remaining. 
 In Net: Rod Brind'Amour said following Monday's practice 
that one goaltender (Frederik Andersen or Pyotr Kochetkov) 
would get one game against the Rangers this week, and the 
other would get the other game. That indicates that Pyotr 
Kochetkov could be in line to start this game for Carolina. 
However, when asked following Wednesday's practice if 
Kochetkov would still be set to start, Brind'Amour said, "Most 

likely. We'll sit down in the morning and decide for sure... But 
we do need to see if it makes more sense to get in more of a 
rhythm with one guy too." 
Chatty 100: Defenseman Jalen Chatfield is set to play in his 
100th NHL game. Originally an undrafted free agent out of 
the Ontario Hockey League, the now 26-year-old played the 
first 18 games of his career with the Vancouver Canucks. 
Over the last year and a half, he's now accounted for 81 
games with Carolina, becoming an every night staple in the 
lineup this season. 
Staalwart: Jordan Staal will play in his 730th game as a 
Carolina Hurricane, moving into sole possession of the 
second-most games played all-time with the team. Only Eric 
Staal (909) has more. 
Cardiac Canes: Tuesday's game marked the Hurricanes' 
10th third-period comeback win in 2022-23, tied with 
Vancouver and Vegas for the most such wins of any NHL 
team this season and marking the most such wins in any 
season in franchise history. Carolina has now posted 19 
total comeback wins in 2022-23, ranking fourth in the NHL in 
that category behind only NJD (23), TOR (22) and BOS (21). 
Just Find Three: One of Carolina's biggest assignments for 
the remainder of the season is finding ways to score goals 
without Andrei Svechnikov and Max Pacioretty. Statistics 
show that Rod Brind'Amour's group doesn't need much, in 
fact, three may be their magic number. When scoring three 
goals this season, the Canes are 41-4-4. 
On The Other Side: The Canes robbed the Rangers of a fifth 
consecutive game on Tuesday night. Prior to the loss the 
Rangers had been one of the hottest teams in the NHL, 
really starting to find their stride after acquiring Vladimir 
Tarasenko and Patrick Kane ahead of the March 3 Trade 
Deadline. Since March 9 the Rangers are 6-1-1 with an 
Eastern Conference-best 31 goals scored and an also 
Eastern Conference-low 15 goals against. 

INJURY UPDATES 

Injuries are listed below in chronological order. 

 Forward Ondrej Kase has been in concussion 
protocol since October 13. Don Waddell said on 
March 3 that the team is not planning on him 
returning this season. 

 Forward Max Pacioretty tore his Achilles tendon for 
the second time in six months on January 19. 

 Goaltender Antti Raanta suffered a lower-body 
injury on March 7. On Monday (March 20), Rod 
Brind'Amour said that Raanta skated in the morning 
and felt good, and the next step in his return would 
be joining the team for a full practice. 
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 All-Star forward Andrei Svechnikov is out 
indefinitely due to a knee injury suffered on March 
11 versus Vegas. The team announced on March 
14 that he will miss the remainder of the season, 
plus playoffs, due to an ACL injury. 

ADDITIONAL GAME INFORMATION 

What Are We Wearing?: The Canes will be wearing their red 
25th anniversary sweaters. 

Parking: Coming to the game? Save money by purchasing 
your parking in advance. Click here to learn more. 

AFTER THE FINAL HORN 

The Canes are scheduled to practice on Friday, before 
hosting Toronto and Boston for a weekend back-to-back at 
PNC Arena. Sunday against Boston is the team's annual 
Whalers Night.

 

 

Super 16: Avalanche surge up power rankings; Bruins remain No. 1 

Stars drop 4 spots as part of wild ride in Central Division 

The Colorado Avalanche are surging up the NHL.com Super 
16 power rankings, climbing six spots to No. 5 this week. 
On the flip side, the Dallas Stars are falling, down four spots 
to No. 10. 
The Minnesota Wild are even at No. 9. 
It's been that kind of a wild ride in the Central Division and 
those three teams that are battling for first place might 
continue to jockey for position in the standings and the Super 
16 for the rest of the regular season. 
The rest of the Super 16 is fairly normal, with the top four 
teams remaining the same, the Boston Bruins again a 
unanimous No. 1. The Los Angeles Kings are up two spots 
to No. 6, but the Toronto Maple Leafs are down two to No. 7. 
The Florida Panthers got in this week at No. 16, replacing 
the Pittsburgh Penguins, who were No. 14 last week but did 
not receive even a single voting point this week. 
As a reminder, to come up with the Super 16 each week, the 
13 voters put together their own version of what they think 
the rankings should look like. A point total assigned to each 
with the team selected first is given 16 points, second 15, 
third 14, and so on down the line. 
Here it is, with some thoughts on each ranked team from the 
participating voters. 

1. BOSTON BRUINS (54-11-5) 

Total points: 208 
Last week: No. 1 
"I could sum the Bruins up with four words: They're really 
freaking good. OK, stating the obvious, but their success rate 
has been staggering. A three-game slide (0-2-1) from Jan. 
26-29 would probably qualify as their biggest 'slump' this 
season. Their penalty kill is No. 1 in the NHL (86.0 percent) 
and have also allowed the fewest goals-against per game 
(2.11). Linus Ullmark has the clear track to the Vezina 
Trophy as the best goalie in the NHL. Honestly, the Bruins 

remind me of the 2012-13 Chicago Blackhawks, the way 
they come at you in waves and have incredible depth. The 
big exception is the Bruins are showing that dominance in an 
82-game season, whereas the Blackhawks did it in 48 
games before winning the Stanley Cup. Will the Bruins' 
incredible season end with a championship? You never know 
with the craziness of the Stanley Cup Playoffs, but it wouldn't 
be surprising." -- Tracey Myers, staff writer 

2. CAROLINA HURRICANES (46-15-8) 

Total points: 190 
Last week: No. 2 
"It was in Rod Brind'Amour's postgame media scrum after a 
3-2 win against the New York Rangers at Madison Square 
Garden on Tuesday when I said to the Carolina's coach, 
"Typical Hurricanes game." It was meant as the ultimate 
compliment. Gutsy and grinding. Those two words best 
describe how the Hurricanes play all the time. Things looked 
a little bleak a week and a half ago. They lost forward Andrei 
Svechnikov for the season because of knee surgery and 
were shutout in back-to-back games by the Vegas Golden 
Knights (4-0) and New Jersey Devils (3-0). But the 
Hurricanes have won three of four since, including in 
comeback fashion against the Philadelphia Flyers (5-4) and 
the Rangers, and have scored 15 goals in their past four 
games. It's not going to be easy without Svechnikov and 
forward Max Pacioretty (Achilles), but the Hurricanes are 
arguably the best team in the NHL at trusting their style of 
play to find ways to get wins. They did it against the 
Rangers. It was a typical game for them, which means it was 
a win." -- Dan Rosen, senior writer 

3. NEW JERSEY DEVILS (45-18-8) 

Total points: 174 
Last week: No. 3 
"One of the most impressive aspects of the Devils' ascension 
this season has been their stellar play on the road, where 
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they've lost an NHL-low five times (26-5-4). The Devils don't 
have a lot of postseason experience on their roster, although 
the addition of forward Ondrej Palat as a free agent brought 
in a player with three consecutive Stanley Cup Final 
appearances and two Stanley Cup titles with the Tampa Bay 
Lightning. But the fact they've been so good away from 
home shows that they can thrive in hostile environments, a 
key at playoff time. It symbolizes the composure of their 
young core led by forwards Jack Hughes, Jesper Bratt, Nico 
Hischier and Dawson Mercer, a trait they'll need next month, 
especially if they play the rival Rangers in the Eastern 
Conference First Round, a distinct possibility." -- Mike 
Zeisberger, staff writer 

4. VEGAS GOLDEN KNIGHTS (44-21-6) 

Total points: 150 
Last week: No. 4 
"We thought goaltending could be an issue for the Golden 
Knights before the season. It has become one of their 
strengths. Logan Thompson and Adin Hill did well. So has 
newcomer Jonathan Quick since he was acquired from the 
Columbus Blue Jackets before the 2023 NHL Trade 
Deadline. But it's time to tip our hat to the defensemen and 
the team play in general. The Golden Knights are 10th in 
goals-against per game (2.77). That speaks volumes for 
coach Bruce Cassidy's system and the steadiness of the six 
regulars on the blue line: Alex Pietrangelo, Shea Theodore, 
Alec Martinez, Brayden McNabb, Nicolas Hague and Zach 
Whitecloud." -- Robert Laflamme, LNH.com senior writer 

5. COLORADO AVALANCHE (41-23-6) 

Total points: 142 
Last week: No. 11 
"Getting caught up in the moment, it's all too easy to give up 
on a great team that trips over its own feet in November and 
December. The Avalanche are reminding us just how 
shortsighted that can be. Despite being plagued with injuries 
all season, the defending Stanley Cup champions have been 
crushing it since Jan. 13, going 21-6-3 in 30 games with 
three separate winning streaks of at least six games. 
Colorado is third in scoring (3.77) and fourth in goals-against 
(2.57) during that stretch. Getting players' bodies and minds 
ready for playoff hockey is their biggest priority, but winning 
the Central Division is all of a sudden a strong possibility, 
too." -- Paul Strizhevsky, staff writer 

6. LOS ANGELES KINGS (41-20-10) 

Total points: 138 
Last week: No. 8 
"There's a line in the song 'Freedom' by Rage Against the 
Machine that I think of when it comes to the Kings: 'Anger is 
a gift.' Because I think there was some significant anger in 
the dressing room when Quick, a franchise stalwart, was 
traded to the Blue Jackets on March 1. Since then, the Kings 
are 7-0-2 and have outscored teams 36-16. Are they better 
with goalie Joonas Korpisalo, acquired in the Quick trade? 
Well, he has a .921 save percentage in four games; Quick 
was .876 in 31 games prior to the trade and had lost playing 
time to Pheonix Copley. Quick clearly was a beloved 
teammate, not to mention the backbone of two Stanley Cup 
championships (2012, 2014). They certainly didn't want to 
see him leave, but Korpisalo provided a needed upgrade in 

goaltending. And if a little anger directed the right way came 
along with it, well, that's quite a gift." -- Adam Kimelman, 
deputy managing editor 

7. TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS (42-19-9) 

Total points: 135 
Last week: No. 5 
"The Maple Leafs are 2-2-1 in their past five games coming 
off a 7-2 loss at the New York Islanders on Tuesday. They 
will ultimately be judged on their playoff performance having 
not won a postseason series since before there was a salary 
cap in the NHL (2004). They have a tough remaining 12 
regular-season games that should have them prepared for 
the playoffs, three games against the Panthers and one each 
against the Rangers, Hurricanes, Bruins and Lightning." -- 
David Satriano, staff writer 

8. NEW YORK RANGERS (41-20-10) 

Total points: 126 
Last week: No. 7 
"It was starting to feel like the Rangers weren't going to give 
up another goal this season before the Hurricanes scored 
three in the third period Tuesday. The good news is New 
York gets another shot at the Metropolitan Division's first-
place team when it visits Carolina on Thursday. There is a lot 
for the Rangers to be happy about, though, including scoring 
16 unanswered goals from the third period of 4-2 win against 
the Pittsburgh Penguins last Thursday through shutout 
victories against Pittsburgh on Saturday (6-0) and the 
Nashville Predators on Sunday (7-0) before Carolina finally 
broke through in the third. With trade deadline additions such 
as Patrick Kane and Vladimir Tarasenko feeling more 
comfortable, the Rangers scored 25 goals during a four-
game winning streak that ended Tuesday. Kane and 
Tarasenko each had four points (one goal, three assists) 
during that stretch." -- Tom Gulitti, staff writer  

9. MINNESOTA WILD (41-22-8) 

Total points: 116 
Last week: No. 9 
"I can't say that I expected that without their leading scorer, 
Kirill Kaprizov (39 goals, 74 points), the Wild would start 
scoring like crazy. And yet, here we are. In the six games 
without the forward, projected out 3-4 weeks since his last 
game March 8, the Wild are 4-1-1 while scoring 26 goals. 
They've relied on players up and down the lineup, all of 
which bodes well for a playoff run, when it's expected they'll 
get Kaprizov back. I've got to hand it to forward Matt Boldy 
and crew, they're doing exactly what they need to be doing 
under less-than-optimal circumstances." -- Amalie Benjamin, 
staff writer 

10. DALLAS STARS (38-19-14) 

Total points: 99 
Last week: No. 6 
"Do the Stars have enough to hold off the hard-charging 
Avalanche and Wild in the Central Division? I don't think so. 
It's conceivable that Dallas could fall to third in the division 
and not have home-ice advantage for the first round of the 
playoffs. And it may not be through any fault of its own. The 
Stars are elite at every position. Jason Robertson is one of 
the best forwards in the game. Defenseman Miro Heiskanen 
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should be in the Norris Trophy conversation. Goalie Jake 
Oettinger has proven the past calendar year that few can 
equal him when he's on his game. And forward Wyatt 
Johnson was the first rookie to 20 goals this season. Yet, 
both the Wild and Avalanche have been better the past six 
weeks. If that continues, the road through the Western 
Conference playoffs becomes much more difficult." -- Shawn 
P. Roarke, senior director of editorial 

11. TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING (42-24-6) 

Total points: 86 
Last week: No. 10 
"The Lightning are still within striking distance of second 
place in the Atlantic Division, three points behind the Maple 
Leafs with 10 games remaining. Let's face it, they're one 
team no one wants to face in the playoffs because of their 
great success the past three seasons. Sure they may not 
exhibit the dominance they had in their back-to-back 
championship years (2020 and 2021) or even in reaching the 
2022 Stanley Cup Final before losing in six games to the 
Avalanche, but they're deep in offensive firepower with 
Brayden Point, Brandon Hagel, Steven Stamkos, Nikita 
Kucherov, Anthony Cirelli, Tanner Jeannot and Alex Killorn, 
have Victor Hedman on defense and one of the finest and 
most experienced playoff-tested goalies in the NHL, Andrei 
Vasilevskiy. It's a combination not many playoff-bound teams 
can say they possess." -- Mike G. Morreale, staff writer 

12. EDMONTON OILERS (41-23-8) 

Total points: 74 
Last week: No. 12 
"There is no disputing how talented the Oilers are up front, 
but as we all know, you can't win in the playoffs without 
quality goaltending. Stuart Skinner has obviously been a 
wonderful story, but Jack Campbell has arguably been the 
biggest mystery in the NHL this season after signing a five-
year, $25 million contract. He has allowed at least four goals 
in each of his past six starts but must be ready to play if 
needed should something happen to Skinner in the 
postseason. The Oilers need him to find the Jack Campbell 
who was so solid for the Maple Leafs last season." -- Brian 
Compton, managing editor 

13. SEATTLE KRAKEN (39-24-7) 

Total points: 49 
Last week: No. 13 
"It looks like the Kraken are going to make the playoffs for 
the first time. They're on pace for 100 points, which would be 
a whopping 40-point improvement over last season, their first 
in the NHL as an expansion team. But let's think bigger. 
They hold the first wild card in the West, two points ahead of 
the Winnipeg Jets. But they're three points behind the Oilers 
for third in the Pacific with a game in hand. Can they move 
up down the stretch? Can they not just make the playoffs, 
but win at least a round and really get Seattle excited?" -- 
Nicholas J. Cotsonika, columnist 

14. NEW YORK ISLANDERS (37-27-8) 

Total points: 34 
Last week: No. 16 
"The Islanders are sneaky good and could be a dark horse 
team that goes a long way in the playoffs, provided they get 

there, of course. It's looking good with the Islanders winning 
three in a row and nine of 13 (9-3-1) since Feb. 20. They 
have scored 17 goals in their winning streak and are 
averaging 3.38 in their past 13 games, all without center 
Mathew Barzal, who is out indefinitely with a lower-body 
injury. The Islanders are hoping they can get him back 
before the end of the regular season. They're also hoping 
that center Brock Nelson, injured in a 7-2 win against the 
Maple Leafs on Tuesday, will be OK. Barzal and Nelson are 
obvious key cogs for the Islanders if they're going to do 
some damage in the playoffs, again, provided they get there. 
But if the Islanders have them, don't be shocked if they pull 
off a first-round upset. They have the goaltending, defense, 
strength down the middle and depth to be a dangerous 
opponent -- if they get in." -- Rosen 

15. WINNIPEG JETS (40-29-3) 

Total points: 25 
Last week: No. 15 
"Man did the Jets need that 2-1 win against the Arizona 
Coyotes at home on Tuesday. The Coyotes were rolling 
coming into the game, winners of four straight and six of 
seven (6-0-1), doing a solid job of playing spoiler when 
possible. The Coyotes also appeared to have the Jets where 
they wanted them, reeling and wondering. But the Jets got 
ahead 2-0 and hung on. Huge. But what does it really mean 
in the long run for them? They're not playing great, and it's 
not just a slump or a blip. We're talking since mid-January. 
The Jets are 11-15-2 since Jan. 17, two days after they 
defeated the Coyotes 2-1 at home. Maybe this latest 2-1 win 
against Arizona will get the Jets going in a better direction. 
They're not out of the woods. The Calgary Flames and 
Nashville Predators are trying to push them for a playoff 
spot. The Jets' cushion is down to four points with 10 games 
left." -- Rosen 

16. FLORIDA PANTHERS (36-28-7) 

Total points: 19 
Last week: Unranked 
"There's a good and a very slight bad here with the Panthers. 
The good is obvious. They were 6-0-1 in seven games from 
March 4-20. Their season-long struggle to find some 
consistency, particularly in goal, seemed to finally be coming 
to an end. The offense was surging (4.57 goals per game, 
39.7 shots on goal per game) and the defense was strong 
(2.71 goals per game, 27.6 shots against per game). 
Matthew Tkachuk played his way into the Hart Trophy 
conversation, although that pretty much starts and ends with 
Connor McDavid anyway. But then came a 6-3 loss to the 
Philadelphia Flyers on Tuesday. Blip? We'll find out. If I was 
a betting man, I'd say yes. But that's a game the Panthers 
needed to win. They outshot the Flyers 44-24. They had 
chances. Carter Hart was excellent in goal. It's easy to say 
"oh well, stuff happens, move on to the next one" when 
you're a team on firm playoff footing. The Panthers are not. 
They've played their way into a wild card and have to keep 
winning. Being hard on them after the type of game they 
played against the Flyers would be ridiculous. They played 
well enough to win. But they didn't. And that can't happen 
again." -- Rosen 
Others receiving points: Nashville Predators 2, Arizona 
Coyotes 1 
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Dropped out: Pittsburgh Penguins (No. 14) 

HERE'S HOW WE RANKED 'EM  

AMALIE BENJAMIN  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Vegas Golden Knights; 6. 
Los Angeles Kings; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Colorado 
Avalanche; 9. Dallas Stars; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Tampa 
Bay Lightning; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Seattle Kraken; 14. 
New York Islanders; 15. Winnipeg Jets; 16. Florida Panthers 
BRIAN COMPTON 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Vegas Golden Knights; 5. Los Angeles Kings; 6. 
Colorado Avalanche; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. New York 
Rangers; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Dallas Stars; 11. Edmonton 
Oilers; 12. Tampa Bay Lightning; 13. Seattle Kraken; 14. 
New York Islanders; 15. Winnipeg Jets; 16. Florida Panthers 
NICHOLAS J. COTSONIKA 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Vegas Golden Knights; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Los Angeles Kings; 8. Colorado 
Avalanche; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Dallas Stars; 11. Tampa 
Bay Lightning; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Seattle Kraken; 14. 
Winnipeg Jets; 15. New York Islanders; 16. Nashville 
Predators 
TOM GULITTI  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 7. Los Angeles Kings; 8. New York 
Rangers; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Dallas Stars; 11. Tampa 
Bay Lightning; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Seattle Kraken; 14. 
New York Islanders; 15. Florida Panthers; 16. Winnipeg Jets 
ADAM KIMELMAN 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Vegas Golden Knights; 5. Dallas Stars; 6. Toronto 
Maple Leafs; 7. Tampa Bay Lightning; 8. Colorado 
Avalanche; 9. New York Rangers; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. 
Edmonton Oilers; 12. Los Angeles Kings; 13. Winnipeg Jets; 
14. Florida Panthers; 15. Seattle Kraken; 16. New York 
Islanders 
ROBERT LAFLAMME  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Vegas Golden Knights; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
Dallas Stars; 7. Los Angeles Kings; 8. New York Rangers; 9. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Colorado 
Avalanche; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Seattle Kraken; 14. 
Winnipeg Jets; 15. New York Islanders; 16. Florida Panthers 
MIKE G. MORREALE 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Colorado 
Avalanche; 4. Los Angeles Kings; 5. Minnesota Wild; 6. New 
Jersey Devils; 7. Tampa Bay Lightning; 8. New York 

Rangers; 9. Vegas Golden Knights; 10. Dallas Stars; 11. 
Toronto Maple Leafs; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Seattle 
Kraken; 14. New York Islanders; 15. Winnipeg Jets; 16. 
Florida Panthers 
TRACEY MYERS  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Vegas Golden Knights; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
Minnesota Wild; 7. Colorado Avalanche; 8. Los Angeles 
Kings; 9. Dallas Stars; 10. New York Rangers; 11. Edmonton 
Oilers; 12. Tampa Bay Lightning; 13. Seattle Kraken; 14. 
New York Islanders; 15. Florida Panthers; 16. Winnipeg Jets 
SHAWN P. ROARKE  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Los Angeles 
Kings; 4. New Jersey Devils; 5. Minnesota Wild; 6. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 7. Vegas Golden Knights; 8. New York Rangers; 
9. Tampa Bay Lightning; 10. Toronto Maple Leafs; 11. Dallas 
Stars; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Seattle Kraken; 14. Florida 
Panthers; 15. New York Islanders; 16. Arizona Coyotes 
DAN ROSEN  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Colorado 
Avalanche; 4. Minnesota Wild; 5. New Jersey Devils; 6. Los 
Angeles Kings; 7. Vegas Golden Knights; 8. New York 
Rangers; 9. Toronto Maple Leafs; 10. Edmonton Oilers; 11. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 12. Dallas Stars; 13. Seattle Kraken; 
14. New York Islanders; 15. Florida Panthers; 16. Winnipeg 
Jets 
DAVID SATRIANO 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. New York Rangers; 5. Los Angeles Kings; 6. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. Minnesota 
Wild; 9. Colorado Avalanche; 10. Dallas Stars; 11. Tampa 
Bay Lightning; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Seattle Kraken; 14. 
New York Islanders; 15. Florida Panthers; 16. Winnipeg Jets 
PAUL STRIZHEVSKY 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Vegas Golden Knights; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
Los Angeles Kings; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Colorado 
Avalanche; 9. Dallas Stars; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. 
Edmonton Oilers; 12. Tampa Bay Lightning; 13. Seattle 
Kraken; 14. Winnipeg Jets; 15. New York Islanders; 16. 
Nashville Predators 
MIKE ZEISBERGER  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. New York Rangers; 5. New Jersey Devils; 6. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 7. Los Angeles Kings; 8. Toronto 
Maple Leafs; 9. Edmonton Oilers; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. 
Dallas Stars; 12. Tampa Bay Lightning; 13. New York 
Islanders; 14. Seattle Kraken; 15. Winnipeg Jets; 16. Florida 
Panthers 
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Mailbag: Potential playoff upsets; Gibson’s future with Ducks 

NHL.com's Dan Rosen answers weekly questions 

By Dan Rosen 

Here is the March 22 edition of the mailbag, where we 
answer your questions asked on Twitter using 
#OvertheBoards. Tweet your questions to @drosennhl. 
What are some NHL postseason upsets you could see 
mirroring March Madness? Could the Islanders topple the 
Bruins like FDU/Purdue? -- @mikeybox 
Love the question, but the NHL's parity doesn't exactly lend 
itself to a Cinderella in the Stanley Cup Playoffs.  
That's one of the great things about the NCAA Men's 
Basketball Tournament, schools like Fairleigh Dickinson 
defeating Purdue, or, gasp, Princeton taking down my 
Arizona Wildcats. But every team that makes the NHL 
postseason is in some ways a contender. Granted, the 
Boston Bruins will be the favorite when the playoffs begin 
April 17, but the Presidents' Trophy winners, the team that 
finishes with the most points in the regular season, have lost 
in the first round seven times since 1990-91. That includes, 
of course, the most famous first-round sweep, the Columbus 
Blue Jackets taking out the Tampa Bay Lightning in 2019 
after the Lightning tied the NHL record with 62 wins. The 
Bruins might break that record, but it wouldn't be terribly 
shocking if they lost in the first round, whether it's to the New 
York Islanders, Florida Panthers or Pittsburgh Penguins. 
That's the nature of the NHL with the parity across the 
League.  
It's even more wide open in the Western Conference, where 
we could debate for hours if the favorite should be the 
Colorado Avalanche, Dallas Stars, Minnesota Wild, Vegas 
Golden Knights, Los Angeles Kings or Edmonton Oilers. Six 
points currently separate those six teams in the standings. 
The Seattle Kraken would be the closest the NHL has to a 
Cinderella only because they're in their second season and 
this will be their first go in the playoffs if they get there. But 
the Kraken have been on solid playoff footing for most of the 
season and have defeated each of the six teams ahead of 
them in the standings, including the Kings three times and 
the Avalanche twice. FDU did not defeat a top 25 team all 
season. Neither did Princeton. That's what makes them 
Cinderellas.  
John Gibson has been a subject of trade rumors the past few 
seasons. Is this the offseason the Ducks move him and 
where would he be a fit? -- @punmasterrifkin 
There are two schools of thought that I have with Gibson and 
his value to the Anaheim Ducks as a No. 1 goalie.  
1. They need him because he can stabilize the team while 
they continue their rebuild and incorporate younger players. 
The salary cap is not a concern for them, so it's not a big 
deal if he's around for four more seasons. It's not as if 
Gibson is eating away at a team that is capped out and 
maybe the Ducks could become a contender in two years, 
which still leaves another two left on his contract. 
2. The Ducks are not close yet to being a playoff contender, 
so why would they need a No. 1 goalie who is 29 years old 
and in his prime? Why waste Gibson's best years on a team 
that isn't ready to win when they can get value for him in a 
trade that could enhance their rebuild and, potentially, 
escalate their timeline?  

The Ducks obviously know more than me, but I would think 
that they are contemplating both schools of thought as this 
season winds to a close and their business gets ready to 
pick up in the offseason. Gibson undoubtedly has value on 
the trade market.  
The Penguins could use him. Tristan Jarry is in the last 
season of his contract, a pending unrestricted free agent, 
and he's been injury prone. If the Penguins miss the playoffs 
or get in and lose in the first round, it's possible, if not likely, 
that they could go in a different direction with their No. 1 
goalie. Gibson is from Pittsburgh and having him could keep 
the Penguins run at being Stanley Cup contenders alive for a 
few more seasons regardless of what happens this season.  
The Buffalo Sabres should also be in the mix. Craig 
Anderson has had a fine season, but he's 41 years old and 
the Sabres are built to win starting next season. Gibson fits 
there. He could do a lot of winning with them. 
Do you think the New York Rangers will go far in the 
playoffs, especially with how they're playing now? -- 
@MissingLinc1199 
I think the Rangers can go far, but how they're playing now 
doesn't necessarily matter in the big picture of how they'll do 
in the playoffs. They will get in as one of the top three teams 
in the Metropolitan Division. How that shakes out remains to 
be seen. That much we can pretty much say with authority at 
this point.  
What we can also say is that the combination of goalie Igor 
Shesterkin and how the Rangers defend in front of him is 
absolutely the most important factor that will determine how 
the playoffs go for them. If Shesterkin is on his game and the 
Rangers are limiting turnovers and not surrendering Grade A 
chances after Grade A chances, they can win the Stanley 
Cup. They're built to give up some because of how they can 
push offensively. They're not going to play the man-on-man, 
relentless, puck-possession style like the Carolina 
Hurricanes. They don't have to with their talent. But if 
Shesterkin falters and/or the Rangers look like they're 
blowing tires all over the ice in front of him, then they can 
forget about a fun spring in New York. That's it. I'll say it until 
I'm blue in the face. It's all about how they defend and the 
goaltending they get, because the Rangers can and will 
score. It's just a matter of will they score enough?  
The additions of Patrick Kane and Vladimir Tarasenko into 
New York's top six forward group look great and are working. 
Everybody is slotted in the right place, with a dangerous third 
line of Alexis Lafreniere, Filip Chytil and Kaapo Kakko, and a 
fourth line of Jimmy Vesey, Barclay Goodrow and Tyler 
Motte that could be the best in the NHL. A top six defense 
group featuring Adam Fox, Ryan Lindgren, Jacob Trouba, 
K'Andre Miller, Braden Schneider and Niko Mikkola has all 
the ingredients necessary, including size, reach, mobility and 
physicality. On paper, and on the ice of late, the Rangers 
look like a serious Stanley Cup contender, a team that 
should go far, if not the distance, in the playoffs. But of all the 
fancy toys coach Gerard Gallant has at his disposal, the 
most important one is Shesterkin. He must be great.  
Goalies aside, which veteran player surprises you that he's 
still playing? For me, and even though he's not the oldest, it's 
Milan Lucic. After that, it's a tie between Brent Burns and 
Mark Giordano. -- @TrishTheMiddle 
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If you wanted an answer because of age, then I'll agree with 
you on Giordano and Burns. Giordano, a defenseman for the 
Toronto Maple Leafs, is 39. Burns, a defenseman for the 
Hurricanes, is 38. But I'm not surprised they're still in the 
NHL because Giordano and Burns are still good players and 
in great shape. There's no reason they can't play into their 
40s. Lucic, a forward with the Calgary Flames, is another 
good option here not because of age, 34, but because of 
style of play. He's been a rugged, physical, grinding forward 
who has played 1,163 games since 2007-08 and has 3,245 
hits, fifth in NHL history. That's a lot of wear and tear on a 
body, but Lucic has handled it well and he's still going, which 
is somewhat surprising. 
But my picks are Penguins defenseman Kris Letang and 
Stars forward Tyler Seguin because of what they have been 
through health and injury wise.  
Letang has played through two strokes. One would often be 
enough to end a playing career. One makes you fear for 
quality of life. Letang had two and he's still playing. It's 
remarkable. He's had a debilitating neck injury that required 

surgery, multiple concussions, broken bones, infections and 
the like. He keeps coming back. He's not doing it on his own. 
The doctors wouldn't allow Letang to play if he couldn't or if 
his health issues were putting his future at risk. The fact that 
he has plowed through is still amazing. 
Seguin's right leg was ravaged from surgery and nerve 
damage more than two years ago. The Stars forward said he 
basically had no quadriceps muscle when he arrived at his 
trainer Matt Nichol's gym outside of Toronto in January 2021. 
But he was back on the ice for three games at the end of the 
2020-21 season and full go for the start of 2021-22. Seguin 
is out now because his left leg was cut by a skate March 9, a 
serious injury that had general managers talking last week 
about making cut resistant socks and undergarments 
mandatory across the NHL. Stars coach Peter DeBoer said 
Tuesday that Seguin had the stitches removed from his leg 
and expects him to return to the lineup by the end of the 
week. The fact that Seguin is still able to play is remarkable 
because of how badly he was injured and how bleak it 
looked for him 26 months ago. 
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Metropolitan Division Weekly Roundup: Carolina Hurricanes reach 100 points in back to 
back seasons 

Even with 100 points, the Canes are not out of the woods 
yet, the Devils are still close 
By Zeke Lukow 

1. Carolina Hurricanes: 100 Points (46-15-8) 69 GP 

The Carolina Hurricanes are just the second team in the NHL 
to reach the 100-point mark this season. This is also the first 
time in franchise history that the Canes have had back-to-
back 100-point seasons. Even with 100 points though, the 
Canes are still in the thick of it. Their next four games are 
against the New York Rangers, Toronto Maple Leafs, Boston 
Bruins, and Tampa Bay Lightning. 
The Canes will need more performances from Sebastian Aho 
like he had on Saturday against the Philadelphia Flyers. Aho 
registered his third hat trick of the season which is the 
second most in the league this season behind only Tage 
Thompson’s four. It also ended his season long seven-game 
pointless streak. 
Since the all-star break Aho has been feast or famine. He 
has 12 points in 18 games with all points coming in multi-
point games. He scored those 12 points in only five games. 
With Andrei Svechnikov out, the Canes have to get more 
consistency out of their top players to win consistently. They 
have just 16 goals in their last seven games which is just 
2.28 goals per game and ranks 31st in the league in offense.  

2. New Jersey Devils: 98 Points (45-18-8) 71 GP 

Since pulling even with the Carolina Hurricanes in the 
standings, the New Jersey Devils have a 1-2-2 record and 
now sit two points behind the Canes having played two extra 
games. That stretch featured all three of this season’s games 
against the Tampa Bay Lightning where they went 1-1-1. In 
their lone win against the Lightning, Jesper Bratt scored a 
hat-trick in a come-from-behind 5-2 win. Bratt is now the third 
30-goal scorer for the Devils this season as he joins Nico 
Hischier and Jack Hughes. Timo Meier has over 30 goals as 
well, but most came when he was with the San Jose Sharks 
still. 
30 goals is the highest single-season total for Bratt, besting 
his 26 goals last season. His 63 points are also just 10 points 
shy of matching his career best. On a contract season, he is 
proving his $5.45 million contract is a bargain. He is also 
proving that he is not a one-and-done player and that he is 
still growing into his final form. He like, Meier, is a restricted 
free agent with arbitration rights and could be due a huge 
raise in a franchise-defining offseason. 

3. New York Rangers: 92 Points (41-20-10) 71 GP 

A loss last night to the Carolina Hurricanes ended the New 
York Rangers’ four-game winning streak and Rangers’ fans 
hopes that they would be able to move up to the second or 
even the first seed. With the loss, their chances of improving 

out of third place in their last 11 games is just 5%. Even with 
the chances slimming, the Rangers and their fans have a lot 
to be excited about in the last 11 games. 
The team proved why no one will want to play them in the 
first round. They had a fantastic weekend winning two games 
by a combined score of 13-0 against the Pittsburgh Penguins 
and the Nashville Predators. Against the Predators on 
Sunday, the Rangers scored six goals in a single period. 
K’Andre Miller also became the first defenseman in Rangers 
history to record four points in a single period. They have 
scored 24 goals in their last five games good for 4.8 goals 
per game. They are only going to get better as their new 
players and lines have more time to gel.  

4. York Islanders: 82 Points (37-27-8) 72 GP 

The New York Islanders went 2-1 on their West Coast road 
trip and upon returning home, beat the Toronto Maple Leafs 
by a score of 7-2. The Isles are now three points clear of the 
Florida Panthers for the first wild card position. Isles 
goaltender, Illya Sorokin, has flown a bit under the Vezina 
radar due to the performance of Linus Ullmark of the Boston 
Bruins, however, he ranks in the top four in the NHL for 
goalies who have played 30 or more games in both goals 
against and save percentage.  
Sorokin is ready to be the goaltender that can steal a series 
in the playoffs. He has recorded a .925 save percentage and 
2.36 goals against in 53 games played which includes 51 
starts. His five shutouts are also tied for the most in the 
league with Alexander Georgiev and Darcey Keumper. He 
has saved 21.11 goals above expected which is also second 
in the league behind only Ullmark. He’s the main reason the 
Isles only have let up 2.68 goals against per game which is 
the fifth-best in the league. 

5. Pittsburgh Penguins: 78 Points (34-26-10) 70 GP 

With the Pittsburgh Penguins' 2-1 loss to the Ottawa 
Senators and the Florida Panthers' 5-2 win over the Detroit 
Red Wings, the Penguins now sit outside a playoff position. 
They now sit one point behind the Panthers with a game in 
hand. The loss came against goaltender Dylan Ferguson in 
his first-ever NHL start. The debutante stopped 48 of the 49 
shots he faced and out-dueled Penguins regular started 
Tristan Jarry who only stopped 19 of the 21 shots he faced. 
This has been the issue for the Pens this year who have just 
looked pedestrian.  
The Penguins have also not had a reprieve from the injury 
bug. Their latest case is Marcus Pettersson, who was added 
to LTIR retroactive to March 18th. Pettersson was injured in 
the second period of the Penguins' 6-0 loss to the New York 
Rangers on Saturday. Defenseman Taylor Fedun has been 
recalled in his place. Fedun is 34 years old and has not 
played in the NHL since the 2020 playoffs when the 
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Penguins lost to the 12th-seed Montreal Canadiens in the 
play-in round.  

6. Washington Capitals: 74 Points (33-31-8) 72 GP 

The Washington Capitals expect to get defenseman, John 
Carlson, back at some point this season. The team revealed 
he suffered a fractured skull when he took a slapshot to the 
head on December 23rd. The defenseman also had to have 
surgery to re-attach his ear after the horrific injury. It’s good 
news to have a timeline for the defenseman who hopes to 
return as early as this week. He has returned to practice this 
week with a non-contact jersey. The loss of Carlson has 
been huge for the Caps as he is their clear number-one 
defenseman.  
The Washington Capitals have just six wins in their last 19 
games, and their playoff hopes have all been but 
extinguished. However, getting Carlson back will go far in 
raising the spirits of the team but will also be the first time 
that they have had Alexander Ovechkin, Tom Wilson, Nicklas 
Backstrom, T.J. Oshie, and John Carlson in the lineup at the 
same time. The Caps believe they are still competitive for the 
next few years but have not had an honest evaluation all 
year due to injuries.  

7. Philadelphia Flyers: 64 Points (26-32-12) 70 GP 

Every week, head coach John Tortorella makes news, and 
this time he made news for commenting that the roster 
needs some “subtractions.” The head coach says that he 
believes that there have been rookies and veterans that have 
failed to grow and the only way to add to the roster has to be 
done after subtraction. He continues to trumpet the needs 

and long-term strategy of the team over the GM and this 
would signal the full sell-off that ownership shied away from 
saying this time last week.  
The Flyers have also already used two of their four, post-
deadline recalls over the last weeks. They recalled 
defenseman Egor Zamula and forward Tyson Foerster. 
Foerster scored his first NHL goal on Saturday against the 
Carolina Hurricanes. Both are on short call ups and they 
expect to be sent down by the end of the week, however, it’s 
an important evaluation period for both young players. 

8. Columbus Blue Jackets: 51 Points (22-41-7) 70 GP 

The Columbus Blue Jackets are the first team from the 
Metropolitan Division to be officially eliminated from the 
Stanley Cup Playoffs. The Blue Jackets ended a crucial 
West Coast road trip with a 1-3-0 record with their lone win 
coming in overtime against the San Jose Sharks, only losing 
a point to them in the tank race. The Jackets also had a 
crucial 7-4 loss to the Anaheim Ducks who have been in the 
league’s basement all season. Now according to The 
Athletic, they have the best odds to get Conner Bedard at 
21% 
In the Blue Jackets' 7-2 loss to the Vegas Golden Knights, 
long-time winger, Patrik Laine played center. He centered 
the top line with Johnny Gaudreau and Karil Marchenko. In 
that game, he played 17:32 and registered two assists. He 
had expressed interest in trying the position and was able to 
make an immediate impact. For a season that has gone as 
bad as it could have for Columbus, an experiment like this 
only has upside.  
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Wolves Fall To Griffins 6-3 To Open Road Trip 

The Chicago Wolves opened a four-game road trip by falling 
to the Grand Rapids Griffins 6-3 on Wednesday night in 
Michigan. 
Max Lajoie, Malte Stromwall and Jamieson Rees scored for 
the Wolves but it wasn’t enough as the defending Calder 
Cup champions’ losing skid reached three games. 
Danny O’Regan, Pontus Andreasson and Chase Pearson 
each had a goal and an assist for Grand Rapids, which 
scored six times in the third period to leapfrog the Wolves for 
sixth place in the Central Division. 
The Wolves wasted little time in grabbing a 1-0 lead. With 
just 35 seconds elapsed in the opening period, Lajoie struck 
when the captain took a terrific between-the-legs pass from 
Mackenzie MacEachern, closed in on Griffins goaltender 
Alex Nedeljkovic and buried a shot for his ninth goal of the 
season. In addition to MacEachern, Stromwall was credited 
with an assist. 
Later in the first, Stromwall wheeled around a Grand Rapids 
defender and beat Nedeljkovic top shelf, blocker side from 
the right dot for his 15th goal of the season. MacEachern and 
William Lagesson earned assists on the score that gave the 
Wolves a 2-0 advantage. 

After a scoreless second, the Griffins pulled even in the third 
on goals by O’Regan and Pearson but the Wolves roared 
right back. 
Just :31 seconds after Grand Rapids tied it at 2-2, Rees 
deked his way through the Griffins defense and fired a 
forehand shot past Nedeljkoic to the stick side to put the 
Wolves back in front. Ryan Suzuki and Ronan Seeley each 
had assists on Rees’ 13th goal of the season. 
Grand Rapids then answered with goals by Andreasson and 
Taro Hirose just :19 apart to seize a 4-3 lead. 
Riley Sawchuk and Joel L’Esperance each scored in the 
closing moments to seal the deal for Grand Rapids. 
Zachary Sawchenko (20 saves) suffered the loss in goal for 
the Wolves while Nedeljkovic (24 saves) earned the win for 
the Griffins. 
The Wolves dropped to 26-28-3-3 on the season and Grand 
Rapids improved to 26-29-4-3. 
Up next: The Wolves travel to Texas to face the Stars on 
Saturday (7 p.m.; AHLTV). 
For information on Wolves ticket plans for the 2022-23 
season — everything from single-game tickets to Flex Packs 
to group outings — visit ChicagoWolves.com or call 1-800-
THE-WOLVES. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/preview-march-23-versus-new-york/c-342510400 

https://www.nhl.com/news/super-16-nhl-power-rankings-march-23/c-342579862 
https://www.nhl.com/news/over-the-boards-dan-rosen-mailbag-march-22/c-342520486 

https://www.canescountry.com/2023/3/22/23651367/metropolitan-division-weekly-roundup-carolina-hurricanes-reach-100-points-in-back-to-back-
seasons 

https://www.chicagowolves.com/2023/03/22/wolves-fall-to-griffins-6-3-to-open-road-trip/ 
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Kaapo Kakko's ultimate Rangers' focus is more than just goals 

 

Larry Brooks  

 

When Kaapo Kakko ended an 11-game goal-scoring drought Tuesday by 
burying a rebound for a short-lived, 2-1, third-period lead in a game the 
Rangers lost, 3-2, to the Hurricanes, the Finn did not exhale a sigh of 
relief. 

That’s because, though goals are hardly immaterial, the 22-year-old 
winger has immediate goals beyond scoring. 

“I don’t think about the number of goals I have. I think about what I can 
do best for the team and about what our line can do to help us win,” 
Kakko, who has a career-high 13 goals this season, told The Post before 
his team chartered to Raleigh, N.C., for a Thursday night rematch against 
Carolina. “Our role has changed a little bit since the deadline, we don’t 
get the same amount of ice time. We have to take advantage when we 
get the chance. 

“I think we are in the same situation as a line as we were going into last 
year’s playoffs. We have the same role. We need to be as good as we 
were last year.” 

The Rangers have killed 24 of 26 power plays they have faced over the 
past 10 games, dating to March 2 against Ottawa, including 24 of 24 
while playing four-on-five. 

The two power-play goals against the Rangers in that span both came in 
Pittsburgh on March 12, when the Penguins scored on a five-on-three 
before getting the four-on-three overtime winner. 

“We had gone through a little dip before this stretch and talked about 
being more aggressive and attacking earlier in certain situations,” said 
Jimmy Vesey, who has been paired with Barclay Goodrow on the 
penalty-kill unit behind the tandem of Mika Zibanejad and Chris Kreider. 
“We want to be quick to the wall or when there’s a bobble. 

“We want to put immediate pressure when the puck is dumped in and 
rims around the yellow. I think we’ve been making good reads on passes 
just about all year but we want to disrupt plays as much as possible.” 

The Rangers’ surge has elevated them to 14th in the NHL at 80.4 
percent. 

“I don’t like to use clichés,” Vesey said. “But sometimes the goalie has to 
be your best penalty-killer. We’ve had that, too.” 

The Rangers will play at the Panthers on Saturday to conclude a two-
game jaunt to warmer climes before the Blue Jackets come to the 
Garden on Tuesday. 
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Rangers returning to trusty recipe in latest power-play shakeup 

 

Larry Brooks  

 

Separate but equal doesn’t work on the ice, either. And most assuredly 
not if that historically discredited concept means keeping Mika Zibanejad 
and Chris Kreider on the bench for the start of half of the Rangers’ power 
plays. 

The 1A-1B approach adopted by the Rangers seven games ago to 
accommodate their surfeit of offensive talent has come to an end. The 
Rangers are reverting to a traditional first and second units. They are 
going back to the recipe that resulted in success with the man-advantage 
for the last three-plus years: 

Zibanejad, Kreider, Artemi Panarin, Adam Fox, plus Patrick Kane. With a 
second unit featuring Vlad Tarasenko, Vincent Trocheck, Filip Chytil, 
Alexis Lafreniere and Jacob Trouba. 

“Having so many good options can be a blessing and a curse,” Zibanejad 
told The Post after his team prepared to play the back end of their home-
and-home against the Hurricanes, on Thursday in Raleigh, N.C. “I 
compare this to watching Man U [Manchester United] play soccer. 

“They have so much talent that very good players are on the bench or 
maybe don’t even get to dress for the game. There are always choices. 
Sometimes you can have too many choices. You don’t give a child 1,000 
toys and say, ‘Pick one.’ ” 

The Rangers split into somewhat co-equal branches of the power play as 
a means to get Kane and Tarasenko their accustomed minutes. And 
through the first six games of that experiment, the club went 5-for-20 at 
five-on-four, the 25 percent a healthy enough rate. 

Rangers winger Chris Kreider (20) celebrates his goal with Mika 
Zibanejad (93) on March 2, 2023. 

Rangers winger Chris Kreider (20) celebrates his goal with Mika 
Zibanejad (93) on March 2, 2023. 

Robert Sabo for the NY Post 

The thing is, though, Zibanejad ranked eighth in time among forwards 
and Kreider ranked sixth. They had combined to score 66 of the 
Blueshirts’ 100 power-play goals from the start of last season until the 
bifurcation of duties. The thing is, the power play never quite seemed 
dynamic. 

“All 10 of us want to start the power play but no one was complaining 
about ice time. We’re not about that here,” said Zibanejad, who is tied for 
third in the NHL with 19 power-play goals. “I think the way we’ve been 
handling it shows how much respect we have for one another.” 

There are challenges associated with forming a new PP1 with only 11 
games remaining in the regular season and with limited practice time with 
which to perfect it. Zibanejad pointed out, though, that the first unit is the 
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same as the one that played most of the season, other than Kane 
replacing Trocheck. 

Kane said that he generally played on either half-wall with Chicago. The 
alignment on which the Rangers worked Tuesday had him down low. 
That will represent another adjustment for the wing. 

“It’s a little different than I’m accustomed to but I know how Bread and 
Mika like to work their seam plays with Mika setting up in the off-wing 
circle,” Kane told The Post. “I’ll make the adjustment 

“The idea is for us to become more of a shooting power play. It’s not just 
shooting to shoot, but taking meaningful shots. Foxy and Bread are great 
passers but they know when it’s time to shoot it. The focus is on getting 
pucks to the net.” 

The Rangers are ninth in the league with a 23.1 percent power-play 
success ratio. That doesn’t signify a failure, but there has been a sense 
all season that the power play has underperformed. Opposition game-
planning surely has been a factor. 

“We’re going to try and utilize Kaner as much as possible without trying 
to force it,” Zibanejad said. “He has special instincts, he reads plays, and 
he can shoot it as well. 

“We have five threats on our unit. We have to take advantage of that. 
The mindset is to go out and score. That goes for all 10 of us. We’ll take 
what the PK gives us and force them to defend against us.” 

The Blueshirts devoted a half-hour of their 40-minute practice session to 
working on the power play, both with and without opposition. Huddles 
among the first-unit were commonplace. Communication will be critical in 
order for this talented unit to reach its potential that appears unlimited. 

“Eleven games might not seem like enough time to work on it, but we 
should have enough opportunity to develop chemistry before the 
playoffs,” Kane said. “We want to score, we want to create momentum, 
we want to create energy. 

“As soon as the ref’s arm goes up, we’re going to be excited to hop over 
the boards and get work.” 

The more exciting it will be with Zibanejad and Kreider back in their 
rightful places. On PP1. 
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Rangers' Gerard Gallant makes adjustments to power-play units 

 

By Denis P. Gorman  

 

GREENBURGH, N.Y. -- This was not a case of Gerard Gallant making 
the decision to experiment simply for the sake of experimentation. 

This was both the byproduct of a disappointing performance and an 
opportunity to tinker with a vital component ahead of the Stanley Cup 
Playoffs. 

And the results of Gallant’s adjustments may begin to reveal themselves 
in very short order. 

During Wednesday’s brisk half-hour practice at the MSG Training Center, 
the Rangers deployed new power-play units. Chris Kreider, Mika 
Zibanejad, Patrick Kane, Artemi Panarin and Adam Fox comprised the 
first unit, while the second unit was made up of Alexis Lafreniere, Vincent 
Trocheck, Filip Chytil, Vladimir Tarasenko and Jacob Trouba. 

What made the configurations interesting is that Panarin was stationed 
alongside the half-wall on the right side and Kane, also on the right side, 
was along the goal line. 

“Try and get it going a little bit,” was Gallant’s reasoning for the new-look 
units. The Rangers went 0-for-3 on the power play with one shot on goal 
in Tuesday night’s 3-2 loss to Metropolitan Division-leading Carolina at 
the Garden. 

“Get it back to where it should be,” Gallant added. 

Since Mar. 2 – which was the date of Kane’s first game with the Rangers 
– the team ranks 14th in the NHL with a 22.6% success rate on the 
power play. They have scored seven man-up goals in that span, while 
playing an average of five minutes and 40 seconds per game on the 
power play.  

None of which is suboptimal. But for a team which possesses the kind of 
dynamic offensive players that the Rangers have in spades, it also 
means there’s room for improvement. 

“You look at the units and sometimes you know what guys’ strengths are 
and you want to give them the puck in that area – maybe even if they’re 
not there,” Kane said. “I think that’s what we’re even working through. 
Like the game like last night. Sometimes you defer too much. Sometimes 
you’re expecting other guys to do the job for you because there is so 
much talent on the team and sometimes it’s just better to take control and 
not do things yourself, but have an aggressive mentality.” 

After the acquisition of Kane, Gallant had the right wing on the right half-
wall, which had been Panarin’s accustomed spot. That meant the top-line 
left wing had to be shifted elsewhere and the decision was made to have 
him replace Zibanejad on the left half-wall, while the center was moved to 
the high slot.  

That configuration did not click immediately, which prompted Gallant to 
create two balanced units beginning on Mar. 9 in Montreal. One unit had 
Zibanejad and Kreider and the second had Panarin and Kane.  

This configuration allowed Zibanejad and Panarin to each play on the left 
half-wall on separate units. It also kept Panarin and Kane together.   

That lasted until Wednesday’s practice, when Gallant created a top five-
man grouping which included Zibanejad, Kreider, Panarin, and Kane. 

Gallant stressed the team “will do different things” with Kane; that he is 
not permanently ensconced on the right side of the goal line.  

“He can be anywhere. He makes plays on the goal line. He can make 
plays on the half-wall,” Gallant said. “It’s not just flexibility for [Kane]; it’s 
flexibility for Mika and all those guys.”  

Notes & quotes: Ryan Lindgren and Tyler Motte were given maintenance 
days and, as such, did not participate in practice. But both traveled with 
the team to Raleigh, where they will conclude their home-and-home 
series with the Hurricanes Thursday. 
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Leafs prospect Ryan Tverberg joins Marlies, wants to be “ready now and 
later” 

Leafs hope they found a gem with the fifth-last pick of the 2020 NHL 
draft. 

 

By Kevin McGran 
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Ryan Tverberg was sitting in his Richmond Hill home the night of Oct. 7, 
2020. hoping that somehow his name would be called at the pandemic-
delayed NHL draft. 

The five-foot-11 centre was college-bound but he wasn't on the radar of 
many NHL scouts despite 26 goals in 47 games for the Toronto Jr. 
Canadiens of the Ontario Junior Hockey League. 

“I was hoping. I can't say I was expecting to be drafted,” says Tverberg 
(pronounced TOR-berg). “I knew Toronto was interested, maybe a few 
more teams, but I thought Toronto would be the one. Time passed. Faith 
dwindled. Then, at end, there I was.” 

With the 213th pick of a 217-player draft, the Maple Leafs chose 
Tverberg. Three years later, Tverberg has signed an entry level contract 
that kicks in next season with the Leafs. 

“This is Toronto, the biggest market. Can't beat it,” Tverberg says. 

COVID interrupted his final year of junior hockey and limited his first 
season at the University of Connecticut to 14 games. But he would 
eventually emerge as a scoring force. He had 32 points in 36 games as a 
sophomore, netting him an invitation to Canada's world junior camp, and 
30 points in 35 games as junior, including a team-leading 15 goals) 

The highlight was playing Northeastern at “Frozen Fenway” as part of the 
NHL's outdoor game events, even though it was a 4-1 loss. 

“That was awesome, an outdoor game, it was fun, it was Fenway, it was 
real cool,” Tverberg says. “Something I've never done before. Something 
I was grateful to do. The whole season was a journey.” 

He could have gone back for one year of college, but the Leafs came 
calling. 

“I was considering going back, but Toronto wanted me now. It's a chance 
to work with them year round and try to develop in that way. It's a step 
up. I'm trying something new.” 

The Leafs have a fairly good track record when it comes to developing 
late-round draft picks. Part of that is the kind of player they look for — 
players with high hockey IQ — part of it is the resources they can throw 
at developing young players. and part of it is simply organizational 
patience. Pontus Holmberg was a sixth-rounder in 2018 who projects to 
have a long NHL career. The recently traded Pierre Engvall was a 
seventh-rounder in 2014. Ditto Andreas Johnsson in 2013. 

“I've got to work on my own things, work on my habits, work on what I 
need to do to be the best player, so I'm ready now and later,” Tverberg 
says. 

The now part is with the Marlies. He's on a professional tryout and should 
be part of a team that has a good shot at a Calder Cup. 

“He definitely has skill and brains,” Marlies coach Greg Moore says. “He 
can make plays. He supports off the puck really well. He uses time and 
space to his advantage. In his first game, it was limited ice time, but once 
he gets more comfortable and plays with more pace, he can have an 
impact on our group.” 

In town less than week, Tverberg has already noticed a big difference 
from the college ranks. 

“There's a lot of different things, the guys have a lot more experience,” he 
says. “There's a lot to learn from them in what they've done well. I've got 
to learn from them to find ways to make myself successful.” 

Joining him as a late-season Marlies addition is left winger Dmitry 
Ovchinnikov, a fifth-round pick in the 2020 draft. Ovchinnikov got in 
seven games with the Marlies last year and rejoins the team now after a 
five-goal, eight assist season with Novosibirsk Sibir in his first full season 
in the KHL. 

The Marlies have also signed college free-agent defenceman Jonny 
Tychonick, 23, from the University of Nebraska-Omaha. 
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Leafs are working on their ‘loose change’ game plan. Will it be the 
difference come playoff time? 

The Leafs have struggled to operate effectively in the “dirty areas” close 
to the opposition’s net. They’re trying to do something about it. 

 

By Dave Feschuk 

 

The Maple Leafs were built to be an explosive offensive machine. And, 
by a lot of measures, they are. 

Since Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner ushered in new era of 
possibilities in Leafsland in 2016, Toronto’s NHLers have scored more 
regular-season goals than any team other than the Tampa Bay Lightning, 
the gold-standard franchise of the current era. With that kind of firepower 
in Toronto’s fold, nothing ought to be impossible. Certainly no opponents’ 
lead ought to be safe. 

Which raises a question: Why don’t the Leafs mount more third-period 
comebacks? 

In the 17 games in which they've trailed going into the third period this 
season, the Leafs have managed just two wins. Only the offence-
challenged Calgary Flames have fewer such victories. 

Now, no one’s saying the inability to mount late-game charges is some 
kind of fatal flaw. The best route to being an elite regular-season team is 
to take a lead into the third period and hold it. And in piling up victories in 
that fashion, the Leafs ranked fourth in the league behind only Boston, 
Carolina and Colorado heading into Wednesday. 

Staging third-period rallies is a low-percentage proposition for even the 
best teams. Still, some clubs have knack for doing it far more often than 
Toronto. Going back to the beginning of the Matthews-Marner era in 
2016-17 and heading into Wednesday, the high-scoring Lightning lead 
the league with 42 wins in games they trailed after two periods. Toronto 
has 22 such wins, which ranks 29th. 

Given how Tampa and Toronto both have offences that are so 
demonstrably potent, the disparity doesn’t necessarily add up. Tuesday's 
loss to the Islanders was another case in point. The Leafs, down 3-1 at 
the second intermission, made it 3-2 early in the third period. But their 
attempt at pulling off a rare come-from-behind victory soon backfired with 
a series of turnovers and mistakes that allowed the Islanders to reel off 
an easy 7-2 win. 

Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe said the problem in Tuesday’s loss was 
twofold. Part of it came down to that occasional penchant for giving away 
games with untimely miscues — a recurring theme that reared its ugly 
head on notable brain cramps by Timothy Liljegren and Marner that led 
to Islanders goals. And part of it, too, came down to an otherwise high-
scoring team’s inability to generate offence when it needed it most. Keefe 
chalked the latter up to Toronto’s struggle to operate effectively in the 
“dirty areas” close to the net when the Islanders played a conservative 
defensive style that encouraged the Leafs to overpass the puck 
unthreateningly around the perimeter. 

“Consistently, we didn’t challenge enough to the inside,” Keefe said. “We 
need to be able to generate more against (the Islanders) on the inside. 
Otherwise you’re not scoring against that guy.” 

“That guy”— Islanders goaltender Ilya Sorokin — is an elite netminder 
whose worst moments come when opponents create plenty of net-front 
traffic with an eye toward jamming in pucks from the doorstep. The same 
can be said about the No. 1 goaltender for Toronto’s presumptive first-
round playoff opponent, Tampa Bay’s Andrei Vasilevskiy. 
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Which probably speaks to why GM Kyle Dubas said he tailored a decent 
chunk of an extensive personnel makeover before the March 3 trade 
deadline around improving the team’s ability to score from in close. In the 
newly arrived forward trio of Ryan O’Reilly, Noel Acciari and Sam 
Lafferty, Dubas said he valued the fact that they have all proven “that 
they can score, and they can score in tight to the net, where we are going 
to have to find a way, and haven’t found a way in key moments in the 
past.” 

So far, the changes haven’t yielded obvious results. Since the trade 
deadline, Toronto is a mediocre 4-3-1 heading into Thursday’s game 
against the Panthers in Florida. As for creating offence closer to the net, 
they are 27th in high-danger chance share, meaning they’re giving up 
plenty more than they’re creating. 

Part of the problem is that O’Reilly, the centrepiece of the deadline haul, 
played in just one of those post-deadline games before suffering a 
broken finger that continues to sideline him. Still, on Wednesday 
Matthews acknowledged to reporters after practice in Elmont, N.Y., that, 
as the playoffs approach, the Leafs need to put more of an emphasis on 
commanding real estate and creating offence near the opposing 
goalmouth. 

“I think attacking the net more and just having a little bit more of an inside 
presence, and not being too perimeter,” Matthews said. “As you get into 
late in the season and playoffs, obviously teams play extremely tight. So I 
think just making sure we’ve got guys that are in those areas, so when 
we do deliver pucks we’ve got some numbers there and can maybe bang 
home some pucks and find the loose change there.” 

Call it loose change, sure, but it’s often the currency of the Stanley Cup 
cauldron. And maybe there’s some rough correlation to Toronto’s inability 
to mount third-period comebacks and its lack of success in big post-
season moments. When opponents play “extremely tight,” to use 
Matthews’s phrase, an otherwise high-scoring Toronto team clearly finds 
it difficult to score. They also find it difficult not to take the kind of 
gambles that lead to opponent counterstrikes. Which could speak to why, 
in Toronto’s four most recent winner-take-all playoff losses, the Leafs 
have scored a combined total of three goals while giving up 13. 

That’s three Game 7s against Tampa, Montreal and Boston, plus a 
Game 5 against Columbus. Against Tampa, Boston and Columbus the 
Leafs were down a goal heading into the third period. Against Montreal, 
they were down two. In all four instances, the Leafs failed to mount the 
rally that could have helped change the post-season narrative of the 
Matthews-Marner era. 

As another opportunity for some modicum of post-season redemption 
comes closer, it only makes sense that Keefe is urging his players to get 
closer to the net. Whether they’ll find enough loose change to 
significantly transform their playoff fortunes might turn out to be the 
money question. 
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Can Matthew Knies make a splash in the NHL playoffs? Maple Leafs 
front office is willing to find out 

Leafs are willing to extend prospect a contract that would see the first 
year burned off right away, bringing closer a trip to restricted free agency. 

 

By Chris JohnstonNorth 

 

When the dust settled on a busy trade deadline period, the Toronto 
Maple Leafs emerged with one open contract slot and just enough cap 
space to squeeze in a maximum-salary entry-level contract. 

That was by design. 

Even amid late February’s wheeling-and-dealing the front office was 
mindful of preserving the ability to sign Matthew Knies when his standout 
season at the University of Minnesota came to a close. 

That could be any day now with the Golden Gophers entering the Fargo 
Regional starting Thursday. They are the top-ranked team in the nation 
and heavily favoured against opening opponent Canisius, but in a one-
and-done tournament nothing can be taken for granted. 

And so the ‘Knies Watch’ is officially underway in Toronto. 

Sign up for Chris Johnston’s ‘Inside the NHL’ newsletter here 

The Leafs are actually hoping the 20-year-old left-winger isn’t available to 
them until after April 8 because that would mean their top prospect 
realized his dream of playing for a NCAA championship. Never mind that 
it would reduce his potential pre-Stanley Cup playoff cameo to just three-
regular season games, what better springboard could Knies have into his 
professional career than a cherry-topping finish to his time in college? 

Either way, he’s got a fairly unique NHL opportunity on the horizon. 

The Leafs are willing to extend him a contract that would see the first 
year burned off right away, bringing his first trip to restricted free agency 
even closer. And they’re also ready to drop him onto the NHL’s fourth-
best roster by points percentage, with at least the possibility of playoff 
minutes coming almost immediately. 

That will likely hinge on the team’s health and his own performance. 

There’s a high degree of unknown when it comes to how ready Knies 
might be to play at the sport’s highest level, even after a season where 
he’s been named a top-10 Hobey Baker finalist and the Big Ten 
Conference Player of the Year. 

“I think you can try to project and guess, but I mean a guy coming out of 
college I don’t think you ever truly know,” said Maple Leafs general 
manager Kyle Dubas last week, before adding: “Or junior. Or Europe.” 

What we know about Knies is that he already carries a big-league build 
at six-foot-three and 210 pounds. At the collegiate level he’s developed a 
reputation as both a puck thief who uses his size along the walls and a 
clutch scorer who led the NCAA with seven game-winning goals this 
season — three of them coming in overtime. 

Of course, it’s one thing to light up Lindenwood and quite another to line 
up across from the Tampa Bay Lightning. 

But Knies has experience playing in a high-pressure environment against 
men after representing Team USA at the 2022 Beijing Olympics and you 
need only look to Cole Caufield two years ago to find an example of a 
player who jumped directly from the NCAA into a long playoff run with the 
Montreal Canadiens. 

The Leafs, naturally, are tempering their own expectations when it comes 
to Knies. Dubas has always chosen his words very carefully when 
discussing him publicly. 

“Physically he’s got some great tools and they’ve done a great job with 
him at the University of Minnesota,” said Dubas. “In terms of projecting 
what he’s going to be exactly as he turns pro I think is always a really 
hard thing. You can give your best guess, but there’s always going to be 
ups and downs, too, in terms of how it’s going to actually go.” 

Still, you can’t ignore the fact that the team has basically only been 
carrying 12 healthy forwards since the deadline. They’ve most recently 
been dressing Calle Järnkrok, Michael Bunting, Bobby McMann and 
Zach Aston-Reese at left wing. And even when Ryan O’Reilly returns 
from his broken finger, Knies would only have to slot above Wayne 
Simmonds and McMann to find himself in the lineup on any given night. 

He’ll also be playing for a head coach in Sheldon Keefe who has never 
shied away from the bold call — whether it’s putting his lines in the 
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blender for a Game 7 or dressing a teenaged Nick Robertson in the 
playoff bubble. 

None of this will be front of mind for Knies as he enters the NCAA 
tournament, but that doesn’t mean he’s not in the Leafs thoughts and 
plans. 

They drafted him 57th overall in 2021, which presented a unique set of 
challenges since that event was conducted virtually at a time when 
pandemic-induced travel restrictions were still in place. That kept Dubas 
and members of the team’s staff from being able to sit down with him 1-
on-1 right away. 

They’ve since managed to build some familiarity and Dubas recently 
travelled to Minnesota to watch Knies play live. 

“Last year … I got to know him a little bit better when you could travel 
more and then he came to our development camp (in July) and now 
through the year you feel you’ve got a relationship,” said Dubas. 

“He’s got a really good relationship with (assistant GM) Hayley 
Wickenheiser and our development staff, so I think it’s been really good 
that way.” 

And in the weeks ahead that relationship is only bound to grow stronger. 
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Ohtani-Trout showdown a reminder of what hockey once had with its 
best-on-best tournaments — and chose to fritter away 

Connor McDavid is right to feel robbed of a chance at a moment like 
Henderson, Lemieux and Crosby. But getting NHL on board with 
international play no easy task. 

 

By Damien Cox 

 

Well this is certainly a twist. Baseball giving hockey a lesson on how to 
create meaningful international competition. 

It does give you an understanding, of course, of just how badly the NHL’s 
Bettman administration has bungled its international hockey file. Of the 
four major North American team sports — hockey, football, baseball and 
basketball — it was the game played on ice that for a long time seemed 
to best understand the fabulous possibilities of global competition. 

That gave hockey so many extraordinary memories of which the other 
sports could only dream, including the 1972 Summit Series, the Miracle 
on Ice in 1980 and Sidney Crosby’s golden moment for Canada against 
the U.S. in 2010. Women’s hockey and junior hockey contributed to 
hockey’s apparent embrace of the international game, and have 
continued to do so. 

But somewhere along the way, most likely after the rather forgettable 
hockey tournament at the 2014 Olympics in Sochi, the interest of NHL 
owners in supplying the talent for these major tournaments cooled. 
Teams felt they didn’t get enough out of sending their players far from 
home in the middle of an NHL season. The television ratings weren’t 
thrilling, particularly from certain time zones. 

Commissioner Gary Bettman had moved heaven and earth to get the 
NHL into the Olympics in 1998, but his tone after 2014 changed 
significantly. By 2018, NHL owners seemed to be looking for an excuse 
not to go to South Korea, and eventually a disagreement over travel and 
insurance costs allowed Bettman to pull out of the Games. The NHL 
hasn’t returned. 

At the same time, the league’s international competition run jointly with 
the NHL Players’ Association, known as the World Cup of Hockey, also 

lost steam. It was played in 2004, then in 2016 to mixed reviews, and 
hasn’t been seen since. Other issues, particularly COVID, expansion, 
advertising on uniforms and collective bargaining, took precedence. 

While the NHL was losing interest, baseball kept plugging away at 
developing its World Baseball Classic concept. On Tuesday night in 
Miami, all those efforts paid off in a classic confrontation between 
Japanese pitcher Shohei Ohtani and American slugger Mike Trout — 
Angels teammates in the regular season — that decided the 2023 
tournament. Ohtani struck out Trout, giving Japan the title and creating 
an incredible moment for baseball to market for years to come. 

The tournament shattered all previous attendance and TV figures, and 
left hockey players wondering why they’ve been denied that kind of 
opportunity for so long. 

“It’s what we’ve been asking for in hockey for a long time, right? Best on 
best,” Edmonton Oilers superstar Connor McDavid said Wednesday. 
“Everyone’s talking about baseball — you see Ohtani versus Trout — 
and that’s what hockey’s been missing for almost a decade now.” 

Canadian hockey fans can quickly rattle off memorable moments in 
international play, whether it was Paul Henderson’s goal in 1972, Wayne 
Gretzky’s pass to Mario Lemieux for the winner at the Canada Cup in 
1987 or Crosby’s golden goal in Vancouver. 

But that’s part of the issue here. Canadians tend to look fondly at 
international hockey because of all those moments, and now they want to 
see McDavid versus Auston Matthews, with both playing for their 
countries. And how could that possibly be bad for the sport? 

That is where this starts to get complicated. Canada cares about 
international hockey mostly when Canada wins, or at least does very 
well. Finland against Slovakia? Less exciting. With Russia sidelined from 
international competition indefinitely following its brutal 2022 invasion of 
Ukraine, the pool of countries required to hold a meaningful event has 
become even smaller. 

Remember, that’s why the NHL and NHLPA had to invent two teams for 
the 2016 World Cup. In addition to Canada, the U.S. the Czech Republic, 
Russia, Finland and Sweden, tournament organizers made up a Team 
Europe comprised of players not involved with the other European 
nations, and an under-23 “Young Guns” team. That undercut the sense 
that this was a legitimate international tournament. 

The NHL did have plans to hold a World Cup next February, but Russia’s 
banishment from international hockey would have left all the NHL’s 
Russian stars on the sidelines. So that was postponed. 

NHL owners, meanwhile, have very real concerns, particularly when 
players are injured in international completion. It’s also unclear how a 
World Cup or the Olympics helps to sell tickets in Dallas, Nashville or 
San Jose. The NHLPA, which is in the midst of getting new leadership, 
often says international hockey is a priority. But Don Fehr, the outgoing 
NHLPA boss, failed to get guarantees for his players that led to the 2018 
fiasco. Meanwhile, out of the 800 or more NHLPA members, less than 25 
per cent are impacted by international events. Not surprisingly, those 
players might have other priorities. 

Right now, the NHL and its players are supposed to participate in the 
2026 Winter Olympics in Italy, but no deal has been struck. While the 
Ohtani-Trout confrontation made headlines around the world, it really 
doesn’t change much for the NHL when it comes to deciding on future 
international plans. 

You hear all the time that fans want international hockey. Well, we know 
hockey media and rights holders do. But do a majority of fans in a league 
swollen to 32 teams really have a game between Sweden and the 
Czechs at the top of their wish list? 

They might if the NHL had done a better job at consistently generating 
quality international tournament memories for its fans. But it hasn’t. 
Moreover, there are world championship tournaments every spring, but 
they don’t generate much interest in North America. 
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Baseball should be applauded for what it has created with the WBC. 
Hockey, meanwhile, needs to examine how the momentum of decades of 
international play has been frittered away, and how it can be recaptured. 

McDavid is right to feel he’s been robbed of chance to produce a moment 
like Henderson, Lemieux and Crosby did. But he’s one player from one 
country. It’s going to take a lot more than one player and one country to 
get the NHL and its 32 owners pumped about the international game 
again. 
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Goalie Joseph Woll ready for another call-up with Maple Leafs 

 

Lance Hornby 

 

Joseph Woll made 26 regulation saves in a losing cause for the Toronto 
Marlies on Wednesday night against the Milwaukee Admirals. He is 
expected to re-join the Maple Leafs as Matt Murray’s back-up in Florida 
on Thursday. Toronto Marlies 

Shake, rattle and Woll. 

Toronto Marlies goaltender Joseph Woll, headed back to the Maple Leafs 
as an understudy, certainly got his share of action on Wednesday night in 
a 2-1 shootout loss to Milwaukee at Coca-Cola Coliseum. 

The poised Woll made 26 regulation saves, came through two collisions 
with big Admirals forwards and was called once for roughing as he cut off 
an intruder behind his cage. 

“It definitely helps you get into the game,” Woll said. 

He continued a strong American Hockey League season, coming into 
Wednesday with a .928 save percentage and 16 wins in 19 games. 

“He’s been like that all season, the most mature version of himself I’ve 
seen since I’ve been here,” coach Greg Moore said. “He’s come a long 
ways with his energy, his technical ability to play a system. And today 
with the contact, he could’ve very easily got off his game, yet he strayed 
calm. 

The only regulation goal he surrendered came on multiple rebounds that 
his teammates couldn’t clear. He stopped two of three in the shootout, 
the Marlies failing to score one on a hot Yaroslv Askarov, other than 
defenceman William Villeneuve on the power play in regulation.. 

Woll was expected to re-join the Leafs as Matt Murray’s back-up in 
Florida on Thursday after Ilya Samsonov returned home for the imminent 
birth of his son. 

With Murray having such an unpredictable season, it’s good Woll is not 
sitting around as the Leafs’ third goalie and might see some action on the 
trip this weekend in Carolina or Nashville if Samsonov is still on the home 
front. 

AN OVIE IN T.O. 

He’s quite a few goals behind the NHL ‘Ovie,’ but Dmitry Ovchinnikov 
should be an interesting project for the Leafs organization. 

The fifth-round pick in 2020 terminated his deal with Sibir in the KHL after 
its season just ended, having compiled 13 points in 68 games, to rejoin 
the AHL team where he had two goals in seven games last season after 
signing an entry-level contract with the Leafs. 

The left winger puts one in mind of swift Siberian sniper Nikolai 
Borschevsky from 30 years ago. Teammates were naturally shouting 
‘Ovie’ when he had the puck or they were signalling a pass to him. He 

used his compact 5-foot-11 frame for some nice feeds down low and 
received some power play time on Wednesday. 

Moore put him out in the last minute of regulation. 

“I saw a lot of similar things as last year with us,” Moore said. “For a 
smaller guy, he’s very competitive, not afraid of contact or to get his nose 
dirty and stay on the puck. 

“He’s fast and thinks the game really well, a lot of upside to him.” 

An upper-body injury to Alex Steeves and the absence of Joseph 
Blandisi meant Moore emulated Sheldon Keefe and the parent team, 
going with 11 forwards and seven defencemen. 

Centre Ryan Tverberg, the Richmond Hill native who signed his ELC last 
week after 69 points in 85 games through three years at the University of 
Connecticut, didn’t play after debuting Saturday. Jonny Tychonick, a six-
foot defenceman and former second-rounder of Ottawa, has not yet 
appeared after signing a two-year AHL deal. 

The Marlies are leading the North Division by a few lengths, but have 
now lost three in a row for the first time after weekend losses to 
Charlotte. 

KNIES NEWS 

The Leafs will have eyes on the NCAA regional semifinals Thursday in 
Fargo N.D., with prized 2021 second round forward Matthew Knies and 
his Minnesota Golden Gophers in action against Canisius. Michael 
Koster, an offensive defenceman and fifth rounder from 2019, is also on 
the team for the single game elimination tournament. Minnesota is top 
ranked. 

Knies is expected to sign with the Leafs when his school either advances 
and wins the Frozen Four or gets knocked out along the way, despite 
using up a full year of his entry-level contract. 

Before that 9 p.m. game Thursday, Finnish-born right winger Veeti 
Miettinen, a sixth-rounder in 2020 from St. Cloud State, is in action 
versus Minnesota State. Friday in Bridgeport, Conn., Harvard plays Ohio 
State with sixth-rounder freshman forward Joe Miller in the Crimson’s 
lineup. 
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LEAF NOTES: Helping playoff poor not productive, McMann hurt 

 

Lance Hornby 

 

Enough drama is scripted into the Eastern Conference wildcard picture 
without revisions from the Maple Leafs. 

Yet they keep providing bubble teams more stage time, via puzzling 
letdowns, often in games they control. 

Don Brennan’s daily hit on the world of sports betting. Whether you’re 
new to sports gambling or an experienced wagerer, this newsletter offers 
trustworthy insights into the odds game. 19+. Please gamble responsibly. 

Take Tuesday’s 7-2 whuppin’ by the Islanders, a game Toronto led 1-0, 
scoring the game’s opening goal for the seventh straight time. A baffling 
power failure ensued in a second period where the Leafs usually shine 
defensively. A well-crafted Auston Matthews-to-Mitch Marner goal, often 
the catalyst for recovery in such cases, was answered less than a minute 
later by New York. 

The Leafs in a way are victims of their own regular season success and 
the NHL’s playoff system, with a secure double-digit lead on clinching a 
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spot that diverts full attention from lower-seeded teams. They also have 
lost to every team currently at the bottom of its division since opening 
night. 

Boston doesn’t seem to have that problem as it runs away with the 
Presidents’ Trophy, dominating opponents no matter their standing. 

“We’re playing for a lot, too,” countered alternate captain Morgan Rielly 
after the Leafs were kicked off the Island. “We only have 12 games left 
and we’re trying to get our game dialled in. By no means are we losing 
focus. We’re trying to play the playoff hockey we have been the previous 
games (8-4-1 in their past 13).” 

That is to be determined as this five-game road trip, which began with a 
shootout win over the pesky Senators, continues Thursday in Sunrise, 
Fla. The Panthers are in similar circumstances to the Isles, holding the 
second and final wild card, with Pittsburgh, Washington, Ottawa and 
Buffalo still not out of it. 

The second of the Carolina–Nashville weekend back-to-back sees the 
Leafs in position to help or hinder the Predators, who have a huge 
Western wild card match Thursday against Seattle, to gain ground in that 
conference. 

“It’s the reality of the league, the game and this time of year,” said 
captain John Tavares. “There’s a lot of teams in different situations. Most 
importantly, you take care of yourself. We have to make sure we prepare 
and execute.” 

McMANN OVERBOARD 

An injury has once more put head coach Sheldon Keefe in a bind about 
using 11 or 12 forwards and possibly seven defencemen. 

Winger Bobby McMann’s first NHL point on Tuesday came before he re-
aggravated a knee injury that had sidelined him with the farm team 
Marlies, and he will miss some time, says Keefe. Wayne Simmonds 
worked out on the fourth line Wednesday during practice in Elmont, N.Y., 
but with TJ Brodie coming back on defence after being held out of the 
Isles’ game with lingering shot block pain, Keefe also wants to get Luke 
Schenn back in. 

That could mean two blueliners sit again, Timothy Liljegren and Erik 
Gustafsson, unless the 11-7 option is used. 

Also of note Wednesday was William Nylander’s return to the top six on 
right wing with Tavares and Michael Bunting. Nylander was with 
checkers Sam Lafferty and McMann on Tuesday in a ploy by Keefe to 
get him hungrier after three games without a point. McMann and Lafferty 
did click on the game’s first goal with Nylander on the ice, but though he 
didn’t figure in either Leafs goal to stretch his season-high points’ 
drought, he had seven shot attempts in more than 20 minutes of ice time 
as Keefe gradually moved him up. 

Nylander said after the game he realizes he has been below par, and it’s 
eating at him. 

“Will’s the driver of things, the transporter of the puck,” Keefe said 
Wednesday. “The way he was skating yesterday — that’s Will, that’s 
what John requires of him. It’s a good time to get them back together.” 

SWITCHING SWEDES 

Rasmus Sandin has 12 points in nine games with Washington and is a 
minus five, but Erik Gustafsson’s contributions are a little harder to 
measure for the Leafs. 

Though he played a season-high 19:29 on Tuesday (three shots on goal, 
a minus two) there was that glorious chance for his first Leaf goal denied 
by Ilya Sorokin’s paddle. 

It would have helped quiet public grumbling about cashing out the more 
productive Sandin. The Leafs moving between six and seven 
defencemen and the arrival of Jake McCabe and Schenn has made it 
more difficult to assess Gustafsson’s place in the big picture. 

“You have to be ready, right side, left side, I’ve done both,” Gustafsson 
said a few days ago. “Maybe you play with different (partners) out there 
every shift. All you have to do is be ready.” 

One advantage for the 31-year-old native of Nynashamn, a port city 
south of Stockholm, is that the Leafs are populated with Swedes. 

“Of course, it helps a lot and I know everyone from the beginning (such 
as national team members Nylander and Calle Jarnkrok). I have the 
same agent as Timothy Liljegren. It’s always fun to play with other 
Swedes, it helps you (adjust).” 

LOOSE LEAFS 

Ilya Samsonov took part in some goalie drills at practice, then flew home 
to be with wife Maria who is expecting their first child, a son. Maria told 
him she was fine if he wanted to travel and play Tuesday and then return. 
Matt Murray starts against the Panthers, backed up by Joseph Woll … 
Interesting theory by TSN analyst and former Leaf exec Dave Poulin that 
Keefe might be holding back a yet unseen line combo as long as 
possible to keep first round opponent Tampa Bay in the dark for its pre-
scout … Justin Holl, who often gets fans’ wrath, was on for only the last 
of the seven goals on Tuesday, while assisting on Marner’s … Forward 
Nick Robertson is back skating with the Leafs, but faces another long 
rehab from a major shoulder injury. 
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KOSHAN'S LEAFS TAKEAWAYS: Turnovers, perimeter play, Sorokin 
add up the wrong way for Toronto 

 

Terry Koshan 

 

It’s the way in which the Maple Leafs lost against the New York Islanders 
on Tuesday night that must have had the players in an ugly mood as they 
departed afterward for their hotel. 

The Leafs were pumped for seven goals by an Islanders team that won’t 
be confused with the offensive juggernauts in the NHL, falling 7-2 at UBS 
Arena.  

And keep in mind the Leafs had a 1-0 lead at the end of the first period. 
Not anything insurmountable for any opponent, obviously, but at that 
point, there weren’t indications that Toronto was on its way to allowing 
seven goals in a game for the first time in 2022-23. 

True, it’s just one game. The Leafs were 8-3-1 in their previous 12. They 
will have forgotten it, for the most part, before continuing their four-game 
trip in Florida on Thursday against the Panthers. 

However, none of that diminishes what was an unsightly evening on 
Long Island. 

What happened on a night when the Leafs could have moved five points 
ahead of Tampa Bay, which lost in Montreal, with a victory? Our 
takeaways from a night full of Leafs turnovers: 

SOROKIN SAVES 

We’ll get this out of the way first — Islanders goalie Ilya Sorokin, among 
the league leaders in save percentage, was excellent when it was 
required. 

Though Sorokin had to make just 23 saves, there was one that should 
make the end-of-season, best-of lists and it helped turn the course of the 
game.  

With the Leafs up 1-0 on Sam Lafferty’s first goal with Toronto since he 
was acquired from the Chicago Blackhawks, defenceman Erik 
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Gustafsson had an open lane and an open net after taking a pass from 
Mitch Marner. 

Instead of scoring what would have been his first goal as a Leaf, 
Gustafsson was as stunned as everyone else in the building when 
Sorokin lunged across the crease and stopped the shot with the paddle 
of his stick.  

Zach Parise tied the game early in the second. With the game 1-1, 
Sorokin stopped David Kampf on a breakaway. 

The saves on Gustafsson and Kampf would factor in the outcome. 

TURNOVER TROUBLE 

There’s no secret about the Islanders and their tenacity on the forecheck. 
It’s their way, it has been for a while, and if they make the playoffs, it’s 
going to give their first-round opponent fits (though we don’t see the Isles 
advancing, especially if they draw Boston). 

The Leafs knew what they were in for, but a few days to prepare 
following a shootout win in Ottawa apparently were not enough.  

Parise’s goal came at four-on-four and the Leafs, namely Jake McCabe 
and John Tavares, got mixed up in coverage. 

Defenceman Timothy Liljegren, who had some tough moments in nearly 
20 minutes of work, hesitated despite having some time to move the 
puck and put it on the stick of Hudson Fasching, who fired it past Ilya 
Samsonov. That put the home side up 2-1. 

Less than four minutes later, Kampf, usually reliable, felt the heat of the 
forecheck from Casey Cizikas and couldn’t get the puck out of trouble. 
Quickly, Cal Clutterbuck re-directed a Ryan Pulock shot past Samsonov. 

So three Islanders goals against a Leafs team that couldn’t handle the 
pressure. Not good, not this close to the playoffs. 

It continued to a degree in the third period, after Marner was fed by 
Auston Matthews to cut the Isles lead to 3-2.  

The Leafs, lacking in concentration, gave another goal to New York. This 
time it was Marner, who carried the puck through the neutral zone and 
tried to get it to Morgan Rielly as the Isles stood up at the blue line. 
Clutterbuck intercepted, raced down the ice and beat Samsonov on a 
breakaway. New York scored three more goals, none of which were 
required. 

Of the Leafs’ 19 turnovers, Liljegren had a team-high four. 

“They have big bodies coming with a lot of speed,” Liljegren said of the 
Islanders’ forecheck. “We knew coming in that breakouts were going to 
be a big piece for us.” 

As for the Leafs’ insistence on moving defencemen in and out of the 
lineup, it would be a good idea to settle on a top-six fairly soon. With 12 
games remaining before the playoffs, there’s not a ton of time left to get 
the pairs in the right order and comfortable. TJ Brodie, who sat after 
blocking a shot in Ottawa, is likely going to return in Florida, which will 
help.   

FORWARD FAILINGS 

The players who are supposed to lead the way through obstacles thrown 
up by the opposition — Marner, Matthews, Tavares, William Nylander — 
didn’t. 

Keefe tried to get some traction to start the third period when he went 
back to what we’ve come to expect in the top six. Matthews was between 
Marner and Jarnkrok, and Tavares had Michael Bunting and William 
Nylander on his wings.  

Matthews and Marner hooked up for a goal, but that was it.  

Called out a day before by Keefe for his lack of engagement and pace, 
Nylander and two shots on goal and seven attempts, but did not get on 

the scoresheet. That’s four games in a row without a point by Nylander, 
marking his longest slump of the season.  

As a whole, the Leafs were unable to get inside and create havoc in front 
of Sorokin. 

The Leafs’ Big Four collectively have been productive for much of this 
season and have carried the ball. On Tuesday, they didn’t do their part. 

THEY SAID IT 

“The issue through two periods, and really the whole game, is you don’t 
get enough offence. You give up six (and one into an empty net), it’s the 
offensive piece I’m more concerned with. We didn’t generate enough. 
Consistently, we didn’t challenge enough to the inside. Playing against 
this team, if you don’t do that, you’re going to have a night like this. We 
had the puck a lot in the offensive zone, that was not an issue. I thought 
at times we were over-passing and trying to create the perfect shot, 
which is not how you score on this guy. We needed to get more action. 
Offensively, we left a lot on the table.” 

— Keefe on the shortcomings in the offensive zone 

“I think today was better for my offensive pace. Previous games, I haven’t 
been skating and playing like myself. Today was a step in the right 
direction. I haven’t been happy about my game. I have been pissed off 
about it. You have to dig yourself out of it.” 

— Nylander on his play 

“I want to forget about this game, it’s history right now. I have more 
important things at home right now than thinking about this game.” 

— Samsonov, who will return to Toronto on Wednesday to be with his 
wife, who is due to give birth to the couple’s first child. Joseph Woll will 
be recalled and back up Matt Murray in Florida 
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Asking the Maple Leafs a very important question: How do you wear your 
shinpads? 

 

Sean Fitz-Gerald 

 

Morgan Rielly was warned. Of all the questions a member of the Maple 
Leafs could face after practice, standing patiently in front of their dressing 
room stall, this one had the potential to be the most patently ridiculous of 
the 2022-23 season. 

He nodded and agreed to proceed. The topic was shinpads, which 
usually roll into retail outlets across Canada equipped with Velcro straps 
that fasten across the back of the calf. About half of the Leafs had been 
using those straps at practice, but Rielly was among the half that 
appeared to cut theirs off. 

Why? 

“It’s not a ridiculous question,” he said, smiling, “now that I look around.” 

A casual survey of dressing room stalls at Ford Performance Centre 
revealed no obvious pattern within the roster. Some defencemen had 
straps, and some did not. Forwards were also divided. Some younger 
players chose straps (Auston Matthews) while others did not (Mitch 
Marner). 

Representatives from two equipment manufacturers — Bauer and CCM 
— said straps have become the industry standard for shinpads, and that 
they are universal features on the models minor-hockey parents and beer 
league veterans might browse on their local shelves. 
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They also highlighted an indisputable fact: Hockey players can be weird 
about the gear they wear. 

Equipment can be chosen for looks or feel or how a player’s parents put 
it on them when they were 5 years old. Some choices can be tied to 
superstition, influence inside the dressing room and, sometimes, even 
performance. 

Rielly said he wore straps on his shinpads as a teenager in the Western 
Hockey League. He cannot say exactly why he removed them when he 
arrived in Toronto, other than assuming it was because the older 
defencemen of the day — such as Dion Phaneuf and Stephane Robidas 
— were already going strapless. 

“The old-school guys never had them,” said Rielly. 

Forward Wayne Simmonds wore shinpad straps early into his NHL 
career, but removed them three or four years after joining the 
Philadelphia Flyers. He smiled: “I got rid of them for the silliest reason.” 

When he was tired after a game, the straps began to feel like yet another 
step in a march of gear that he had to remove. More than that, he found 
the Velcro had begun to scratch the back of his legs on the ice, possibly 
because, in the adrenaline rush of the pregame, he had fastened them 
too vigorously. 

“My legs would start to go numb,” said Simmonds. 

Statistically speaking, no shinpads in NHL history have likely been 
beaten up as often as the ones that Mark Giordano fastens to his legs 
every night. At 39, he said he has never worn a pair that had straps 
across the back. 

And more than that, the league’s all-time shot-blocking leader said he 
has been wearing the same pair of shinpads for at least the past 10 
years. (He has replaced some of the foam inside, he said, but leaves the 
hard plastic shell untouched, save for the puck marks.) 

“There’s cracks, they’re beaten up,” he said with a smile. “But they’re 
good.” 

Why the Maple Leafs might find themselves in a 'no-win' situation with 
TikTok 

Mathieu Desjardins is senior brand manager, protective equipment, at 
Bauer Hockey. He said removing the straps should not lower the 
protection offered by shinpads, so long as the player used hockey tape to 
help keep them in place during play. If a player removes the straps as 
well as avoiding tape, he said, “there’s a risk of the shin cap to move, and 
you might not be protected.” 

Desjardins said he wears straps on his shinpads when he makes his 
weekly beer league appearances. He said he does not use tape over his 
socks. 

“From Bauer’s point of view, we’re putting straps, because for most 
players, it’s useful,” he said. “But we know it’s also a preference.” 

He said straps have been common at Bauer for at least the last decade. 

“I think there’s a lot of cultural aspect to the fact people are still taping,” 
said Desjardins. “For the NHL player not using the strap, it’s probably 
back from when they were young, where the strap was not as common, 
and they probably got used to it.” 

Rielly tapes his shinpads in place. Simmonds uses one loop of tape 
below the knee for games. (He does not always use tape for practice: 
“But once you start to get into physical altercations and battles and stuff 
like that along the boards, stuff starts to twist.”) 

Jason Strudwick, the 47-year-old former NHL defenceman, said he could 
not even remember seeing a teammate with Velcro straps on their 
shinpads. He wondered what would happen if there was an issue with 
the strap during a game, and whether it would mean having to remove 
the whole sock to make an adjustment. 

He preferred tape. Strudwick did not tape multiple loops. He used the 
same piece to fasten the top and the bottom of the pad: “Because when 
you’re taking it off, it’s like Superman: One, quick, and undone.” 

As head trainer and equipment manager for the Peterborough Petes, 
Brian Miller has been watching the equipment trends among Ontario 
Hockey League players for two decades. (He is also an inventor, with a 
company that produces straps for skates.) 

“I would say, in my room, there’s been a big decline over probably the 
last five or so years of guys who don’t use the straps,” he said. “But it’s 
still interesting: Arguably, with your straps on your shinpads, you don’t 
really need the tape on the outside.” 

And yet, he said a “large majority” of Peterborough players fasten their 
shinpad straps, pull their socks up, then wrap tape around their legs. 

“There’s lots of kids that do because that’s what either their mom or their 
dad did for them when they were younger, and they just continued it on,” 
he said. “As technology has changed, some of our routines have not 
changed.” 

Cheryl Pounder won back-to-back Olympic gold medals with Canada — 
at Salt Lake City in 2002, and at Turin in 2006 — and spent more than a 
decade with the women’s national team. She never once wore straps on 
her shinpads. 

She also preferred to wear the bottom of her shinpads inside the tongue 
of her skate, rather than on the outside, like most teammates. (By the 
end of the season, she said, “the tongues would just be ready to rip off.”) 

The 46-year-old is now an analyst for TSN, as well as a minor hockey 
coach in the Toronto area. Last year, she made a rule for players on both 
of her teams — an under-15 team, and an under-13 team — requiring 
them to apply tape on the outside of their socks, even if they had also 
fastened their straps. 

“I said, ‘Guys, listen: Your knees are important, this is ridiculous — just 
add a swipe of tape,’” she said. “Now, it’s fighting with them to make sure 
they pick up after themselves with all the empty rolls of tape in the room.” 

Dave Poulin, the former Flyers captain, became intimately familiar with 
tape during his career. He said he went through four rolls of white cloth 
tape for every game he played in the NHL. It stemmed from a nasty case 
of lace bite he suffered while playing at the University of Notre Dame, 
when the laces made the top of his foot feel extra tender. 

He began leaving the top three eyelets of his skates open, and using 
tape to replace the support. He said he began taping three or four inches 
above his ankle, then go down and back up. He pulled his sock low to 
hide the evidence. 

Poulin had to repeat the routine at intermission. He had to take his skates 
off “because my feet would fall asleep.” 

He still has the shinpads he used in the NHL: “When I place them on my 
leg, that’s an old shoe — a really comfortable shoe.” 

Frank Corrado had a specific routine around his shinpads. He always 
had to put his right one on before his left. (His right skate also went on 
before his left, and his elbow pads followed the same pattern.) He made 
76 regular-season appearances in the NHL, mostly with the Leafs and 
Canucks, and said players know what choices their teammates make 
with equipment. 

“If someone has something that looks ugly, guys will let you know very 
early on,” he said. “Someone will put a helmet on, and it’s a new one 
they’re trying out — or maybe the company wants to give them a couple 
bucks to wear a certain helmet — and guys will start giggling and be like, 
‘There’s no way you’re going to wear that, right?’” 

Back at his stall, Rielly said he uses tape in place of the straps. The 
modern hockey sock does a good job of keeping the pad in place on its 
own, he said, but the tape adds extra security. 
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“Everybody’s got different stuff,” he said. “You just try to figure it out 
along the way.” 

Can the Leafs' Mark Giordano remember all 12 goalies on his 13 career 
short-handed goals? 
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Kloke: Joseph Woll is proving the Maple Leafs can draft and develop a 
goalie 

 

Joshua Kloke 

 

Joseph Woll is standing rinkside having just finished practice, slowly 
sipping a smoothie and running his hands through his hair. The 24-year-
old always pauses to carefully consider the questions asked of him. 

But despite his efforts to exude calm, he’s clearly still wondering why the 
question is being asked. 

Did you know there were people who had given up on you? 

“The reason I play hockey isn’t for anyone else,” Woll said, slightly 
defiant. “It’s for me and my ability to believe in myself.” 

Believing hasn’t always come easy for the 2016 third-round pick. Since 
he was drafted, the most highly-touted goaltender in the Leafs prospect 
pool has struggled to make good on his promise through his first three 
largely disappointing professional seasons. 

In the summer of 2021, I questioned whether Woll would become more 
than an AHL goalie, writing: “I’m starting to worry about Woll’s NHL 
future.” I added that I “could be proven wrong,” but no one cares much 
for couching statements, do they? Ahead of this season, I had Woll 
behind Erik Kallgren on the Leafs prospect depth chart and didn’t include 
Woll in a list of 10 prospects (including Marlies) who I thought could earn 
NHL playing time in 2022-23. 

Woll’s bumpy ride illuminated what I perceived to be a broader problem: 
Ahead of the 2022 NHL Draft, I wondered why the Leafs had struggled to 
draft and develop a goaltender since James Reimer in 2006. 

But this AHL season, Woll is 16-2-1 with a .929 save percentage, second 
among all AHL goalies with 1,000 minutes played, and has wrangled 
away the third spot on the Leafs goaltender depth chart from Kallgren. 
Woll has a .938 save percentage in three NHL games this season. 

In an admittedly minuscule sample size, and against teams outside the 
playoff picture, Woll looks capable of being a trusted NHL goalie next 
season. And it appears the Leafs have indeed drafted and developed an 
NHL-ready goalie. 

Again, I’m couching here, but there’s always the possibility that Woll’s 
game falters, or for some reason, consistent NHL opportunities don’t 
come. 

But considering his improvements this season, it’s starting to feel more 
likely that Woll has (likely) proven me wrong on two counts. 

Woll has always spent plenty of time setting up shop in his own head. 

He’s thoughtful in how he approaches his relationships, deliberate with 
his off-ice work and uses a depth of self-expression that has made him a 
likeable member of the Leafs organization. That organization has been 
rooting for his success behind the scenes for years, even when it would 
have been easy to question whether that success would ever come. 

Like when he posted an .880 save percentage in his rookie season with 
the Marlies, second-worst in the AHL. Or when his performances only 

sorta, kinda improved in 2020-21. COVID-19 hit the Marlies hard and in 
fairness to Woll, the entire team wasn’t at their best in front of him either. 

Quietly, there was a difference in his mind between just hoping and 
actively believing in NHL success. 

A one-year extension heading into 2021-22 felt like a “show me” deal. 
And it was around that time that Woll knew he had to change how he 
thought about his game. 

“It was like I was waiting for life to provide results that would change my 
mind,” he said, laughing, because he knows how that sounds. 

Life didn’t provide the results he wanted when a shoulder injury was 
complicated by an ankle injury as he tried to make his return in 2022 after 
rehab. Fear about his future crept in. 

“What you think and what you feel is what creates what happens. If that’s 
fear, you create that fear,” Woll said. 

The newfound approach he’s adopted is admittedly difficult for him to 
explain. He starts, stops, smiles, and is openly careful about how much 
he wants to reveal. 

“Instead of letting myself create negative situations I’ve been good about 
forcing myself to have faith and belief,” he said. 

He’s done that by getting out of his head on the ice. The Leafs 
recognized how he kept his head above water in his first four NHL games 
in 2021-22 and rewarded him with a three-year contract extension with 
just a $766,667 AAV. Now, for the first time in his professional career, 
Woll is moving with NHL-ready swiftness in goal. His lateral movement 
between posts has excelled. Shots that might have frozen him in the past 
no longer do. 

Nice save from Joseph Woll pic.twitter.com/DolBHASIke 

— Kevin Papetti (@KPapetti) January 25, 2023 

That step is a reminder of how long goaltenders can take to develop and 
how cautious judgement from people like me isn’t the worst thing. 

“My first couple years here I spent reeling my game in, not allowing 
myself to be so…all over the place. Building a foundation. My whole life I 
was building my game. And then when I got to the pro level, I stripped it 
down. And now I’m building it back up again. Now that I know my game, I 
know my framework. And quickness is something I can add to it,” Woll 
said. 

Adding quickness to his game didn’t come by accident: New Leafs goalie 
coach Curtis Sanford reinforced the need to rely more on Woll’s eyes 
than his brain in games than he had in the past. 

Outstanding save from Joseph Woll pic.twitter.com/jMJkOLdob1 

— Kevin Papetti (@KPapetti) March 9, 2023 

For Woll’s first three AHL seasons as he posted an .890 save 
percentage, he was “trying to think my way through the game.” 

But now, he’s trying to focus first on his seeing the game and letting his 
body follow. He doesn’t ask himself as many questions during the game 
or bite on fakes the way he might have in the past. By not overthinking 
situations, he’s no longer struggling to read shooters the way he did in 
his first three professional seasons. 

“Now it’s more about trusting my instincts and let my eyes tell me a story. 
It frees me up,” Woll said. 

The changes to the Leafs goaltending department have benefitted Woll in 
multiple ways. 

Marlies goaltender coach Hannu Toivonen’s personable, easy-going but 
direct approach has landed exactly as it needed to with Woll. 
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“He basically said, ‘F— it. Let’s just go play,’” Woll said. “Hannu has 
played in the NHL. Whenever a coach has the sort of experience you’re 
trying to gain, it’s natural to be receptive to his teaching.” 

Woll wants to be clear: The organization did not rush him back from 
injuries in that 2022 season. But Toivonen, who has 18 years of 
professional experience as a goaltender under his belt, reminded him 
that injuries can be a constant and that overthinking them can do more 
harm than good. Woll just needed “that mental switch” and that playing 
was better than not, and simply waiting for his fortunes to turn. And now, 
there’s no long-term option for the Leafs in goal. If Ilya Samsonov wants 
to play elsewhere after a one-year deal, or if the Leafs want to move on 
from Matt Murray, there is a scenario in which Woll is the Leafs full-time 
backup next season. 

Between Sanford, Toivonen and Jon Elkin, who works in the Leafs 
goaltender evaluation and development department, Woll has had three 
experienced coaches at his disposal this season. For those who argue 
there are too many cooks in the kitchen, Woll consistently credits each of 
the three coaches as vital to his development. Toivonen and Sanford are 
relative newcomers to the organization, with the former being hired in 
2021 and the latter in 2022. 

Perhaps it’s no coincidence that it was around this time that Woll’s game 
turned for the better. 

And if you’re the Leafs and you can afford to stock your organization with 
three people dedicated to goaltending, why wouldn’t you? Woll’s success 
is starting to prove that the Leafs’ plan all along has merit: More 
advantageous than rolling the dice on a goaltender with a high draft pick 
and missing out on a skater who can impact the team sooner is the idea 
of drafting goalies in the middle rounds, allowing them enough time to 
develop and surrounding them with a support staff who can bring a 
multitude of approaches. 

At least right now, the Leafs have bought some low-cost lottery tickets 
with decent odds of a payout. Among goalies with 1,000 minutes played, 
Leafs 2022 fourth-round pick Dennis Hildeby was first among all under-
23 goalies in the Swedish Hockey League with a .918 save percentage. 
And 2020 fourth-round draft pick Artur Akhtyamov topped all goalies in 
Russia’s farm league, the VHL, with a .943 save percentage. 

So what are the lessons for me here? 

Well, as James Mirtle knows, goaltending does feel like voodoo. If it 
takes professionals like Woll years to properly understand the position, 
how far back does that put the people on the outside? 

Next, development isn’t linear, which we’ve sort of always known. 
Players can pop after years of stagnating performances because of a 
new relationship they’ve formed, or because sometimes after years of 
trial and error, one day your pizza dough comes out of the oven tasting 
exactly like you’ve always wanted it to, and you plaster your notes from 
this latest recipe around the house for everyone to see. (Look, I’ve been 
wrong on multiple occasions) 

Finally, an extra dose of patience is as valuable as an extra dose of 
Vitamin C this time of the year: It literally does not hurt in any way, but, 
man, the impact goes a long way. 

Practicing patience is easier said than done in a market starving for 
playoff wins, and where the statues of talented young prospects can be 
torn down as quickly as they were constructed. 

That brings to mind Nick Robertson, the oft-injured 21-year-old who 
returned to the ice on March 20 for the first time since shoulder surgery. 
Injuries have become the most dominant plotline in his career, and you 
just know he’s being written off by people who understand less than a 
sliver of what he’s been through. 

Nick Robertson’s first day back on the ice working his way back from 
season-ending shoulder surgery: pic.twitter.com/64AF5MRg24 

— Joshua Kloke (@joshuakloke) March 20, 2023 

For every person who decries the modern player for requiring a long 
development path, there are probably 10 players who are dealing with 
circumstances 10 times more pressure-filled than anyone on the outside 
would understand. 

And that’s where Woll is at: He has worked through the pressure he put 
on himself and has become more comfortable in his own skin. He 
abstains from social media and isn’t inclined to listen to his critics. He 
sees a long-term future in Toronto and is trying to become more 
integrated into the community around him. Woll has started visiting 
children at Holland Bloorview, a children’s rehabilitation hospital in 
Northeast Toronto to zero fanfare. After enduring a rehab stint of his own, 
the idea of musical therapy resonates with Woll. 

If he can help others who have questions about their own future, that’s 
important. 

He’s been there himself, after all. 

“I’m much happier in my life,” Woll said. “And that’s reflected in hockey.” 
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One-on-one with Morgan Rielly: On his ‘up and down’ year for the Maple 
Leafs 

 

Jonas Siegel 

 

Morgan Rielly is in good spirits. 

It’s the day after he made a meaningful Rielly-like impact on a game, 
punching in a goal against the Avalanche. He hasn’t had as many of 
those nights as he would like this season, and so, a day after this one, he 
is feeling good, noticeably so – feeling confident, crucially. 

“It’s been interesting – it’s been a chance to learn,” Rielly says of his 10th 
NHL season during an interview with The Athletic. “I feel like prior to my 
injury I was really happy with how things were going. And then I came 
back and I didn’t get going as quickly as I wanted to. I felt like I was doing 
OK, but I didn’t really have the impact I wanted to have.” 

That would be the left knee injury that sidelined Rielly for 15 games, 
beginning in late November. It’s only the second time in his long Leafs 
career – the longest of any current player – that Rielly has missed 
substantial time with an injury. (He missed 23 games with a broken left 
foot during the 2019-20 season.) 

It’s a mostly overlooked, probably underrated quality: Rielly doesn’t miss 
many games. He played 82 last year, 55 of 56 the year before that, and 
76 or more in the five seasons before that 19-20 season. 

The injury just happened to come in the first year of a new eight-year 
contract ($7.5 million cap hit) that places him just outside the league’s 20 
highest-paid defencemen. 

“I remember the game against Florida at home,” Rielly says of a near-25 
minute night against the Panthers on Jan. 17, “I was able to mentally turn 
a corner, and I felt like I started playing some pretty good hockey there 
for a stretch.” 

Then came a 10-game stretch when any time Rielly was on the ice the 
puck seemed to find its way into his net – 10 times in all at 5-on-5. Too 
many. 

“It’s been up and down,” he conceded of his season to this point. “I feel 
really good right now.” 

Last year it all seemed to go right for Rielly. 
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He averaged almost 24 minutes. He scored 10 times. He tied for sixth 
among all NHL defencemen with 68 points. He finished 11th in Norris 
Trophy voting. And while his team lost in the first round of the playoffs, 
Rielly performed well – three goals, including the only Leaf marker in 
Game 7, to go along with three assists in 22.5 minutes a night. 

This year, so far anyway, it’s been the opposite, a season-long hustle for 
the most part. 

After a bumpy October for him and everyone else with the Leafs, Rielly 
was starting to emerge on both sides of the puck in November when he 
collided inadvertently with Kyle Palmieri on Nov. 21, injuring his knee. 

He returned five and a half weeks later on Dec. 29. 

“It was a tough thing because when you try to come back in a certain 
time frame your instincts or brain almost tell you to not overdo it, don’t 
over-complicate anything, just play simple,” Rielly recalled of the initial 
comeback from the MCL injury. “And then a week or 10 days go by 
where you’re just trying to play simple and you’re like, ‘Well, I’m OK now, 
but I’m not impacting the game at the rate I want to. Am I OK here?’ Yes. 
But that’s not what we’re going for.” 

The guy who once potted 20 goals in a season failed to find the back of 
the for the first 35 games. It wasn’t until Jan. 29 that Rielly finally scored 
his first goal of the season. (He’s added three more since.) 

Offensively. Defensively. It’s all just been up and down. 

Rielly returns home after games these days (or to the team hotel when 
the Leafs are on the road) and reviews all of his shifts on an iPad. It’s not 
the kind of thing he or most guys did when his Leafs career first started 
way back in 2013, when Randy Carlyle was still the team’s head coach, 
but it’s become part of the routine now for the guy who turned 29 this 
month. 

It’s a way for him to process what exactly happened. In those early days, 
it was “flush it” and move on. 

“I use it for not mental health, I’m not saying that, but like, almost clarity,” 
Rielly explained. “Like you leave (the rink) and you wonder, ‘Was I good? 
Is that the right play? I felt slow – I wonder how it looked.’ And then you 
go back and you watch and you’re like, ‘All right, my instincts were right 
here and that was the right read.’ It helps you feel good about what you 
did. And then obviously if you didn’t play well it’s a different feeling. But I 
do find a lot of it is just like it helps your perspective on your game when 
you reflect on it.” 

Rielly will typically go over his performance the next day with Dean 
Chynoweth, the assistant coach who has run the Leafs D for the last two 
seasons. 

“I think the great quality that he has is that he’s able to read and able to 
communicate with you without being overbearing,” Rielly of Chynoweth, 
who played nearly 250 games in the NHL. “If you have questions for him, 
he’s extremely knowledgeable. But he also believes in instincts and just 
learning on the fly – if you make a mistake, you address it, and you move 
on type thing.” 

Rielly and Chynoweth have developed a good rapport. 

Last season, Rielly had plans to attend a Raptors game with Auston 
Matthews. Chynoweth told them he was thinking about going himself. 
Rielly and Matthews sent him a group text, inviting him to join them for 
dinner. 

He showed up and hung out with the two Leaf stars before the game. 

Not unlike Matthews, the numbers – below the hood and on the surface, 
offensively and defensively – are all just a little bit worse for Rielly this 
season. 

Rielly, for instance, generated 1.5 points per 60 minutes at 5-on-5 last 
year. So far this season: 1.1 

Some of that looks to be a product of luck: Rielly has an on-ice shooting 
percentage in those spots of 8.1 percent, down from 10.5 last year and 
10 the year before that. 

The Leafs are generating expected goals at about the same clip – 2.9 per 
60. 

Rielly hasn’t made teams feel his presence that way quite as much 
though. He’s not been as daring or involved, which probably ties back to 
the inclination to keep things simple after the injury. 

He’s shooting the puck less and seeing it fall less, too. He shot 9 percent 
when he popped 20 during the 2018-19 season. This year: 3.7 percent. 

“Obviously the biggest thing that would probably weigh on him is not 
scoring,” Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe said recently. “You’re a guy that 
has that ability, has produced in the past, and that the team relies on him 
for those types of things – power play, 5-on-5, whatever it might be.” 

One number that really sticks out on the other side of things and matches 
the eye test: The number of high-danger attempts the Leafs are giving up 
with Rielly on the ice. It’s up over 13 per 60 at 5-on-5, the highest rate of 
Rielly’s career and most among Leaf defencemen this season. 

Sometimes, Rielly just isn’t stiff or sturdy enough around his own net. 

Sometimes, he makes bad or awkward or late decisions defending in 
space. 

His errors (including a missed connection with Mitch Marner against the 
Islanders on Tuesday night) have been occasionally glaring, casting a 
shadow on all the good and often subtle things he’ll do some nights. 

“When things are going bad you start to chase it a little bit,” Rielly says. 
“You start to overcompensate and try to make up for mistakes and 
almost try to do too much.” 

Rielly is at his best defensively when he puts his powerful skating to good 
use. 

Those legs, coupled with ace QB-like vision, help make him something of 
a one-man breakout. He continues to make plays with the puck that no 
other defender on the Leafs can make, the kind that feel almost taken for 
granted now after he’s been around for so long. 

Like firing a down-ice dart for Marner fetch: 

Or creating something out of nothing for now-former Leaf Dryden Hunt. 

Rielly has to take some chances to make a difference, but not too many. 
He has to be choosy – and maybe he’s been too choosy at times this 
season. Or not choosy enough in certain spots either. 

“A big part of it is confidence. Just a mentality almost,” Rielly says. “And I 
think when I watch my games and then I watch other players play, I don’t 
think that my game is overly high risk or overly aggressive. Like, there’s 
guys that take people on 1-on-1 a lot more than I do. And I think that I 
almost lean more to the conservative side, where you move it and jump 
into holes as opposed to trying to beat guys. 

“It’s a balance. And I think for me it really comes down to a mindset, 
having the confidence to go out there and try to control games. It’s not 
the easiest thing. It’s an ongoing process and work in progress. I feel like 
when I’m playing well and confident, I can play with anybody. Trying to 
achieve that every night over a long period of time is difficult.” 

Six more points and Rielly will pass Ian Turnbull for fourth all-time among 
Leafs defencemen. If he plays long enough, he’s got a shot of catching 
the late Börje Salming for top spot. 

Rielly has probably been more affected than anyone else by Keefe’s 
decision to roll out seven defencemen lately. To go from playing 28 
minutes, as Rielly did on Jan. 25, to playing just over 17, as he did 
against Carolina on March 17, has to be an adjustment. 

Those were the fewest minutes Rielly had seen on a night that didn’t 
include injury since 2014 when he was just a kid in the league. 
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Rielly is averaging just under 17 minutes per game at 5-on-5 this season, 
down from 19 two seasons ago. 

His rhythm is bound to be affected by the recent drop-off. 

“It’s different for sure,” Rielly said tersely after a game recently. 

The more time he can spend on the ice with Matthews in particular, the 
better. The Leafs are winning almost 60 percent of the expected goals 
when those two share the ice. (Fewer minutes with David Kämpf, on the 
other hand, would probably be a good thing. Expected goals for the Leafs 
when those two are out there: 41 percent. Kämpf botched a handoff from 
Rielly in the most recent loss to the Islanders.) 

A related point of instability for Rielly is the rotating cast of partners he’s 
had this season, few lasting more than a couple weeks at a time. Rielly 
played with TJ Brodie last week against the Hurricanes, Luke Schenn 
against the Senators a night later, and Erik Gustafsson against the 
Islanders on Tuesday night. He’s played at least 160 minutes with three 
guys – Brodie, Timothy Liljegren, and Justin Holl. 

He seems to work best – by a lot – with Brodie (as does everyone who 
plays with Brodie). 

“I know I feel comfortable out there with (Brodie),” Rielly said. “Maybe 
that is what it is – just kind of a comfort level thing. If you’re changing all 
the time or if you’re out there playing left sometimes, right sometimes, it 
can be hard to get comfortable, get your bearings.” 

Keeping Brodie with Rielly creates complications for the rest of the pairs. 
Can Rielly dial in enough defensively to square off against Tampa’s top 
line in a playoff series? Will the other pairings be good enough? It’s 
something the Leafs coaching staff still has to figure out before the 
playoffs. 

Regardless, the Leafs need a better, more consistent version of Rielly 
than they’ve gotten for most of the season. He knows that, especially 
with the playoffs, where he’s often played his best, coming up. 

“With this much time left in the season,” he said, “I think it’s a great 
opportunity for me to take my game to my next level and start playing 
really well, and I have all the confidence in the world that I can do that. 

“I always want to be more consistent.” 

Stats and research courtesy of Natural Stat Trick, Evolving Hockey, 
Hockey Reference, and Stat Head 
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Three weeks into March, the Bruins still haven’t faced the Canadiens in 
Boston yet 

 

By Frank Dell'Apa Globe  

 

With 12 games remaining in the regular season, the Bruins (54-11-5) trail 
the NHL record for wins by eight and the points record by 19. And they 
still have to go through the Canadiens twice — at home Thursday night 
and in the season finale at Montreal April 13. 

Unlike the old-time Canadiens, this Montreal team is struggling in last 
place in the Atlantic Division at 28-37-6. And unlike ancien temps, the 
Canadiens aren’t making their first visit of the season to Boston until 
spring. The Bruins took a 4-2 victory in the teams’ first matchup this 
season Jan. 24. 

“It is definitely something that is strange,” Bruins center Patrice Bergeron 
said Wednesday. “Probably a first, I could be mistaken, for myself and 

my career. But I think it is a first that it is this late, and as we all know, it’s 
always our biggest rivals and always a lot of fun to play against them.” 

Scheduling exigencies etc. apparently prevented early-season matchups 
between the Bruins and Canadiens, whose rivalry dates to the 1924-25 
season, the Bruins’ first in the NHL. In their first meeting, the Bruins sent 
three goals past Georges Vezina in the first two periods, but the 
Canadiens rallied for a 4-3 victory at Boston Arena on Dec. 8, 1924. 

“Lots of history on both sides,” Bergeron said. “And so you’d like to see a 
little bit more of those games. But I do understand that’s the way the 
schedule has been written. It’s not easy to make 32 different schedules, 
but it is strange and we’re all looking forward to it.” 

For the record, the 1995-96 Detroit Red Wings and 2018-19 Tampa Bay 
Lightning share the league record for victories at 62 and the 1976-77 
Canadiens hold the points mark at 132. 

Bergeron is sticking with the Bruins’ mantra of focusing on the present. 

“I think we like where we’re at,” Bergeron said. “I think there’s things, 
parts of our game, we want to improve, get better at, especially with 
those 12 games left before playoffs. We want to make sure we rectify 
things and obviously we’re happy where we’re at with the team. 

“It’s a long season. Now you’re getting down to the wire, you can see the 
end, I guess is how I should put it. We’re really trying to concentrate and 
make sure we’re working on some of the things that might’ve slipped in 
our game. And we want to stay on top of it — all over the ice, really. 

“So we’re going to take it a game at a time. That’s what we’ve done all 
year. That’s something we’ve tried to do all year. It’s been successful for 
us. We don’t want to change that. 

“And sticking to our process. The most important part for us is our details 
and our process and we feel like the result usually takes care of it. You’re 
result-driven, usually that’s when it can slip away from you.” 

Coach Jim Montgomery also is attempting to keep the Bruins’ 
expectations intact regarding records. 

“Would we like to do it? Yes,” Montgomery said. “Are we going to go 
chase it? We’re not going to go chase it. We believe in playing the right 
way. If we play the right way and believe in our process and our details 
that we think matter the most, we think those things will happen.” 

As for the fact that neither of the teams that share the record for wins 
captured the Stanley Cup? 

“I also know that the highest percentage of teams that won the Stanley 
Cup have won the Presidents’ Cup, too,” Montgomery said. 

Hall in good form 

Taylor Hall (lower body) went at near full speed wearing a red noncontact 
sweater during a 20-minute practice at Warrior Arena. “He looks really 
good,” Montgomery said. “He’s skating out there, he’s flying. I know 
there’s some more steps that have to happen but he does look good.” 
Nick Foligno (lower body) took a scheduled off day. 
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Bruins notebook: Hampus Lindholm is a worthy Norris candidate 

 

Steve Conroy 

 

Whether or not the Bruins’ spectacular regular season leads to the 
coveted Stanley Cup is anyone’s guess. But with less than a month to go 
before the end of the 82-game slate, it’s pretty clear that they’ll be well 
represented at the NHL Awards ceremony in Nashville in June. 
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Linus Ullmark should be a shoo-in for the Vezina Trophy and Jim 
Montgomery is a good bet for the Jack Adams Award as coach of the 
year. 

But don’t sleep on Hampus Lindholm’s candidacy for the Norris Trophy. 

The race for the award given to the most outstanding defenseman is one 
of the more interesting of the season. San Jose’s Erik Karlsson is a 
unique player having a unique season. With 11 games to go in the 
Sharks’ season, he’s just 13 points shy of the 100-point mark, a magical 
plateau for a defenseman only achieved by five players in the history of 
the game – Bobby Orr and Paul Coffey five times each, and Al MacInnis, 
Brian Leetch and Denis Potvin, who all did it once. They’re all Hall of 
Famers. 

But Karlsson is also a minus-14 player who doesn’t kill penalties on the 
second worst team in the league. The Sharks have a grand total of 19 
wins, so he hasn’t exactly affected that team’s fortunes a heck of a lot. 
His defensive work in his own zone can be indifferent. 

Lindholm, on the other hand, has been the most consistently excellent 
defenseman with a team on the verge of some historical achievements. 
He’s produced 10-38-48 numbers, only 15 points of which have come on 
the power play because, until recently, he’d been relegated to the second 
unit for much of the season. 

He’s the league leader in plus/minus with a plus-46 (yes, it’s a flawed stat 
but that doesn’t mean it should be ignored) and plays in all situations. 
And when it was still anyone’s guess what kind of team the B’s would be 
when they started the season without Charlie McAvoy, Brad Marchand 
and Matt Grzelcyk in October, Lindholm was arguably the team’s MVP 
among the skaters. He helped set the table for what this Bruins team 
would become. 

It is by no means a two-man race. Past winners like Adam Fox and Cale 
Makar are having fine seasons, though Makar has missed 13 games with 
concussion issues. Dougie Hamilton and Quinn Hughes will get votes. 

But asked to make a case for Lindholm, Montgomery spoke about how 
both he and McAvoy (a tough sell here for the Norris simply because he 
missed 13 games) have impacted the outcomes of games. 

“If you look at how he’s driven play at both ends of the ice, especially 
carrying the load of the ‘D’ corps while (McAvoy) was out early in the 
year … and then just how he continues to have an impact, night in and 
night out with the plus minus and the goals scored when he’s on the ice 
and the impact he has on those goals is significant. And how much we 
lean on him to match up against top players and top lines. That plays into 
it, too. That would be the significant arguments for him,” said 
Montgomery. “Our problem is we have two D-men who could or should 
win the Norris.” 

To be sure, while Karlsson will lose votes because of how bad his team 
is, Lindholm could lose votes because of how good his team is. Five of 
the league’s top 10 players in plus-minus are Bruins, and some voters 
could perceive that he’s simply riding a wave with a great team. 

But one thing that has stuck out to Montgomery about Lindholm that he 
didn’t know about was the “it” factor he possesses. 

“What’s really surprised me, not knowing him coming in, is … he could be 
having a below average game for him and his belief in that he’s going to 
make something positive happen to help us win … he never gets 
deterred. And I always marvel at the players who have that ability,” said 
Montgomery. “It’s the old thing with Michael Jordan. He could go 2-for-21 
but he wants that ball in the last minute because he goes, ‘I’m going to 
go 3-for-22 ‘…. I would have thought, ‘It’s not my night.’ But it’s always 
his night. Great players have that and I think Hampus has that.” 

Lindholm has heard his name bandied about for the award and 
appreciates what it means, but it is not driving him. 

“I just try to focus on the process and get better each day, because we’re 
playing for something bigger here and that was my goal coming to 
Boston,” said Lindholm. “I want to win something as a team and that’s the 

mindset to this group this year. It’s my mindset every year. It’d a feather 
in the cap, but at the end of the game, you try to improve each game and 
do your best to give us a chance to win a hockey game. That’s my goal 
every game. If people think you’re doing a good enough job to be 
mentioned with those names, then just it’s a feather in your cap.” 

Hall progressing 

There is still no timeline on the return of Taylor Hall, who continued 
practice in a non-contact jersey on Wednesday, but Montgomery likes 
what he’s seeing. 

“Honest to God, he looks really good. He’s skating out there, flying like 
he usually does. I know there’s some more steps that have to happen, 
but he does look good,” said Montgomery. … Nick Foligno, behind Hall in 
his recovery, had a scheduled day off the ice. 
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How Bergeron's leadership sparked strong third period in Bruins' win 

 

Nick Goss2-3 minutes 

 

The Boston Bruins were fortunate to take a 2-1 lead into the third period 
of Tuesday night's game against the Ottawa Senators at TD Garden. 

The Senators racked up 37 shots on goal through the first two periods. 
Ottawa also tallied 56 shot attempts and 27 scoring chances through 40 
minutes of action. The Senators are in a tough race for the wild card 
playoff berths in the Eastern Conference, so it wasn't a surprise that they 
played desperate to start this game. 

Plenty of reasons why an Ullmark-Swayman playoff platoon makes no 
sense 

That said, the defensive performance through two periods didn't live up to 
the Bruins' standards, and according to B's goalie Linus Ullmark, team 
captain Patrice Bergeron let the group know about it during the second 
intermission. 

"We got together there in between periods and Bergy kind of rallied the 
troops," Ullmark told NESN after the game. "It wasn't good enough those 
first 40 minutes, but those were past us, and we know if we go out there 
and play a solid 20 minutes and dominate the way we can, we can really 
put (the two points) in the bag." 

Bergeron's words clearly resonated (unsurprisingly) with the team 
because the Bruins played much better in the third period and allowed 
just four shots on net (two at 5-on-5) and zero goals over the final 20 
minutes.  

Ullmark also played a huge part in the 2-1 victory with 39 saves on 40 
shots for his league-leading 35th win of the season. 

The Bruins have a comfortable 13-point lead in the race for the 
Presidents' Trophy and home ice advantage throughout the 2023 Stanley 
Cup Playoffs with 12 games left in the regular season. 
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No Surprise, Marchand's NHLPA Peers Hate Playing Against Him 

 

Jimmy Murphy 
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In the latest NHLPA Players Poll, Boston Bruins winger Brad Marchand 
was named as the as the player that opponents “least enjoy playing 
against, but would like to have on their team.” 

Edmonton Oilers star captain, and runaway frontrunner for the 2023 Hart 
Trophy, Connor McDavid, finished second at 15.6 percent, followed by 
Capitals power-forward Tom Wilson (8.1 percent), Panthers power-
forward Matthew Tkachuk (6.0 percent), and Lightning star defenseman 
Victor Hedman (3.9 percent). 

Here’s the blurb on Marchand’s nomination from the NHLPA: 

‘Don’t want to play against him but would love to play with him. For the 
second straight year, the players would much prefer to see Brad 
Marchand sporting their colours, rather than having to face the Bruins 
forward who often finds his way into the middle of the action’ 

Brad Marchand may still hold the reputation as one of, if not the biggest 
pest in the NHL, but anyone who can’t acknowledge that he is also a 
superstar now, is either in denial because they don’t like him or hasn’t 
watched him play for the last seven seasons. 

DraftKings 

Since the 2015-16 season, the now 34-year-old Boston Bruins winger 
has hit the 30-goal plateau five times, including lighting the lamp 32 times 
to go with 48 assists in 70 games last season. Thanks to offseason hip 
surgery for both of his hips, and missing the first eight games of the 
season, Marchand only has 20 goals and 42 assists in 62 games this 
season. Still though that didn’t dissuade Marchand’s NHLPA peers and 
brethren from giving him the nod over McDavid, who will easily go down 
as one of the best players to ever play the game. 

Boston Bruins captain Patrice Bergeron also got some love in the poll. 
Bergeron (18.8 percent), finished second behind Pittsburgh Penguins 
captain Sidney Crosby (30.1 percent), for “Who is the most complete 
player?”. 

For “In a must-win game, which forward do you think would be most 
impactful?” Bergeron (1.5 percent), came in fifth place and McDavid got 
the top nod at 59.3-percent. 

Surprisingly, Boston Bruins goalie Linus Ullmark, who is having an 
historic season, and leads all NHL goalies in wins (35), GAA (1.95), and 
save percentage (.937), did not get recognized in the ‘If you need to win 
one game, who is the goalie you would want on your team?’ question. 
Tampa Bay Lightning goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy took that with 52.3-
percent of the vote. 
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Boston Bruins' Marchand 'Found His Groove' At Perfect Time 

 

Joe Haggerty 

 

Some of the health news has been troubling for the Boston Bruins as of 
late, like bruising defenseman Derek Forbort being set to miss the rest of 
the regular season after blocking a shot. But some of it has also been 
encouraging with some B’s players as they continue to hit their stride and 
play their best hockey of the season while coming back from offseason 
surgeries and the long rehabs that followed. One of those players is Brad 
Marchand, who really appears to be getting his full stride, timing, power 
and confidence back to their peak levels after working through peaks and 
valleys after undergoing surgery on both hips last season. 

Marchand has six points in his last three games, all assists, and has a 
plus-5 over that span while focusing on playmaking like his perfectly 
threaded pass to a cutting Jake DeBrusk for Tuesday night’s game-

winner in a 2-1 Boston Bruins win over the Ottawa Senators at TD 
Garden. Clearly he’s been focusing on making plays with just three shots 
on net in that span, but that’s a sign to the Boston Bruins coaching staff 
that he’s got everything working at optimal efficiency these days with the 
Stanley Cup playoffs just right around the corner. 

“I think he’s found his groove here and he’s making a lot of plays again, 
which is great to see,” said Montgomery. “Just the way he’s attacking 
defensemen’s feet, pulling up, reading off of their joints. If their ankles or 
knees are turned one way, he’s going the other way. 

“And then I love the way that JD drove the weakside post, and what a 
great pass. Those are really quick hands to make that move in tight like 
that by JD.” 

That’s just pretty hockey right there pic.twitter.com/HHrkzrKChL 

— Joe Haggerty (@HackswithHaggs) March 22, 2023 

Clearly the 34-year-old Marchand hasn’t been struggling this season with 
20 goals and 62 points in 62 games as a point-per-game player since 
starting up a few weeks into the regular season, but he’s admitted at 
times that his game doesn’t feel like it’s all the way back. 

Marchand did it as recently as the last few months when the points and 
goals weren’t always coming with their regular frequency. 

DraftKings 

Well, it sure is starting to look that way to people that have watched him 
use his speed, power, creativity and great skating edge work to twist 
opposing defenders into pretzels for a long time now. 

“I wouldn’t say I am [there] yet, but definitely feel better about your game 
when you’re getting bounces,” he said. “It’s frustrating, especially that’s 
part of my game, I’m expected to produce. I put a lot of pressure on 
myself to do that. I think that the better condition that I feel, the more I 
move my feet, I think that more things open up. 

“As a line, especially, when we’re all moving and supporting each other 
we seem to play well…when one or two guys are feeling good then we all 
kind of feed off that and right now I think we’re all feeling pretty good 
confidence wise. It’s such a powerful thing in all sports, but speaking to 
us when your confidence is high, you just seem like you can make plays. 
It seems like the pucks find the back of the net and you can feel that right 
now.” 

Marchand “finding his groove” after last spring’s hip surgeries is 
encouraging news for the Black and Gold, but it’s bad, bad news for the 
rest of the NHL as the B’s are once again riding another four game 
winning streak and rolling into the postseason that’s now just weeks 
away. 
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Bruins Daily: Ullmark; Bednar; Reimer; Wild Card Race 

 

Jimmy Murphy 

 

Here’s your latest Boston Bruins and NHL news and nuggets in the latest 
Bruins Daily: 

Boston Bruins 

Boston Bruins goalie Linus Ullmark continues to look like Tim Thomas in 
his incredible run to the 2011 Stanley Cup on Tuesday night. Ullmark 
made 40 saves and saved his team’s collective bacon in a gritty 2-1 win 
for the Bruins over the Ottawa Senators Tuesday night at TD Garden. 
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Ullmark didn’t stop looking like Thomas in his postgame interview with 
NESN either as he took a shot at the city of Buffalo, where he spent the 
first six years of his NHL career playing for the Buffalo Sabres. 

The Boston Bruins got some tough injury news on Tuesday morning. 
After suffering a lower-body injury against the Jets in Winnipeg last 
Thursday, and missing his team’s last two games, defenseman Derek 
Forbort will now miss the remainder of the regular season. 

National Hockey Now 

MTL: The Montreal Canadiens stunned the Tampa Lightning with a 3-2 
win at the Bell Centre. The Lighting, whom the Boston Bruins could see 
in the divisional round of the Stanley Cup playoffs, are on a three-game 
swing through the Atlantic Division. They will play the Senators in Ottawa 
on Thursday night and then the Bruins at TD Garden on Saturday, before 
closing out their four-game road trip at Carolina on Sunday. 

PIT: There was a bit of good news for the slumping Pittsburgh Penguins 
on Tuesday. Injured defenseman Jeff Petry (upper-body), resumed 
skating. This was the first time that Petry has skated since he left early in 
a 4-2 loss to the Rangers last Thursday. 

PHI: Much like the pesky Senators, the Philadelphia Flyers refuse to 
accept their fate as a DNQ for the 2023 Stanley Cup Playoffs. Yes the 
Senators are more alive than the Flyers, but the once Broad Street 
Bullies are playing just like them. On Tuesday night, they played the role 
of spoiler beating the Florida Panthers 6-3. 

WSH: The Washington Capitals were finally able to honor captain Alex 
Ovechkin for surpassing Gordie Howe to become the NHL’s second 
leading goal scorer of all-time. Ovechkin passed Howe on Dec. 23. 

FLA: Here’s the Florida Panthers‘ view of a game they need in 
Philadelphia as they cling to the final wild card spot. 

DraftKings 

DET: The St. Louis Blues fell further back into Hell (berg), in a 3-2 loss to 
the Detroit Red Wings. 

COL: The Colorado Avalanche signed their head coach Jared Bednar to 
a three-year contract extension. 

VGK: The Vegas Golden Knights continued to ride a roller coaster ride fit 
for the Vegas Strip in a 4-3 win over the Canucks in Vancouver on 
Tuesday night. 

LAK: 2020 second overall pick and Los Angeles Kings center Quinton 
Byfield is coming into his won and having fun doing it. 

SJS: Regardless of your opinion on whether or not James Reimer was 
right or wrong to not take warmups and wear the San Jose Sharks Pride 
jerseys, can we all agree he was a walking contradiction explaining his 
decision? 

NHL 

Could the Toronto Maple Leafs be adding the potential 2023 Hobey 
Baker Award winner to their lineup before the 2023 Stanley Cup 
Playoffs? 
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Shinzawa: Why I thought the Bruins’ Stanley Cup window was closed, 
and how they flung it open 

 

Fluto Shinzawa 

 

Imagine if your local forecaster predicted a blizzard for what would 
become an 80-degree, low-humidity blue-sky beach day. 

A proper punishment would be a splashdown in the closest ice bath. 

Perhaps I should look for my goggles. 

In June, when the Bruins dismissed then-head coach Bruce Cassidy, my 
analysis was that it was a move that signaled the end of an era and the 
closing of the Bruins’ Stanley Cup window. I explained why in a story and 
made a straightforward statement on Twitter: 

The Bruins’ championship window has closed. https://t.co/M8ljIgVr0o 

— Fluto Shinzawa (@FlutoShinzawa) June 7, 2022 

Instead of closing, though, the window was flung wide open. 

The 2022-23 Bruins are so far and away the league’s best team that 
postseason sweeps, not just series wins, should be the expectation. If 
you want wrong, my opinion was a case study of cornering the market on 
incorrectness. I would have been more right had I written that black is 
white and night is day. 

So why couldn’t I see it at the time? 

In retrospect, perhaps the main factor I did not comprehend was the 
depths to which the Cassidy dilemma had rooted itself in the 
organization. The former coach had become so withering in his delivery 
to the players that dissatisfaction and underperformance were 
widespread. Brandon Carlo, Connor Clifton, Jake DeBrusk and Trent 
Frederic, just to name a few, were fighting to find their way amid 
Cassidy’s direct approach. By the end, Cassidy did not have many allies 
left. 

It was with a collective exhalation and loosening of the shoulders, then, 
that the players responded to Jim Montgomery’s arrival. Their new coach 
had similar dimensions of hockey intelligence as their previous boss. 
Where Montgomery and Cassidy diverged was their method of sharing 
their insights with the players.  

They noticed right away. 

Montgomery’s sunnier interactions would make for freer, lighter players 
and subsequent ascent in performance. It was an insightful transaction 
by general manager Don Sweeney — the first of many. 

Another reason I undershot this season’s performance was the state of 
the roster when Sweeney let Cassidy go. It was shredded.  

Patrice Bergeron and David Krejci were unsigned. Surgeons’ incisions 
were still fresh in the hips and shoulders of Brad Marchand, Charlie 
McAvoy and Matt Grzelcyk. Hampus Lindholm was just over a month out 
from a concussion that knocked him loopy. Whether David Pastrnak 
wanted to stay long-term was unknown. Pavel Zacha was a Devil. 
DeBrusk’s trade request was still active. 

The GM’s roster reinforcement has been artistic. 

First, he made the environment welcome enough to get Bergeron and 
Krejci to come back. The masterful part is how he convinced the top two 
centers to sign for a combined $3.5 million average annual value. It is a 
comical sum.  

Consider that in comparison, Auston Matthews and John Tavares occupy 
$22,640,250 of the Maple Leafs’ total AAV. Sweeney kicked the can 
down the road by adding $4.5 million in performance bonuses to 
Bergeron’s and Krejci’s total, which may have to be applied to next year’s 
books as overage penalties. The Bruins won’t care about that if they win 
the Cup this year. 

The cap pennies Sweeney budgeted toward Bergeron and Krejci allowed 
him to build so thickly around the pivots that the roster could burst. He 
had faith that Nick Foligno, who scored just two goals in 2021-22, was 
worth keeping at a $3.8 million AAV instead of buying out. Sweeney 
acquired Zacha, a critical multi-position forward, for Erik Haula.  
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Sweeney followed that by filling any remaining holes with a trade for 
Dmitry Orlov and Garnet Hathaway on Feb. 23. Then when Taylor Hall 
and Foligno pulled up lame with less than a week before the March 3 
trade deadline, the GM struck again by adding Tyler Bertuzzi from 
Detroit.  

In total, the Bruins added $11.35 million in annual cap hits. These were 
mitigated by salary retention and by placing Hall on long-term injured 
reserve. But the additions were possible because of how little the Bruins 
had to commit to Bergeron and Krejci. 

Meanwhile, Sweeney extended Zacha. He re-signed Pastrnak to a $90 
million blockbuster. He wiped the slate clean with DeBrusk, who has 
scored a career-high 44 points. The acquisition of Lindholm and the 
signing of Linus Ullmark appear to be grand slams.  

The result is a no-weakness roster. It features superstars like Pastrnak 
and complementary players like Hall, Bertuzzi and Charlie Coyle. The 
latter three could comprise the No. 3 line for the playoffs pending Hall’s 
recovery from his lower-body injury. Their collective AAV is $27.25 
million. In contrast, the top line of Marchand, Bergeron and DeBrusk is 
$12.625 million. This snapshot tells the story of how much depth the 
Bruins have and how efficiently Sweeney is paying his top talent. 

The 2022-23 Bruins, however, are not just about firepower on offense 
and stinginess on defense. They have unlocked an ability to earn wins 
when they are not at their best. 

“They know how to win,” Montgomery said. “They manage the game so 
well that when we don’t have our ‘A’ game and even if we have our ‘C’ 
game, we get to a ‘B’ game really well. That’s a credit to the leadership 
core.” 

One team keeps the Bruins up at night: the Hurricanes. Carolina’s speed, 
aggressiveness and relentlessness on the puck have given the Bruins 
trouble the past two seasons, including in the first round of last year’s 
postseason, when the Hurricanes beat the Bruins 4-3. But Carolina is 
compromised without Andrei Svechnikov, its dynamic power forward who 
is out for the year because of a knee injury.  

Everything, it seems, is lining up for hockey in June in Boston. 

Contrary to what you may have read elsewhere. 
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What do all goalies have in common? A lifelong fascination with gear 

 

Jesse Granger 

 

The world’s best goalies converged in South Florida for NHL All-Star 
weekend in February. Amidst all the commotion of the skills competition, 
while skaters dueled in the shooting-accuracy challenge and hardest-
shot challenge, the goalies were huddled in the corner of the rink, in their 
own world. 

Winnipeg’s Connor Hellebuyck, Nashville’s Juuse Saros and others were 
in deep discussion over the differing core materials inside each of their 
pads. The goalies spent nearly the entire session, excluding the few 
events they participated in, geeking out over the gear they wear. 

That’s often what happens when goalies get together. Playing the 
position usually entails a lifelong fascination with the equipment. 
Infatuation with pads is one of the main reasons many of the NHL’s best 
started playing goalie in the first place. 

They’re enthralled by the aesthetics. The personalized airbrushed masks. 
The unique designs and colors on each set of pads. Rarely in 

professional sports do athletes customize their gear to the extent that 
goalies design their pads. Some analyze the look all the way down to the 
color of thread they’re stitched with. 

It’s not all about looks. Goalies make small tweaks to their equipment to 
make them more functional and gain competitive advantages, constantly 
trying new styles and brands in search of an edge. 

“I feel like it’s our thing,” Saros said. “That’s kind of how I got into 
goaltending as a young kid. I played other sports growing up, but never 
as a goalie. When I got into hockey, (the gear) was so cool.” 

Most people remember their first car or their first kiss. Most goalies 
remember their first set of pads as if they had strapped them on 
yesterday. When asked about his first setup, Saros’ mustache curled as 
a grin stretched across his face. 

“I had some black and white Kohos,” he said, “but then I had Sherwood 
gloves that were black and red, so it was a little mismatched.” 

He fondly remembers them all the same. 

Hellebuyck had a special attachment to his first set of Reebok Revoke 
pads that he started wearing during his senior year at Walled Lake High 
School in Michigan. He vividly remembers the solid white pads, the 
embossed designs and black threading that made them pop. 

“Some really good memories with those pads,” Hellebuyck said, smiling. 
“Those same pads got me through juniors, I want to say two or three 
months. So, it was all of my senior year of high school and early junior 
days.” 

Hellebuyck went as far as crediting the Reebok pads — designed by the 
Lefevre equipment manufacturer at the time — as a key cog in the 
development of his techniques as a goalie. 

“It kind of formed and changed my style,” he said. “How the boot channel 
sits. How the pad actually sits on your leg. The double-break. It changed 
my balance point and how I sink into my legs. How I kind of hold my 
gloves. How they feel and look.” 

Goalie equipment may look generally the same from the outside, but 
underneath all that padding are subtle differences between brands that 
drastically change the way they perform. 

“When you’re actually in the gear, you can say, ‘Oh, my ankle sits like 
this, and my gloves sit like this,’” explained Hellebuyck, who put on his 
first set of Lefevre-designed pads as a 17-year-old and hasn’t looked 
back. “From there, I would say the steps had started for me trying to 
make it to the NHL. I owe a lot of what my structure looks like now to 
them. For me, it was crucial to not leave that.” 

Many of the best goalies throughout history have worn pads designed by 
Lefevre, from Patrick Roy to Martin Brodeur, Roberto Luongo, Ed Belfour 
and Marc-André Fleury. The company remains one of the strongest 
brands in the market to this day, no matter which manufacturer it partners 
with. 

The Lefevre brand was founded in 1967 by Michel Lefebvre, who first 
constructed the pads in the basement of his Quebec family home with 
the sewing help from his wife, Diane. When the NHL started requiring 
equipment companies to pay a fee to have their gear visibly branded on 
the ice, Lefevre partnered with Koho. In 2004, Koho was purchased by 
CCM, and CCM’s pads were “Powered by Lefevre” until 2015, when 
CCM began phasing out the Reebok branding. 

Until 2019, CCM was the most popular brand of goalie pads in the NHL, 
largely because of the partnership with Lefevre. When that deal ended 
and Lefevre partnered with True in April of 2021, masses of goalies 
made the switch. 

“I think Lefevre is just really huge to my success,” Hellebuyck said. “A lot 
of companies will just continue to change and change and change, and 
then you have to change with them. Whereas, they made improvements 
but didn’t really change where their core and base of the pad.” 
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In 2021, nearly half of the goalies in the NHL switched to True pads, 
most coming over from CCM. More than 46 percent of the league now 
wears the brand, according to the website GearGeek, more than any 
other brand. 

Bauer pads are another popular option for the NHL’s best, including three 
of the favorites for this year’s Vezina Trophy — Andrei Vasilevskiy, Linus 
Ullmark and Ilya Sorokin. 

“The technology (drew me to Bauer),” Vasilevskiy said. “Their products 
are just amazing. I think it’s the gear of the future, if you will. Plus, the 
relationship I have with them is amazing.” 

Sorokin first wore Bauer pads while he was playing in Russia six years 
ago, and he has stuck with them since. Ullmark wore CCM pads until the 
summer of 2018, when he decided to test out other manufacturers. 

“I was a little curious about what was on the market after a while,” 
Ullmark said. “I was in CCM for a lot of years, and I knew exactly what I 
wanted from them. As a goalie, you want to try new things sometimes 
and experience what it’s like. Is the grass greener on the other side? So, 
I tried a lot of different brands, and Bauer had a very interesting thought 
process behind their gear.” 

As Vasilevskiy alluded to, Bauer has a reputation for being a forward-
thinking pad manufacturer. Their sleek Vapor Hyperlite line looks 
drastically different from most pads. Many goalies choose their pad 
manufacturer based on the relationships they have with the equipment 
representatives, because they aren’t simply picking a set of pads off the 
shelf. NHL goalies often provide input to the manufacturers, helping 
shape the designs themselves. 

“The way that I work with my gear guys is very intimate and close, I 
would say,” Ullmark said. “We just felt like there was a good fit overall. 
There have been a lot of conversations, a lot of back and forth, a lot of 
mixing, matching and changing things up. They’ve always been there to 
take care of me.” 

Pad manufacturers have reps that pair with goalies when they enter the 
professional ranks. Most will partner with that goalie for their entire 
career, or for as long as they stay with the company. Unlike reps for the 
skaters’ equipment, which are divided by region and work with the teams 
as a whole, goalie reps work with each goalie on a one-on-one basis. 
Even if a goalie is traded, he keeps the same equipment rep. 

“It’s always a day-to-day interaction,” said Marc Gignac, director of brand 
management at Bauer. “It’s a lot of text messages. Sometimes, it’s 
tweaking stuff here and there, or keeping the same stuff going. It’s very 
personal.” 

Bauer has three goalie reps in North America who handle every goalie 
wearing their gear, from the NHL to the American Hockey League. 

“For us, it’s about treating the (younger players) right, because we want 
them growing up in our gear,” Gignac said. “We don’t want anyone 
feeling like they aren’t getting the same service as the best in the 
league.” 

Having NHL goalies in their gear is vitally important to the manufacturers. 
The pads are essentially a giant billboard of advertising to all of the 
amateur goalies watching. 

“For us it’s critical to have kids see their favorite goalie every night in 
Bauer,” Gignac said. “It comes down to an emotional response. For a 
goalie, you always remember your first set of gear. Because it’s more 
expensive, you spend more time thinking about it. You’ve probably 
argued with Mom and Dad to get you the latest and greatest. I think that’s 
really the difference between players and goalies — the emotional 
connection to the equipment.” 

Every time an NHL goalie changes his pads, no matter how slight the 
tweak, message boards filled with amateur goalies light up with 
excitement and discussion. They aren’t just admiring the pros’ custom 
setups. More amateur and youth goalies are ordering custom pads to 
match their team colors or to add a personal flare. 

When it comes to goalie gear, the pads and gloves are the stars of the 
show, but some manufacturers work hard to corner the market on sticks 
and masks. A league-leading 57.5 percent of goalies wear Bauer masks, 
according to GearGeek, with CCM’s 22.5 percent a distant second. 
Same goes for sticks, where Bauer’s 41.25 percent market share leads 
all companies. Warrior sticks are a surprise second place, with 27.5 
percent. 

Those numbers shift by the day, as the goalie equipment industry is 
constantly evolving and changing. The manufacturing landscape today 
looks nearly unrecognizable from just 10 years ago, and will again 10 
years from now. That’s part of what makes it so fascinating. At least for 
the goalies, it does. 

This doesn’t happen just at the highest level. There are social media 
groups with thousands of amateur goalie members — of all ages and skill 
levels — that exist only for equipment discussion. Some are there to 
show off their new custom look. Some ask for advice. On rare occasions, 
the conversation shifts to actually making saves, but for the most part, it’s 
all about the gear. All-Star weekend was essentially an in-person 
representation of those groups, only it was involving the world’s best. 

“In previous years, I’ve just watched the game, but this year, it was really 
fun just enjoying being around the other goalies and talking about the 
gear,” Hellebuyck said. “It’s not something you get with everyone (in 
hockey). We talked about what we’ve tried: what we did like, what we 
didn’t like, the changes in the companies and the wraps. We all came to 
the consensus that we all have good gear.” 
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The NHL’s Russia-Pride jersey problem, explained: Blackhawks join Wild 
in scrapping plans over safety concerns 

 

Corey Masisak, Michael Russo, Charlie O'Connor, Arthur Staple, Joe 
Smith, Tarik El-Bashir, Mark Lazerus, Sean Gentille19-24 minutes 
23/03/2023 

 

NHL teams continue to struggle with how to handle Pride jerseys, with 
the Blackhawks following in the footsteps of the Wild and Rangers and 
announcing Wednesday they’re scrapping plans for players to wear them 
on the organization’s Pride night on Sunday. 

In particular, this issue has arisen for teams with prominent Russian 
players since that country’s anti-gay laws were amended in early 
December, per The New York Times, to make it “illegal to spread 
‘propaganda’ about ‘nontraditional sexual relations’ in all media, including 
social, advertising and movies.” 

The Flyers also had one player (Russian defenseman Ivan Provorov) opt 
out of warmups with his teammates on their Pride night in January 
because he didn’t want to wear the team’s Pride jersey, citing his 
Russian Orthodox religious beliefs. 

The Wild abandoned their plans to don Pride jerseys out of concern for 
Russian players. Star forward Kirill Kaprizov, notably, had a difficult 
journey back to the United States after returning to Russia this past 
offseason. 

The Blackhawks say “safety concerns” for Russian players are also their 
motivation, per team sources to The Athletic’s Mark Lazerus: 

The Blackhawks will become the third NHL team to decline to wear Pride 
jerseys during Pride Night, citing security concerns for their three players 
of Russian heritage, sources confirm to 
@MarkLazerus.https://t.co/ZiQRhPjTUm 

— The Athletic (@TheAthletic) March 22, 2023 
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The Rangers, who also have several prominent Russian players, cited 
“individual right to respectfully express their beliefs” in not wearing the 
jerseys after announcing they would. 

Russian Penguins star Evgeni Malkin, on the other hand, did wear a 
Pride jersey on the team’s Pride night on Dec. 12, just after Russian 
President Vladimir Putin signed the new legislation on Dec. 5. 

The Sharks’ Alexander Barabanov and Nikolai Knyzhov, both Russian, 
also wore the jersey on March 18, when Canadian teammate James 
Reimer did not, citing his religious beliefs. 

Context on the Russian anti-gay laws 

It should be noted that the NHL’s past and present issues with the 
LGBTQ+ community cannot be minimized as being only a “Russia 
problem.” 

Still, according to scholars on the topic, the threat Russian players in 
particular are facing because of the escalation of anti-gay laws is real. 

“Sports fans needs to realize this is probably not an idle threat,” said 
long-time University of Minnesota sociology professor Doug Hartmann, 
who is writing a book on athlete activism and backlash. “Your first 
reaction is, ‘Oh come on, they’re trying to get out of this.’ But when you 
start thinking it through, knowing what the Russian state has done in the 
context of treatment of Brittney Griner, I’d be scared if I were a Russian. 

“I think it’s exactly what we don’t know that makes this so threatening. It’s 
kind of the modus operandi of authoritarian states. Not that they’re going 
to act all the time. But the threat of that is to create distrust and 
uncertainty among your own citizens. And in an international context, that 
allows you to wield power in this way.” 

Ben Noble, associate professor of Russian politics at University College 
London, agreed. 

“These are legitimate fears,” Noble said. “‘If you put on a Pride jersey, 
then there is uncertainty regarding how this would be interpreted by law 
enforcement in Russia — and that’s a risk. The authorities have the 
power to enforce this and other legislation selectively. It’s up to them to 
decide whom they go after. 

“Could it be that certain Russian players are using this legislation as an 
excuse not to do things that conflict with their own personal values — 
that they may simply not want to put on a Pride jersey? Perhaps. But I 
don’t think legitimate fears regarding the impact of the ‘LGBT 
propaganda’ legislation should be disregarded.” 

Noble said the amended law in question is part of a bigger campaign by 
Putin aimed at so-called “traditional values,” which attempts to show how 
Russian culture is different from the “liberal West.” 

“The language of the legislation is so vague. What does ‘LGBT 
propaganda’ even mean?” he said. “This is a classic case of the political 
leadership in Russia consciously using ambiguous language to have a 
broader chilling effect.” 

Since the legislation was signed into effect, Noble said, publishers have 
been forced to pull books from shelves or have been charged for 
violating the ban on “LGBT propaganda.” When asked whether “coming 
out” would constitute a violation of the ban, a Russian legislator — and 
the legislation’s main sponsor — said that each case would be 
considered individually by a court with expertise from the country’s 
communications regulator. 

“Given the vagueness of the legal language, the importance of the 
‘traditional values’ project to Putin and the possible penalties that could 
be applied, it would be entirely plausible for Russian athletes competing 
in North America to fear the implications of doing anything that might be 
interpreted as being ‘LGBT propaganda,’” Noble said. 

Noble said another factor for Russians competing in North America is 
that some senior Russian government figures have called people who left 
the country after the full-scale February 2022 invasion of Ukraine 

“traitors.” Although sportspeople are likely in a special category, there is 
a general suspicion of Russians abroad. — Joe Smith 

What happened on Sharks Pride night 

The Sharks announced on March 13 that players would wear Pride 
jerseys during warmups on March 18. The jerseys were designed by 
Houyee Chow, a queer artist and educator from San Jose. 

Reimer informed coach David Quinn “a couple of days before” the game 
that he intended to not wear the jersey. Reimer then spoke to his 
teammates about the decision. 

The Sharks told local media during the team’s morning skate before the 
game that Reimer had decided not to wear the jersey. The organization 
made Reimer, Quinn and captain Logan Couture available to the media 
to answer questions about the situation. 

“Every individual has a choice and he has made his,” Couture said. “The 
rest of us are going to be wearing the jersey. I think this organization 
sees this as an extremely important night. And I think a lot of guys in the 
room are very excited to go out and wear the jersey and celebrate it. I 
think that hockey really is for everyone. It is an inclusive sport. We want it 
to be that way.” 

Kaapo Kahkonen was named as the team’s starting goalie for the game. 
Quinn said there were no discussions about calling up another 
goaltender and not dressing Reimer as the backup. He had started the 
previous game and excelled, but Quinn said the plan was always to start 
Kahkonen, regardless of Reimer’s decision on the Pride jersey. 

Reimer is in his second season with the club. He was injured just before 
San Jose’s Hockey Is For Everyone Night last season, when the full team 
wore Pride jerseys for warmups. He said the process of deciding not to 
wear a Pride jersey began last season. 

“I just came to the conviction through my faith that it went against what I 
believe the bible says,” Reimer said. “I don’t want to really go into too 
much detail about the behind-the-scenes stuff. But it’s something that I 
tried to do my due diligence and just came to the fact that the best way to 
stand up for what I believe in was just to not wear the jersey and then to 
try and make this as loving and least offensive as possible.” 

Reimer started the team’s next game, in Edmonton on March 20. Quinn 
said he would have no reservations about starting Reimer at SAP Center 
in any of the team’s final five home games of the season. — Corey 
Masisak 

James Reimer made his decision. 

The Sharks made their own. 

We need more teams like them and the Flyers, who choose to stand up 
for inclusivity and progress rather than protect one teammate from some 
bad PR. 

My column:https://t.co/1V6it7bvCb pic.twitter.com/r93HANTE4N 

— Mark Lazerus (@MarkLazerus) March 19, 2023 

Wild Pride night 

The Wild never officially announced before Pride night that their players 
would be wearing rainbow-logoed jerseys, but they wore them last 
season — including Russians Kapizov and Dmitry Kulikov — and it was 
common knowledge that they planned to do so again this year. They had 
even mentioned it on their auction site. 

After wrestling for a couple of days with how to handle the situation and 
educating themselves on Russia’s anti-gay propaganda law, the Wild 
made the decision the morning of Tuesday’s game against Calgary not to 
wear the sweaters. 

What made the decision harder is the Wild flew in Jack Jablonski, who 
came out in an article by The Athletic in September, from L.A. to 
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Minnesota to do the Let’s Play Hockey traditional pregame chant and put 
JABS patches on each of the jerseys the players were supposed to wear. 

In the end, only Jablonski showed off the jersey to the sold-out crowd in 
attendance. 

During the course of the day, the Wild called Jablonski and all of their 
Pride night partners, including Twin Cities Pride, to explain the situation. 
Team officials say all were understanding. 

The Wild still carried on with several of the planned Pride night initiatives, 
including 17 players wrapping the blades or shafts of their sticks in 
rainbow-colored tape and defenseman Jon Merrill, his wife, Jessica 
Molina, and other Wild players donating tickets to QUEERSPACE 
Collective and hosting a postgame meet-and-greet. — Michael Russo 

Rangers Pride night 

In an email to season-ticket holders prior to the team’s Pride night, the 
Rangers announced they would be wearing Pride-themed warmup 
jerseys to be auctioned off. When the team hit the ice for warmups on 
Jan. 27, they were in their regular jerseys. 

The Rangers issued a statement the next day. “Our organization 
respects the LGBTQ+ community and we are proud to bring attention to 
important local community organizations as part of another great Pride 
night. In keeping with our organization’s core values, we support 
everyone’s individual right to respectfully express their beliefs.” 

The other planned aspects of Pride night went on as planned, including a 
Pride-themed giveaway and a member of NYC Pride dropping a 
ceremonial first puck. — Arthur Staple 

Capitals Pride night 

The Capitals hosted their seventh annual Pride night on Jan. 17 vs. 
Minnesota. They did not wear Pride-themed jerseys for warmup but that’s 
not a new development as they’ve never worn them. 

Players were given the option to wrap rainbow tape on their stick handles 
and blades to be used during warmups, and approximately five players 
opted to do so. In all, 20 players wrapped their sticks with rainbow tape 
for the team’s auction, which raised a record $40,810 benefitting local 
LGBTQ+ organizations. 

Throughout the game, the Caps displayed rainbow-colored video boards 
and messages of support for the community, including interviews on the 
Jumbotron featuring video coach Emily Engel-Natzke and her wife as 
well as defenseman Trevor van Riemsdyk and other players. The team 
also honored a military member of the LGBTQ+ community as part of the 
“Salute to Service.” 

It should be noted, though, that Chick-fil-A’s “Spot the Cow” promotion — 
a staple at home games this season — was not held on Pride night. 
Some fans also noticed that there were no auction items this year from a 
few players — most notably captain Alex Ovechkin and Dmitry Orlov. — 
Tarik El-Bashir 

Flyers Pride night 

Provorov’s decision to sit out warmups rather than wear a Pride jersey 
with the rest of his teammates prior to the Flyers’ Jan. 17 game against 
the Ducks first raised awareness of this situation. In past years, the 
Flyers had celebrated Pride night as an organization, but on-ice player 
participation was limited to the optional use of Pride tape during 
warmups. Led by Scott Laughton and James van Riemsdyk, the team 
decided to wear jerseys this year. 

Provorov raised concerns to team officials the week prior to Pride night, 
and by the night before Jan. 17, he had reaffirmed his intention to pass 
on wearing the jersey for religious reasons. Flyers hockey operations 
made the call to go forward with the warmup jerseys for the rest of the 
players — who remained intent on participating, with or without Provorov 
— while allowing Provorov to stay in the locker room and skip warmups. 

After the game, Provorov was asked to explain his absence. “I respect 
everybody, and I respect everybody’s choices. My choice is to stay true 
to myself and my (Russian Orthodox) religion,” he responded. “That’s all 
I’m going to say.” — Charlie O’Connor 

Penguins Pride night 

The Penguins’ Pride night, on Dec. 12, went off without any restrictions 
or changes. All players wore Pride warmup jerseys that were later 
auctioned for LGTBQ+ charities. 

Malkin participated, as he has in every Pride and/or theme night held in 
Pittsburgh since he joined the Penguins in 2006-07. He has never 
objected. 

Malkin has never publicly shared his stance on LGTBQ+ issues. He is 
generally apolitical. 

Brian Burke, the president of hockey operations, has marched in June 
Pride parades in Pittsburgh since he joined the organization in February 
2021. — Rob Rossi 

What the league has said 

The NHL must “respect individual choice” if players decide not to take 
part in events such as Pride night, commissioner Gary Bettman said 
during the All-Star festivities in South Florida last month. 

When asked whether Provorov’s decision not to take part in 
Philadelphia’s Pride night warmup or apparent changes to New York’s 
Pride night plans send the wrong message about inclusivity in the sport 
to young players and fans, Bettman told reporters that “some people are 
more comfortable embracing themselves in causes than others.” 

On Feb. 28 in Calgary, Bettman told reporters: “Our clubs do a lot for 
Pride nights. And the issue was a handful of players not wanting to wear 
the Pride sweaters in warmup. That doesn’t (necessarily) mean they’re 
homophobic. It means they were uncomfortable wearing that type of 
sweater. And you have to respect, at some point, individual choice. 

“You may be charitable and donate to charities. And then, somebody 
comes up to you and says, ‘I’d like you to donate to a particular charity.’ 
And you say, ‘I don’t really want to donate to that charity.’ It doesn’t mean 
you’re against them. It just might mean you have other priorities.” 

The league has traditionally avoided commenting on situations involving 
Russian affairs, particularly last summer when there was worry about 
players like Kaprizov in their homeland. 

The league won’t comment specifically on whether the anti-gay propanda 
law is why Russian players may not be comfortable wearing Pride 
sweaters, because the league doesn’t want anything it says 
misinterpreted in Russia. 

Five percent of NHL players who have played a game this season are 
Russian, so the league has a dilemma when it comes to Pride nights and 
the visuals of Russian players wearing jerseys. They’re trying to be 
respectful of that, so it would not be surprising if the jersey part of Pride 
night initiatives becomes a thing of the past in future seasons. — Michael 
Russo 

Reaction from the LGBTQ+ community 

Like every other corner of the fan base, hockey’s LGBTQ+ community is 
anything but monolithic and doesn’t speak with one voice. Reactions to 
the growing number of teams opting out of wearing Pride jerseys have 
ranged from righteous anger to a weary shrug. But for many, the issue 
underscores just how far the sport has to go to make it a welcoming 
place for all hockey fans. 

The question is: Do Pride nights really do anything to achieve that goal? 

Multiple activist voices in the LGBTQ+ hockey community have privately 
wondered if Pride nights are more trouble than they’re worth, because 
they stoke a defensive reaction in much of the hockey world, furthering 
the rift among fans. But, they say, Pride nights aren’t going anywhere 
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unless teams eliminate all the other themed nights they host, as well, 
including military nights and police nights. One went so far as to say 
they’d have to eliminate the national anthems, too, if the goal is to make 
the sport as apolitical as possible. After all, some of the teams that host 
Pride nights also are corporate partners with Chick-fil-A, whose corporate 
owners have spent millions of dollars on anti-LGBTQ+ legislation efforts 
over the years. 

I didn’t sleep much before Pride Night in Anaheim because I seriously 
worried about the backing out issue. I had chills seeing my jersey design 
worn on-ice in warmups & thank my team for allowing me that joy, for 
committing fully to LGBT acceptance. That’s what we need more of. 
https://t.co/aJxUDIPjeg pic.twitter.com/cRweNe7BdK 

— Lindsay Imber   (@LindsayImber) March 8, 2023 

But corporate-sponsored rainbow tape and rainbow jerseys aren’t going 
to change hearts and minds. As Brock McGillis — whose Alphabet 
Sports Collective, an advocacy group for the LGBTQ+ community in 
hockey, had its launch party in Toronto on Thursday night — has said in 
the past, humanizing LGBTQ+ players and fans is the only way to break 
through the bigotry. That, ideally, means having a sizable number of 
openly gay and non-binary players in the NHL. With that simply being 
unrealistic at the moment — Predators prospect Luke Prokop is the first 
and only out player under a pro contract — humanizing means having 
prominent players continue to stand up for the community. Lost to many 
amid the Provorov controversy was how the Flyers, led by veteran Scott 
Laughton, have been leaders in that space. — Mark Lazerus 

What about upcoming Pride nights? 

Part of the reason the Wild and Rangers have gotten flak is that they 
were expected to wear Pride jerseys and opted not to. Many teams 
celebrate Pride or “Hockey is for Everyone” and LGBTQ+ Nights without 
Pride jerseys. 

In fact, the same night the Wild made headlines for not wearing their 
sweaters, the Lightning held Pride night in Tampa and didn’t receive 
criticism for not wearing Pride sweaters, because they had never planned 
to wear them. Other teams that didn’t wear Pride jerseys include the 
Avalanche, Blue Jackets, Bruins, Capitals, Hurricanes, Islanders, Red 
Wings and Senators. 

Here are the teams with Pride nights remaining on their schedules. 
Planned events vary by organization. 

Panthers, March 23: Florida has held previous Pride nights, and players 
have used rainbow stick tape and worn Pride jerseys. No details for 2023 
were available. 

Oilers, March 25: The Oilers will not be wearing Pride jerseys in 
warmups. They never have, per The Athletic’s Daniel Nugent-Bowman. 

Blackhawks, March 26: The Blackhawks will not wear Pride jerseys after 
previously announcing they would 

Sabres, March 27: Buffalo’s night will “feature activations throughout the 
game celebrating acceptance in the sport.” The website did not mention 
the team’s Pride jersey plans; it did, however, mention “special warmup 
jerseys” for St. Patrick’s Day on March 17, and the team has worn Pride 
warmups in the past. 

Canucks, March 31: Vancouver has held Pride nights with special jersey 
designs for several seasons. Their website mentions no plan to wear one 
on March 31, and no design has been publicly shared. 

Blues, April 4: Their website mentions no plan for warmup jerseys, which 
they wore in 2022. Fans will receive a Pride bag. 

Maple Leafs, April 4: No details were available. Last April, players wore 
Pride-themed T-shirts to a game that were later auctioned to benefit a 
local charity. They did not and have not worn warmup jerseys. 

Jets, April 5: No details were available. Players have worn themed 
warmup jerseys in the past. 

Canadiens, April 6: Montreal is hosting LGBTQ+ Night. Players have 
worn Pride jerseys during warmups in the past. 

The Athletic has contacted these teams to ask whether they will continue 
with their Pride plans. The Jets offered no clarification or specifics other 
than the confirmation that they were holding an event. The Leafs offered 
this: “In terms of plans next month, we really value our allyship and long 
history with the LGBTQ+ community and are very much looking forward 
to our Pride night on April 4. The Maple Leafs have held Pride nights 
since 2017 and our plans this season remain consistent with previous 
years’ successful events.” 

This post will be updated as we receive comment. — Sean Gentille 
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Evander Kane’s final pitch for Chapter 11: 50 bets a day, gambling 
because of lockout losses 

 

Daniel Kaplan 

 

NHL star Evander Kane said in judicial papers filed last week that he 
wagered sometimes as often as 50 times a day, which is in large part 
why he filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy with liabilities topping $26 million. 

Kane’s post-trial brief, in the lawsuit brought by his biggest creditor, 
Centennial Bank, laid out the player’s family background and tried to 
explain how that played a part in his spiraling debt in spite of overall 
career earnings that have reached $76 million. 

“Kane was raised on the east side of Vancouver, which at the time was a 
lower-class area of the city,” the post-trial brief reads. “His mother Sheri 
was a stay-at-home mother when Kane and his sisters were growing up 
because they could not afford daycare.” 

“Kane was drafted by his first team when he was seventeen years old, 
and he began playing professional hockey straight out of high school at 
the age of eighteen,” his lawyers wrote in the post-trial brief, which the 
judge requested after the trial, which took place on Jan. 23 and 25. “He 
has never taken any college or college-level courses, nor any courses or 
training about accounting, money management, or business 
development (and the NHL does not provide any financial education to its 
players). Although Kane became a highly compensated athlete in his 
fourteen-year career, he was raised in a working-class family that never 
owned a home, struggled financially, and lived month-to-month.” 

One of Centennial’s arguments is that Kane was sloppy in record 
keeping and cannot provide documentation for much of what he claims. 
The bankruptcy law requires debtors to keep thorough records but makes 
allowances for those not considered sophisticated.  

The missing paperwork includes details on Kane’s gambling losses, 
which he revealed for the first time is the principal reason he lost so 
much money. He points to the start of his gambling “addiction,” for which 
the brief maintains he is in counseling, as starting in 2012 when he 
signed his first big contract in the NHL with the Winnipeg Jets. But the 
timing proved poor because of a lockout.  

According to his trial testimony recounted in the trial brief, he found 
himself struggling and with no way to support his family as he’d pledged. 

“After the NHL entered its lockout in 2012, Kane was uncertain about his 
future, how he was going to support himself and his family, and how he 
was going to stay current on his bills,” the post-trial brief reads. “He 
‘viewed gambling as a way to make money quick,’” the brief continued, 
directly quoting him from the trial. 
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Drew Hawkins, who provides financial education programs for athletes, 
said while the numbers are bigger in Kane’s storyline, the theme is 
similar to multiple other cases of athletes’ financial woes. These players 
spring from disadvantaged upbringings, have no financial education, 
surround themselves with poor advisers, and often get into gambling, he 
said. 

“Many of these players come from very humble backgrounds, and means 
that their parents or the individuals that are around them have not had 
any experience in dealing with this,” Hawkins said. “These guys are just 
left to their own and trying to figure it out. And, you know, unfortunately, 
they don’t get to the point where they do that … and so you end up with 
these horror stories of individuals going into extreme debt based on 
spending or based on gambling.” 

Kane testified that most of his gambling losses were with bookies and 
was largely undocumented. The websites they had him gamble through 
don’t exist anymore, his brief explained. 

“Documentation regarding Kane’s interactions with the bookies is harder 
to come by because, due to their legal status, bookies operate in a 
manner designed to elude record-keeping,” his trial brief said. “Kane 
provided a thorough explanation of his use of bookies for gambling and 
the systems utilized by them. He explained that he placed bets with 
bookies through websites and that the website addresses and his login 
information would automatically change every two to six months (up to 50 
bets per day during Kane’s peak usage). … When Kane was down, he 
would pay the bookies with cash or by wire transfer, cashier’s check, 
bank draft, or even with jewelry.” He paid off, for example, $75,000 of 
bookie debt with two Rolex watches. 

Centennial Bank remains unconvinced, arguing in its own post-trial brief 
that the Edmonton Oilers winger should not be allowed to use 
undocumented claims of gambling losses as a way to explain away his 
debt. The bank added he should have subpoenaed his bookies, and the 
casinos he lost money at. The bank contends that as Kane can’t account 
for his losses, he should not be able to complete Chapter 11 and walk 
away from his debts, calling the bid “shocking.” 

“While the issue of gambling permeated Kane’s testimony elicited by his 
counsel, Kane not only lacks corroborating documentation but does not 
actually commit to testifying that he lost all of his assets gambling,” the 
bank’s brief argues. 

Kane borrowed $50 million between 2014 and 2019, initially to pay off a 
gambling debt and other expenses, and then also to pay off previous 
loans. In all, he borrowed 26 times from institutional lenders, and seven 
times from individuals, including more than $1.1 million from two men his 
trial brief described as “middlemen” for bookies, Mike Lispti and Pete 
Gianakas. 

Many of the loans were set up by Sure Sports, which arranges 
borrowings for athletes. The bankruptcy trustee in a separate action is 
suing Sure Sports over its role in Kane’s situation. A hearing, in that 
case, is scheduled for May 25.  

Centennial has tried previously to have the bankruptcy court block 
Chapter 11 and has been denied. Whether the evidence the bank 
presented at the trial is enough to convince the judge is not certain.  
Several of Kane’s other large creditors, including Zions Bancorp., settled 
their cases with Kane, leaving only Centennial and Hope Parker seeking 
to block the Chapter 11. 

Parker alleges Kane owes her more than $2 million as part of an 
agreement to abort her pregnancy. She is a co-plaintiff in the Centennial 
case, but did not bring any witnesses at the trial or file her own post-trial 
brief. If Chapter 11 is approved, Kane would likely be able to walk away 
from her claims. She filed a lawsuit against him in 2018, which is 
currently stayed in California state court. 

Hawkins, whose company Edyoucore stages financial planning seminars 
for athletes, said he wonders what kind of due diligence Centennial 

performed on Kane. While saying he did not want to point fingers, he 
questioned how Kane could keep getting loan after loan. 

“In a case where have you had an individual that has done this level of 
borrowing to try to repay back the losses that he’s had, I’ve not seen one, 
anywhere near the degree that has taken place here,” he said. “If an 
athlete came to me and said, ‘Hey, you know, I’m looking for money, 
these have been my challenges in terms of where my money has gone.’ I 
would have wanted to have a clearer idea what had perpetuated this 
problem. And if it was deemed that it might have been around gambling 
or something like that it would have given me a lot of apprehension as a 
lender.” 
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IIHF 2023-24 championship season will not include Russia, Belarus 
teams 

 

The Athletic Staff, Sean Gentille 

 

The 2023-24 IIHF championship season will proceed without teams from 
Russia and Belarus, the IIHF Council announced Wednesday. 

“Based on a detailed risk assessment from a renowned company that 
specializes in assessing risks due to various global challenges, the IIHF 
Council determined that it is not yet safe to reincorporate the Russian 
and Belarusian Teams back into IIHF Competitions, and that it will not be 
safe for the upcoming 2023/2024 IIHF Championship season. Therefore, 
the IIHF will move forward with the 2023/2024 IIHF Championship 
season without the Russian and Belarusian Teams,” the IIHF said in a 
release. 

The IIHF Council has made the decision to move forward with the 
2023/2024 IIHF Championship season without Russian and Belarusian 
teams. 

More: https://t.co/hqsuf5xAie pic.twitter.com/r76ewoioId 

— IIHF (@IIHFHockey) March 22, 2023 

In February 2022, the IIHF announced it had suspended Russia and 
Belarus from international play “until further notice” in response to 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. The IIHF last year removed Russia as the 
host of the 2023 men’s hockey World Championship and 2023 World 
Junior Championship. The World Championship will instead be co-hosted 
by Tampere, Finland, and Riga, Latvia, in May. 

Following the IIHF’s announcement, the Swedish Ice Hockey Association 
commended the federation for its decision. 

“It is a good and important decision that Russia and Belarus will not be 
allowed to participate in international championships next season either. 
A decision that we in Swedish ice hockey stand behind and see as 
completely necessary in the current situation,” the Swedish association 
said in a statement. 

IIHF’s decision sets a precedent 

Bizarre wording aside — I’m unsure how “detailed” the “risk assessment” 
needs to be, in this case — there’s nothing surprising about this decision. 
Last year’s call to ban both countries and move two huge tournaments 
out of Russia had higher stakes and more uncertainty. 

This year, what about the situation has changed? The precedent, from 
the relatively irrelevant standpoint of international hockey, has now been 
set; if you invade another country, your team doesn’t participate in 
tournaments. Not much left to do, other than hope it won’t be necessary 
to apply again in 2024. — Gentille 
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How does this impact other international events? 

As far as actual hockey is concerned, it’s a relevant decision, particularly 
regarding the Russian program; it’s ranked third on the men’s side and 
fifth on the women’s. Recent results there, though, are obviously in short 
supply. 

The next high-profile on-ice decision attached to the situation is the 
status of Russian prospect Matvei Michkov, a consensus top-five talent in 
the NHL Draft who is under contract with his KHL team for several years. 
His timeframe for playing in North America will undoubtedly affect where 
he is selected. — Gentille 
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In the NHL playoffs, what’s more valuable: Star power or depth? 

 

Dom Luszczyszyn 

 

It’s playoff time — would you rather have more strong players or fewer 
weak players? It’s the age-old question of what matters more in a playoff 
series: star power or depth. 

In a sport like basketball, the answer is obvious. Star power rules all and 
the team with the best high-end talent usually wins. There are exceptions 
to the rule, but for the most part, the best teams are comprised of the 
league’s best players — players who can almost single-handedly take a 
team on a deep postseason run. Basketball is undoubtedly a strong-link 
game where games are mostly won and lost by the strongest players on 
the court. 

Hockey is not as simple, at least it’s not viewed as such. The “ultimate 
team sport” often comes down to the best players doing their thing, but 
they’re also not on the ice as much as top basketball players are on the 
court. That means larger rosters and more room for depth pieces to play 
a larger role in the outcome — where a team is sometimes only as strong 
as its weakest link. 

In hockey, going on a deep postseason run can sometimes be beyond 
the control of the league’s best players. 

Sometimes. But not always. 

Going back to 2010 there have been 195 playoff series played. The 
home team has won 54 percent of those series while the pre-series 
favorite (as judged by their GSVA) has won 63 percent of series. That’s 
the benchmark. 

Simply having the best player in the series is obviously more helpful than 
not, but that information alone doesn’t do a great job of deciding who 
wins or loses a series. Since 2010, 56 percent of series have been won 
by the team with the best player (again, judged by their GSVA). That’s 
better than home-ice advantage, but not better than weighing the entire 
makeup of each team. 

This sport is about more than one player. Even the best players need 
help. That much is obvious. The kind of help needed is what’s relevant 
though; is it more stars at the top of the lineup or fewer holes at the 
bottom of it? 

Is a team as strong as its strongest links or as weak as its weakest links? 
That’s the big question in a sport where the answer isn’t obvious. 

Hockey Graph’s Alex Novet tackled the topic six years ago and 
concluded that hockey is a strong link game, and that having the best 
players mattered more than not having the worst players. That study only 
looked at regular-season success and, as we know, the playoffs are an 
entirely different beast. It’s time for an update. 

I went through each playoff series since 2010 and looked at how many 
skaters each team had above the 95th percentile. Then again for the 
90th percentile and the 85th percentile all the way to the 65th percentile. 
That measures the amount of strong links each team has. Then I did the 
opposite to measure the amount of weak links. I looked at how many 
players each team had below the 50th percentile all the way down to the 
20th percentile (which was equal in size to the number of players above 
the 95th percentile). 

As it turns out, hockey is also a strong link game in the playoffs where 
the odds of winning a series increase if a team has more star players — 
and are virtually unaffected by how many weak players a team has. 

It doesn’t matter if we count which teams have fewer below-average 
players at the 50th percentile or fewer replacement-level players at the 
20th percentile, the end result is the same. It’s a coin flip that gives us 
little valuable information. Those players do not decide playoff series — 
the stars do. It didn’t matter if the cast net was wide (players above the 
65th percentile) or narrow (above the 95th percentile), the team with the 
most actual difference makers won more. And they won right in line with 
how often favorites have won over the last decade, suggesting that 
whoever the favorite is in a series is often decided by the star players on 
it. 

That’s not exactly ground-breaking stuff — “have more good players, 
thanks” — but the gap does show how trivial the bottom of the lineup 
really is. And how crucial the top of the lineup is. 

In the playoffs, just like in the regular season, star power is a huge deal. 

There’s a sweet spot in the chart above: the 80th percentile. The team 
that has more skaters in the league’s top 20 percent has won 66 percent 
of series since 2010 — a shade higher than when looking at which team 
is favored. But we can go a step further. 

Breaking things down by position reveals that forwards and defensemen 
have slightly differing sweet spots. For forwards that’s the 80th percentile 
while for defensemen it’s a shade lower at the 75th percentile. In both 
cases, the team with more (of just that position) wins 66 percent of the 
time. Using the two different sweet spots plus adding goaltenders to the 
mix (80th percentile and above hits 58 percent) gets us to a nice 69 
percent success rate for playoff series. (As an aside, I also checked 
whether it mattered if a team had the better goalie going into the series 
— it didn’t).  

That’s better than what favorites have done over the same time frame, 
suggesting that getting exact win values for players isn’t super important 
— just count the good players! Kidding aside, a breakdown of when “just 
count the good players” and “just pick the better team” agree and 
disagree is where things get even more interesting. 

Two-thirds of the time they agree and in those cases the better team with 
more good players is 90-38 (70.3 percent), just above their average odds 
of 65 percent. 

The other third is split between the times the stronger team has fewer 
stars and the times when both teams have an even number of stars. 
What’s interesting is that the stronger team has fewer stars in series that 
the model would deem very close to begin with. Those series have 
average odds of 55 percent and only two of 34 series had the favorite 
north of 60 percent — these were coin flips from the model’s perspective. 
In those cases, picking the team with more good players was more 
important than “the better team.” The side with more good players went 
22-12, winning 65 percent of the time. On the flip side, there were 33 
series where both teams had the same amount of stars, a coin flip from 
the star count perspective. In those instances, the model saw the 
favorites going 20-13, a 61 percent success rate right in line with 
expectations. 

Better team with more good players? Easy choice. 

Better team with fewer good players? Go with more good players. 
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Better team with the same amount of good players? Go with the better 
team. 

The middle bucket is the most interesting there and brings us back to the 
strong and weak link argument. How exactly is a team better with fewer 
high-end players? Depth. And they won 20 percentage points fewer 
series than expected. We’re only talking 34 series here — but that’s a 
notable difference. Usually those series were too close to make an 
informed call anyway and they were usually that close because of the 
better team’s advantage in depth. That’s not an advantage that ended up 
actually mattering in the playoffs. 

The sweet spots may seem trivial, but in the end, they make sense for 
hockey reasons. 

The 80th percentile for forwards gives us 97 forwards this year. 

The 75th percentile for defensemen gives us 58 defenders. 

The 80th percentile gives us 10 goalies. 

Basically, the sweet spot is how many bona fide first-line forwards and 
top-pair defenders a team has and whether or not they have an elite 
goalie. It’s not that different from the Stanley Cup checklist where the 
criteria is five first-line caliber forwards (plus two more top-six forwards), 
four top-pairing defensemen and a top-10 goalie. There are degrees of 
difference within the checklist that matter, but sometimes it really is as 
simple as “just have a lot of good players.” 

So, what does that mean for this year? 

Here’s how many players each potential playoff team has above the 
sweet spot for each position. 

Boston is naturally in a league of its own with 10 star players. Carolina’s 
losses of Andrei Svechnikov and Max Pacioretty are especially impactful 
here; the Hurricanes would’ve been second with nine players who make 
the cut. Instead, they’re in a third tier with seven stars alongside 
Colorado, Edmonton, Tampa Bay and the Rangers. Not a bad place to 
be. New Jersey, Toronto and, yes, the rising Florida Panthers are the 
teams to watch in the next tier after Boston — a shade above the glut of 
teams in the six-or-seven range. 

Rounding out the bottom of the list are three Pacific powerhouses: Vegas 
(four), Los Angeles (four) and Seattle (three). All three are teams built off 
depth, but will they be able to match up to the high-end talent in 
Edmonton or Colorado out West? According to the research done here, 
the odds aren’t in their favor, though that may change if Los Angeles 
continues its torrid surge up the standings or Mark Stone comes back for 
Vegas. In the Kings’ case, both Gabriel Vilardi and Adrian Kempe are 
right on the cusp. As for Seattle, the team’s depth is unlike anything 
we’ve seen before; maybe the Kraken will be the exception to the rule. 

The most shocking part of the list above is one team in the second tier, 
the Calgary Flames, who look likely to miss the playoffs entirely, partly 
due to historically cruel luck. But even if they’re a better team than their 
record, it’s also a testament to the flaws of the perhaps overly simplistic 
strategy of “just count the good players.” The Flames’ highest-ranked 
forward is 56th in projected GSVA while their highest-ranked defender is 
15th. They may have a lot of top-of-the-lineup talent, but not much in the 
way of actually elite talent. That’s something that gets undersold with this 
exercise and why looking at how talented the strongest links actually are 
still matters. 

Hockey is still a chaotically random game, one where the highest seed 
has only won 54 percent of playoff series since 2010 and where the 
favored team has only won 63 percent. When the playoffs roll around 
expect the unexpected. 

But that doesn’t mean teams shouldn’t try to tip the scales in their favor. 
On the contrary. Within that randomness, there is still a trend worth 
focusing on, one that has shaped the way the league’s best teams are 
built. 

It’s all about the top of the lineup, the difference makers, the stars, the 
needle movers. At the core of it all, it’s about … the core. The teams with 
the best and deepest cores are the teams that do the most damage 
come playoff time, not necessarily the best and deepest teams. 

Teams can distract from that by plugging holes and creating deep 
rosters, but at the end of the day, there will always be a question about 
whether there’s enough oomph at the top to go the distance. And for 
good reason — it’s those teams that do usually go the farthest. 

Hockey may be the ultimate team game where every role, player and role 
player matters. But within that dynamic, there’s an opposing truth that 
they only matter as much as the players at the top of the hierarchy 
dictate. 

Even in the playoffs, like it or not, it’s how bright the stars shine that 
decides who wins and who loses. 
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ESPN / NHL prospects to watch in the 2023 NCAA hockey tournament 

 

Greg Wyshynski 

 

The 16-team field is set. The 2023 NCAA men's hockey tournament will 
drop the puck on Thursday for opening-round games, with the national 
championship final set for April 8 in Tampa. 

It's a chance to see yesterday's draft picks, today's amateur free agents 
and, in the case of Michigan center Adam Fantilli, tomorrow's franchise 
players. 

Here's a look at some of the names in the NCAA tournament with current 
and future NHL connections, from draft prospects to previous selections 
to the free agents pro teams will be chasing. 

NHL draft prospects 

Adam Fantilli, C, Michigan 

As Connor McDavid had Jack Eichel, Connor Bedard has Adam Fantilli. 
In other words, the NHL draft has a clear No. 1 choice followed by a clear 
No. 2 choice that would have been No. 1 under different, generational 
player-absent circumstances. 

The 6-foot-3 center had 61 points in 33 games this season with the 
Wolverines, including 27 goals. He led the nation in points per game 
(1.85) in earning a Hobey Baker nomination as a freshman. "He's a hard-
driving player. He's got the speed and the size, but he's always driving 
and attacking. He's a dog on the bone -- in and around the net with the 
puck," TSN senior draft analyst Craig Button said. "He's relentless. Adam 
has the size, the will and the skill." 

Gavin Brindley, C/RW, Michigan 

Button believes that a strong NCAA tournament could really bolster the 
stock of Gavin Brindley, ranked No. 24 overall for the draft by Elite 
Prospects. He had 36 points in 38 games playing on Fantilli's wing. 

Matt Copponi, C, Merrimack College 

The 19-year-old center is one of the top 100 North American prospects 
according to NHL Central Scouting. He leveled up offensively as a 
sophomore with 29 points in 36 games. He's found a groove on 
Merrimack's top line, and a run in the tournament could open more eyes. 

Charles-Alexis Legault, D, Quinnipiac 
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The 19-year-old defenseman is ranked in the top 200 draft prospects by 
Central Scouting. Button believes with a strong showing at the 
tournament, the blueliner could move up some draft boards. 

Bucci's storylines to watch in the NCAA men's hockey tourney 

John Buccigross shares the storylines that fans should keep an eye out 
for in the 2023 NCAA men's hockey tournament. 

Drafted NHL prospects 

Michigan Wolverines 

Seamus Casey, D (New Jersey Devils) 

Drafted 46th overall by New Jersey in 2022, the freshman defenseman 
had 25 points in 34 games for the Wolverines. He's a very solid puck-
handling right-shot defenseman ... but not the blueliner that Devils fans 
have their eyes on when it comes to Michigan. 

Luke Hughes, D (New Jersey Devils) 

Devils GM Tom Fitzgerald has said that Hughes will join his brother Jack 
on the Devils after Michigan's season is complete. The No. 4 overall pick 
in the 2021 draft has lived up to the hype this season with 42 points in 36 
games and several appearances in the highlight reels. 

"He's unbelievable. They play him 30 minutes a night. If he played for 
me, he'd play 40," Arizona State head coach Greg Powers said. 

Frank Nazar, C (Chicago Blackhawks) 

Nazar suffered a hip injury that required surgery last October, limiting him 
to 10 games for the Wolverines this season in which he tallied five points. 
The 13th overall pick in 2022 by the Blackhawks, who acquired that pick 
in the Kirby Dach trade with the Montreal Canadiens, Nazar has settled 
into an important depth forward role on Michigan. 

Rutger McGroarty, LW (Winnipeg Jets) 

Drafted 14th overall in 2022 by the Jets, the 18-year-old playmaking 
winger overcame an early season slump to score 34 points in 36 games 
for Michigan. Of course, playing on Fantilli's wing didn't hurt. McGroarty 
scored two goals in 34 seconds during Michigan's 4-3 Big 10 
championship game win over Minnesota. 

Mackie Samoskevich, RW (Florida Panthers) 

The Panthers made Samoskevich the 24th overall pick in last year's draft 
because of his terrific offensive sense and stickhandling ability. His 
shooting ability was at the forefront this season with 19 goals in 36 
games, seeing plenty of time in the Wolverines' top six. 

Erik Portillo, G (Los Angeles Kings) 

The 22-year-old Swede struggled to match the standards he established 
in his first two NCAA seasons. He had a 3.08 goals-against average and 
a .907 save percentage in going 23-10-2 for Michigan. The Buffalo 
Sabres drafted him 67th overall in 2019 but committed to Northeastern 
goalie Devon Levi as their netminder of the future. Hence, they traded 
the 6-foot-6 Portillo's rights to the Kings at the deadline for a third-round 
pick in this year's draft. 

Minnesota Golden Gophers 

Logan Cooley, C (Arizona Coyotes) 

From a four-year-old player in Sidney Crosby's Little Penguins program 
to the fourth leading scorer in the nation (1.49 points per game), Cooley's 
speed and playmaking earned him a Hobey Baker nomination as a 
freshman. Drafted third overall by the Coyotes last season, the Pittsburgh 
native has shown the kind of offensive spark typically associated with his 
hockey idol, Patrick Kane. 

"Him being the same height as me, I watched how he used his skill to 
maneuver around bigger guys," Cooley told ESPN. "I definitely took stuff 
from him and used it in my game." 

Brock Faber, D (Minnesota Wild) 

The Minnesota captain was named Big 10 defensive player of the year 
for the second straight season. The 20-year-old defenseman, who played 
with Knies in Beijing, was selected 45th overall by the Kings in the 2020 
draft. They traded him to Minnesota in the Kevin Fiala deal last summer. 
Wild GM Bill Guerin believes his team "got lucky" in acquiring Faber, who 
had 23 points in 34 games this season. 

"All the people I've talked to about him give him fantastic reviews and a 
great character check," he said. 

Ryan Johnson, D (Buffalo Sabres) 

The Sabres drafted Johnson 31st overall in 2019. The finesse 
defenseman had 18 points in 36 games this season for the Gophers. His 
future with Buffalo is murky, but the Sabres would receive a 
compensatory pick if he signs with another team. 

Matt Knies, LW (Toronto Maple Leafs) 

Perhaps no player had his status boosted at the NHL trade deadline 
more than Knies, with GM Kyle Dubas all but labeling him an 
untouchable in negotiations. The 6-3 winger was drafted 57th overall in 
2021 and played for the United States men's hockey team at the 2022 
Beijing Olympics. He had 41 points in 36 games for the Gophers this 
season. 

Jackson LaCombe, D (Anaheim Ducks) 

The 22-year-old senior, drafted 39th overall by the Ducks in 2019, was 
the leading scorer among Minnesota defensemen with 32 points in 33 
games. He's an excellent skater. 

"He's moving up the ice, but no one can catch him. That's how strong a 
skater he is," Ducks GM Pat Verbeek said. 

Jimmy Snuggerud, RW (St. Louis Blues) 

The 18-year-old winger, drafted 23rd overall in 2022 by the Blues, had a 
star-making performance at the IIHF world junior championship, with five 
goals and eight assists in seven games. He had 49 points in 36 games 
with Minnesota this season, rounding out the team's formidable top trio 
with Cooley and Knies. Minnesota hockey icon Lou Nanne told the Star 
Tribune that "it's the best line I've ever seen at the University." 

Denver Pioneers 

Sean Behrens, D (Colorado Avalanche) 

The 19-year-old blueliner was selected 61st overall in the 2021 draft by 
the Avalanche. The mobile defenseman had 21 points in 30 games for 
the Pioneers. He's the kind of player that's active in all three zones and is 
considered the Avs' top defensive prospect. 

Michael Benning, D (Florida Panthers) 

The 21-year-old defenseman had an outstanding Frozen Four last year, 
and was an offensive dynamo on Denver's blue line this season: 34 
points in 38 games. The Panthers drafted him 95th overall in 2020 as a 
player with loads of talent by limited size, as Benning is listed at 5-foot-9. 

Magnus Chrona, G (San Jose Sharks) 

The 22-year-old in his fourth season with the Pioneers, and went 22-8-0 
with a .915 save percentage this season. Will the 6-foot-6 netminder end 
up joining the prospect pool for the Sharks, who acquired him from the 
Lightning at the 2021 trade deadline? 

Carter Mazur, LW (Detroit Red Wings) 

Red Wings fans are eager to see what the 20-year-old winger can bring 
to the NHL, as Detroit drafted him 70th overall in 2021. He plays with an 
edge and has a nose for the net: 22 goals in 39 games this season, after 
notching 14 in 41 games as a freshman last season. 

Boston University Terriers 
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Drew Commesso, G (Chicago Blackhawks) 

The 20-year-old goaltender is in his second season at BU and appeared 
in two games for the U.S. at the Beijing Olympics. The Blackhawks 
drafted him 46th overall in 2020, and he figures into their rebuilding 
plans. Commesso was 22-7-0 with a .912 save percentage this season 
for BU. 

Lane Hutson, D (Montreal Canadiens) 

Hutson has had a history-making season as a freshman defenseman. 
His 47 points tied Hockey Hall of Famer Brian Leetch for the most by a 
frosh blueliner in NCAA history, and he did it in one fewer game than 
Leetch. He's a Hobey Baker finalist and won Hockey East Tournament 
MVP honors. While his size dropped him down the draft board, he's now 
listed at 5-foot-10. A terrific passer and a shifty playmaker who still needs 
some work in handling one-on-one defensive battles. 

Jay O'Brien, F (Philadelphia Flyers) 

The 23-year-old forward had 30 points in 36 games for BU this season. 
He was selected 19th overall by the Flyers in 2018, ahead of players like 
Rasmus Kupari, K'Andre Miller and Nils Lundkvist. Whether he opts for 
free agency, returns to school or finally joins the Flyers, fans haven't 
exactly been pleased with his progression as a first-round pick, although 
injuries were a factor. 

Harvard Crimson 

Matt Coronato, RW (Calgary Flames) 

The 20-year-old winger had 20 goals in 33 games during his second 
season at Harvard. The Flames drafted him 13th overall in 2021. In case 
you were wondering about his professional future, Calgary GM Brad 
Treliving is expected to be in attendance at Harvard's regional NCAA 
games to potentially ink him to an entry-level deal if the Crimson are 
bounced. 

Sean Farrell, C (Montreal Canadiens) 

The junior forward was second to Adam Fantilli in points per game this 
season (1.58), earning a spot as a Hobey Baker finalist. He also had six 
points in four games representing the U.S. at the Beijing Olympics in 
men's hockey. It's expected that Farrell will join the Canadiens after 
Harvard's run concludes. 

Henry Thrun, D (San Jose Sharks) 

Thrun was drafted by the Ducks at No. 101 overall in 2019 but was 
acquired by the Sharks at the trade deadline for San Jose's third-round 
selection in 2024. The Sharks have until Aug. 15 to sign the Harvard 
captain, who previously told the Ducks that he intended on becoming an 
unrestricted free agent. GM Mike Grier called Thrun "a very good two-
way defenseman with high character and leadership skills." 

Ohio State Buckeyes 

Jakub Dobes, G (Montreal Canadiens) 

The 21-year-old Czech has put together two strong seasons with the 
Buckeyes, going 20-15-3 with a .918 save percentage this season after 
posting a .934 save percentage in his first NCAA season. The Canadiens 
selected him 136th overall in 2020. 

St. Cloud State Huskies 

Jack Peart, D (Minnesota Wild) 

The 19-year-old defenseman was selected 54th overall by the Wild in 
2021. He had 23 points in 37 games for St. Cloud State this season, 
playing an effective 200-foot game. He's a Minnesota native on track to 
join the Wild. 

"We're happy to have Minnesota kids here and helping them navigate 
playing in their home town, blocking out the noise," Guerin said. 

Who will win the men's hockey national title? 

Sean Ritchlin and Andrew Raycroft make their Frozen Four and national 
title picks for the men's hockey tournament. 

Top NCAA free agents 

Brendan Furry, F, Minnesota State 

Furry had interest from NHL teams last season but decided to return to 
Minnesota State for his senior season. He had 28 points in 38 games. 

"I think he's one of the best players we've played against all season," 
Powers said. "He's outstanding. I think his game translates to the highest 
level. He does everything right. He's got hard skill. Not a lot of people talk 
about him." 

Collin Graf, F, Quinnipiac 

Graf transferred from Union and hit the jackpot at Quinnipiac: Third in the 
nation in points per game (1.49) with 55 points in 37 games. The Hobey 
Baker finalist is only 20 years old, which is a bit younger than most NCAA 
free agents. 

Akito Hirose, D, Minnesota State 

The 23-year-old defenseman is in his third season with Minnesota State. 
His last two campaigns have been similar: 26 points in 38 games in 
2021-22 and then 27 points in 37 games this season. He's 10th in career 
scoring by a Minnesota State defenseman with 68 points. 

T.J. Hughes, C, Michigan 

First point of order: There's no relation between T.J. Hughes and Luke 
Hughes. Second point of order: T.J. Hughes is really, really good, even if 
his name isn't mentioned as prominently as the center he plays behind, 
Adam Fantilli. 

"He's a kid that gets a little bit overshadowed because of all of their draft 
picks," Powers said. The 21-year-old Hughes had 33 points in 36 games 
this season. He made the jump to Michigan after an incredible season 
with the AJHL Brooks Bandits: 127 points in 60 games, including 66 
goals. There's a notion that with Fantilli headed to the NHL, Hughes 
might stick around Michigan to build up his résumé for another season. 

Jake Livingstone, D, Minnesota State 

The 6-foot-3 defender had 35 points in 38 games for Minnesota State this 
season, and has been courted by NHL teams during his three seasons at 
the school. "Everyone talks about Livingstone," Powers said. 

Sam Malinski, D, Cornell 

Malinski is Cornell's captain. He had 26 points in 32 games, exhibiting a 
great transition game that should attract NHL teams' attention. One team 
to watch, according to multiple reports: The Vancouver Canucks. 

Ryan McAllister, RW, Western Michigan 

The 21-year-old winger made a huge impact in his first NCAA season 
with 48 points in 38 games, good for eighth in the nation in points per 
game (1.26). He led the AJHL in scoring before making the jump to 
Western Michigan, with 139 points in 60 games in that league. 

Jaxon Nelson, C, Minnesota 

No doubt a 6-foot-4 center will garner attention from NHL teams. The 
senior had his best offensive season in 2022-23, with 22 points in 36 
games. Although those numbers are lower than other NCAA free agents, 
Nelson's frame might be enough to entice someone to invest in the 22-
year-old's future. 

Yaniv Perets, G, Quinnipiac 

Perets is up for the Mike Richter Award for the nation's best NCAA goalie 
after a 30-win season. He's also a finalist for the Hobey Baker. The 23-
year-old native of Quebec has excelled on a solid defensive team. The 
question is if returning to Quinnipiac this season turned some NHL heads 
that were apathetic to him as a free-agent option last season. 
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Jason Polin, LW, Western Michigan 

The Western Michigan captain had a breakout offensive campaign, with 
46 points in 38 games, earning a Hobey Baker finalist spot. His 29 goals 
led the nation, on the strength of five (!) hat tricks this season. The 
Athletic reported that the Minnesota Wild have interest in the 23-year-old 

Max Sasson, F, Western Michigan 

Sasson has 42 points in 37 games as a sophomore, combining with Polin 
and McAllister on the incredibly named "Assassin Line" for Western 
Michigan. "That came from our teammates and they gave us that name, 
which is cool but it's all about anything we can do to help the team win," 
Polin told MLive.com. 

Wilmer Skoog, C, Boston University 

The 23-year-old Swede is in his fourth season at BU and was one goal 
away (14 goals, 15 assists) from matching his totals from last season. 
Their top-line center, he generated 107 shots this season. 
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ESPN / NHL playoff standings: Will the Avalanche win the Central? 

 

Tim Kavanagh 

 

Tim Kavanagh is a senior NHL editor for ESPN. He's a native of upstate 
New York. 

After winning the 2022 Stanley Cup, the Colorado Avalanche entered the 
2022-23 NHL season ranked No. 1 in our preseason power rankings, and 
Caesars Sportsbook listed them at +400 to win it all again in 2023, the 
best odds in the league. 

Unlike last season -- when they continually ran over nearly all opponents 
en route to a 119-point season -- things started off a bit slowly for the Avs 
this season. The departure of Nazem Kadri didn't help, nor did the 
parade of players hitting injured reserve. 

Nevertheless, with 13 games remaining, they are right in the thick of the 
race for both the Central Division and the Western Conference's No. 1 
seed. Heading into tonight's game against the Pittsburgh Penguins, they 
have 88 points and 29 regulation wins in 69 games, just behind the 
Dallas Stars (90 and 31 in 71) and Minnesota Wild (90 and 29 in 71). The 
Pacific Division leaders are just ahead: the Vegas Golden Knights are at 
94 points and 33 RW in 71 games, while the Los Angeles Kings are at 92 
points and 31 RW in 71 games. 

Of the Avs' 12 remaining games after tonight, only five are against teams 
currently in playoff position. That's about on par with the Wild (5 of 11) 
and Kings (6 of 11), and easier than the Knights (8 of 11); the Stars 
would appear to have the easiest path forward, as they'll play only two 
playoff contenders in their final 11 contests. 

It remains wide open, but it's hard to argue against the case for the 
defending champs, given how strongly they proved their concept just last 
spring. 

As we enter the final stretch of the regular season, it's time to check all 
the playoff races -- along with the teams jockeying for position in the 
2023 NHL draft lottery. 

Note: Playoff chances are via FiveThirtyEight. 

Jump ahead: 

Current playoff matchups 

Today's games 

Last night's scores 

Expanded standings 

Race for No. 1 pick 

Current playoff matchups 

Eastern Conference 

A1 Boston Bruins vs. WC2 Florida Panthers 

A2 Toronto Maple Leafs vs. A3 Tampa Bay Lightning 

M1 Carolina Hurricanes vs. WC1 New York Islanders 

M2 New Jersey Devils vs. M3 New York Rangers 

Western Conference 

C1 Dallas Stars vs. WC1 Seattle Kraken 

C2 Minnesota Wild vs. C3 Colorado Avalanche 

P1 Vegas Golden Knights vs. WC2 Winnipeg Jets 

P2 Los Angeles Kings vs. P3 Edmonton Oilers 

Wednesday's games 

Note: All times Eastern. All games not on ESPN, TNT or NHL Network 
are available via NHL Power Play, which is included in an ESPN+ 
subscription (local blackout restrictions apply). 

Pittsburgh Penguins at Colorado Avalanche, 8 p.m. (TNT) 

Arizona Coyotes at Edmonton Oilers, 10:30 p.m. (TNT) 

Tuesday's scoreboard 

Watch "In the Crease" on ESPN+ for highlights from every game. 

Boston Bruins 2, Ottawa Senators 1 

Nashville Predators 7, Buffalo Sabres 3 

Montreal Canadiens 3, Tampa Bay Lightning 2 

Carolina Hurricanes 3, New York Rangers 2 

Minnesota Wild 2, New Jersey Devils 1 (OT) 

Philadelphia Flyers 6, Florida Panthers 3 

Columbus Blue Jackets 7, Washington Capitals 6 (OT) 

New York Islanders 7, Toronto Maple Leafs 2 

Detroit Red Wings 3, St. Louis Blues 2 (SO) 

Winnipeg Jets 2, Arizona Coyotes 1 

Seattle Kraken 5, Dallas Stars 4 (OT) 

Calgary Flames 5, Anaheim Ducks 1 

Vegas Golden Knights 4, Vancouver Canucks 3 

Expanded standings 

Atlantic Division 

x - Boston Bruins 

Points: 113 

Regulation wins: 47 

Playoff position: A1 

Games left: 12 

Points pace: 132 
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Next game: vs. MTL (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 100% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Points: 93 

Regulation wins: 35 

Playoff position: A2 

Games left: 12 

Points pace: 109 

Next game: @ FLA (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Points: 90 

Regulation wins: 34 

Playoff position: A3 

Games left: 10 

Points pace: 103 

Next game: @ OTT (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Florida Panthers 

Points: 79 

Regulation wins: 31 

Playoff position: WC2 

Games left: 11 

Points pace: 91 

Next game: vs. TOR (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 65% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Ottawa Senators 

Points: 73 

Regulation wins: 27 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 11 

Points pace: 84 

Next game: vs. TB (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 2% 

Tragic number: 16 

Buffalo Sabres 

Points: 72 

Regulation wins: 25 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Points pace: 84 

Next game: vs. NJ (Friday) 

Playoff chances: 2% 

Tragic number: 17 

Detroit Red Wings 

Points: 71 

Regulation wins: 24 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Points pace: 83 

Next game: vs. STL (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 16 

Montreal Canadiens 

Points: 62 

Regulation wins: 19 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 11 

Points pace: 72 

Next game: @ BOS (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 5 

Metropolitan Division 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Points: 100 

Regulation wins: 34 

Playoff position: M1 

Games left: 13 

Points pace: 119 

Next game: vs. NYR (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

New Jersey Devils 

Points: 98 

Regulation wins: 33 

Playoff position: M2 

Games left: 11 

Points pace: 113 

Next game: @ BUF (Friday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

New York Rangers 
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Points: 92 

Regulation wins: 31 

Playoff position: M3 

Games left: 11 

Points pace: 106 

Next game: @ CAR (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

New York Islanders 

Points: 82 

Regulation wins: 32 

Playoff position: WC1 

Games left: 10 

Points pace: 93 

Next game: @ CBJ (Friday) 

Playoff chances: 82% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Points: 78 

Regulation wins: 25 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Points pace: 91 

Next game: @ COL (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: 48% 

Tragic number: 23 

Washington Capitals 

Points: 74 

Regulation wins: 25 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 10 

Points pace: 84 

Next game: vs. CHI (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 2% 

Tragic number: 15 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Points: 64 

Regulation wins: 24 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Points pace: 75 

Next game: vs. MIN (Thursday 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 9 

e - Columbus Blue Jackets 

Points: 51 

Regulation wins: 15 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Points pace: 60 

Next game: vs. NYI (Friday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Central Division 

Dallas Stars 

Points: 90 

Regulation wins: 31 

Playoff position: C1 

Games left: 11 

Points pace: 104 

Next game: s. PIT (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Minnesota Wild 

Points: 90 

Regulation wins: 29 

Playoff position: C2 

Games left: 11 

Points pace: 104 

Next game: @ PHI (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Colorado Avalanche 

Points: 88 

Regulation wins: 29 

Playoff position: C3 

Games left: 13 

Points pace: 105 

Next game: vs. PIT (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Winnipeg Jets 

Points: 83 

Regulation wins: 30 

Playoff position: WC2 

Games left: 10 
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Points pace: 95 

Next game: @ ANA (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 68% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Nashville Predators 

Points: 78 

Regulation wins: 26 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 13 

Points pace: 93 

Next game: vs. SEA (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 21% 

Tragic number: 21 

St. Louis Blues 

Points: 68 

Regulation wins: 23 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Points pace: 80 

Next game: @ DET (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 9 

Arizona Coyotes 

Points: 65 

Regulation wins: 20 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 11 

Points pace: 75 

Next game: @ EDM (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 4 

e - Chicago Blackhawks 

Points: 54 

Regulation wins: 16 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Points pace: 63 

Next game: @ WSH (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

Pacific Division 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Points: 94 

Regulation wins: 33 

Playoff position: P1 

Games left: 11 

Points pace: 109 

Next game: @ CGY (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Los Angeles Kings 

Points: 92 

Regulation wins: 31 

Playoff position: P2 

Games left: 11 

Points pace: 106 

Next game: vs. WPG (Saturday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Edmonton Oilers 

Points: 88 

Regulation wins: 37 

Playoff position: P3 

Games left: 11 

Points pace: 102 

Next game: vs. ARI (Wednesday) 

Playoff chances: >99% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Seattle Kraken 

Points: 85 

Regulation wins: 30 

Playoff position: WC1 

Games left: 12 

Points pace: 100 

Next game: @ NSH (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 94% 

Tragic number: N/A 

Calgary Flames 

Points: 79 

Regulation wins: 26 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 10 

Points pace: 90 

Next game: vs. VGK (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 18% 

Tragic number: 16 
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Vancouver Canucks 

Points: 67 

Regulation wins: 19 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 12 

Points pace: 79 

Next game: vs. SJ (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: <1% 

Tragic number: 8 

e - Anaheim Ducks 

Points: 56 

Regulation wins: 13 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 11 

Points pace: 65 

Next game: vs. WPG (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

e - San Jose Sharks 

Points: 53 

Regulation wins: 14 

Playoff position: N/A 

Games left: 11 

Points pace: 61 

Next game: @ VAN (Thursday) 

Playoff chances: 0% 

Tragic number: E 

X -- Clinched playoff berth; E -- Eliminated from playoff contention 

Race for the No. 1 pick 

The NHL uses a draft lottery to determine the order of the first round, so 
the team that finishes in last place is not guaranteed the No. 1 selection. 
As of 2021, a team might move up a maximum of 10 spots if it wins the 
lottery, so only 11 teams are eligible for the draw for the No. 1 pick. Full 
details on the process can be found here. Sitting No. 1 on the draft board 
for this summer is Connor Bedard, who has been lauded as a 
generational talent. 

1. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Points: 51 

Regulation wins: 15 

2. San Jose Sharks 

Points: 53 

Regulation wins: 14 

3. Chicago Blackhawks 

Points: 54 

Regulation wins: 16 

4. Anaheim Ducks 

Points: 56 

Regulation wins: 13 

5. Montreal Canadiens 

Points: 62 

Regulation wins: 19 

6. Philadelphia Flyers 

Points: 64 

Regulation wins: 24 

7. Arizona Coyotes 

Points: 65 

Regulation wins: 20 

8. Vancouver Canucks 

Points: 67 

Regulation wins: 19 

9. St. Louis Blues 

Points: 68 

Regulation wins: 23 

10. Detroit Red Wings 

Points: 71 

Regulation wins: 24 

11. Buffalo Sabres 

Points: 72 

Regulation wins: 25 

12. Ottawa Senators 

Points: 73 

Regulation wins: 27 

13. Washington Capitals 

Points: 74 

Regulation wins: 25 

14. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Points: 78 

Regulation wins: 25 

15. Nashville Predators 

Points: 78 

Regulation wins: 26 

16. Calgary Flames 

Points: 79 

Regulation wins: 26 
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Sportsnet.ca / After setting challenge of 60 goals, Oilers’ Draisaitl helps 
McDavid accomplish feat 

 

Mark Spector 

 

EDMONTON — Leon Draisaitl and Connor McDavid were sitting in a hot 
tub up at Connor’s place in Muskoka, having a cold beer…  

No, wait. They were kicking back on the beach, sipping Sangrias at 
Draisaitl’s summer place in Spain, when Draisaitl looked over at McDavid 
and said, “You know you could score 60, right?”  

OK, where were they really, when Draisaitl laid down the ultimate 
challenge, one that McDavid met in thrilling fashion Wednesday night in 
Edmonton, capping a 4-3 win with the overtime winner?  

“In the gym, Spec. We are just always in the gym,” winked Draisaitl, with 
a smile that told us what he wasn’t telling us. “You can imagine. I don’t 
have to go into detail.”  

Wherever they were when the challenge was issued, Draisaitl should 
drag McDavid back there this summer and talk to him about winning a 
Conn Smythe.  

“He has said that all along. He has always said that,” McDavid said of the 
60-goal challenge. “We skate a little bit together during the summer. It’s 
great to hang out with him away from the rink, and we still manage to talk 
about hockey. He has mentioned that a few times and I always kind of 
just laugh it off.  

“It is kind of cool to get there.”  

Scoring goals was the last bastion of Draisaitl dominance over his buddy. 
He has two 50-goal seasons, while McDavid’s career high was 44 
coming into the season.  

“I told him in the summer that there was no reason that he can’t (score 60 
goals),” Draisaitl said. “He is so special and creates so many 
opportunities for himself and has enough looks to get there. I am 
obviously very happy for him and proud of him. He is just a special 
player.”  

That two players bound for the Hall of Fame — one voted the best 
passer in the NHL in a poll conducted by the NHL Players’ Association, 
the other the fastest man to score 60 goals since Mario Lemieux in the 
mid-90s — find themselves on the ice together as much as these two do 
is both criminal and a miracle, all at the same time.  

The league’s best passer and, for now anyway, the league’s best scorer. 
What the heck did Northern Alberta ever do to deserve this?  

In a game that McDavid opened with a deft carom off the skull cap of 
Arizona goalie Connor Ingram — just soft enough not to injure the 
Coyotes goalie, just hard enough to bank off Ingram’s noggin and into the 
net — Draisaitl sent him in alone not once, but twice, in overtime before 
the Oilers captain finished his night’s work.  

“I kind of felt like I was pressing for the 60th all night,” McDavid said. “I 
was disappointed not to bury (the first one), you are not going to get 
many better looks than that. It is not every day you get two breakaways 
back-to-back like that. He (Draisaitl) made two unbelievable plays. Just 
ridiculous.”  

Normally, the fact that Draisaitl had four assists in a 4-3 win would steal 
the headlines. He was, as baseball folks say, absolutely dealin’ on 
Wednesday.  

Alas, this game is a metaphor for the big German’s career.  

He’ll go down in history as one of the greats — and one of the top two or 
three Euros, when it’s all said and done — yet as long as Draisaitl plays 
next to McDavid, he’ll never be the best player on his own team.  

Draisaitl was a maestro on Wednesday, issuing all-world passes through 
the night. Then he stood in the dressing room, surrounded by cameras 
and microphones, and answered questions about McDavid.  

He was as graceful in that setting as he was on the Rogers Place ice.  

“He’s going to downplay it, as we all know,” Draisaitl said. “It is pretty 
hard to score in this league, and to score 60 in a season and still have 10 
games to go is pretty remarkable. He is just a special player.”  

They dropped the puck at 8:52 p.m. local time, and started the third 
period at 10:39 p.m. When McDavid scored it was 11:19 p.m. Mountain 
Time, a moment worth waiting for out West, worth staying up for back 
East.  

Beer leaguers were finished their games before the Arizona Coyotes and 
Edmonton Oilers hit the showers. Before Oilers head coach Jay 
Woodcroft was asked what he thought about his captain’s drive to be the 
best.  

“It's insatiable,” began Woodcroft, whose team has won five straight and 
nine of 11. “It's what gets him up in the morning. It's what he dedicates 
his life to.  

“We get to see those highlight reel goals tonight, but most people don't 
realize he's in the gym right after the game, doing things to prepare his 
body for the next time. He's making sure he gets enough rest and what 
he puts into his body, his fuel, he's ultra-disciplined. Every moment in his 
day is geared to being the best he can be. We're in the NHL and a lot of 
players do this. But this is the best player in the world.  

“He takes that to a different degree.”  

That’s not the only thing, as it turns out. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Who will be Toronto's top six defencemen when the 
playoffs start? 

 

Justin Bourne 

 

Toronto's line combinations are yet to be determined and will change 
along the way, but whenever Ryan O’Reilly returns from injury “who 
dresses for the Leafs up front” isn’t much of a conversation. They’ll have 
their 12 guys, with the only complication being “Will Matthew Knies draw 
in over a guy like Zach Aston-Reese?” (Answer: probably.) 

From there they’ll have Bobby McMann and Pontus Holmberg as their 
14th and 15th forwards, with Wayne Simmonds available if they’re 
looking for a different element. Again, it’s a clean 12 with Knies providing 
the only real question mark when he arrives. 

On the back-end, though, it’s far from clean. They made a bunch of 
moves at the deadline and now find themselves with nine legitimate NHL 
defencemen. Bigger than that is they’ve got eight guys who have a 
completely reasonable case for being in the Leafs' lineup for the post-
season, both when it starts and all the way through. 

So what I want to do here is look at the “fringe” group among that eight, 
and talk our way through how the Leafs may see them, and how they 
may want to use them, in the playoffs. 

Here are the four names who are Game 1 roster locks: 

Morgan Rielly 

TJ Brodie 

Jake McCabe 
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Mark Giordano 

That’s a pretty good place to start. 

Now, how to fill in the blanks. 

The remaining names are: 

Justin Holl 

Timothy Liljegren 

Luke Schenn 

Erik Gustafsson 

Let’s talk about them one by one. 

Erik Gustafsson 

This post was almost solely going to be about Gustafsson, as I’m most 
curious how the Leafs see him. I imagine Kyle Dubas looked at 
Gustafsson as something of a fully-formed Rasmus Sandin, a veteran 
player less in “learning mode” who has shown that he can flat-out 
produce offensively. 

Here’s the conclusion that’s come from some digging on Gustafsson: 
he’s a high event defenceman, both ways. 

Now in theory, that’s fine. When he’s on the ice quite a bit happens 
against, but it’s more than made up for by what happens at the offensive 
end of the rink. In looking at per-20 stats with SportLogiq, he’s 120th 
among D-men in expected goals against. But when he’s on the ice, 52.7 
per cent of the expected goals go in his team’s favour. He’s 30th among 
defencemen in expected goals for, 18th in slot passes, and 21st in 
offence-generating plays. Wingers don’t like defending him in their zone. 

Numbers aside, Leafs fans have already seen Gustafsson make plenty of 
little jukes at the blue with his head up, looking for something more 
dangerous. And he was flawless on a recent offensive play where Ilya 
Sorokin absolutely stole a goal from him. 

But only four D-men in the NHL have started a higher percentage of their 
shifts in the offensive zone, one imagines for a reason. Gustafsson's 
coaches might love him going one way, and not trust him a lick the other. 

Keep in mind that right now the Leafs aren’t generating nearly as much 
offence as they did before the trade deadline changes. They went all in 
on grit and suddenly find themselves on the wrong side of expected goal, 
chance, and shot metrics. Do they want someone in who moves the 
puck, sees the ice, and creates offence? Do they see value in a D-man 
whose focus isn’t defence? 

The question I ask you here is a more macro one, but relevant: have you 
ever known a coach who preferred bottom pair defenders who play that 
style? 

…It’s a pretty definitive “no,” isn’t it? 

Gustafsson has played 19:48 per game this season and is a point shy of 
40. But I just can’t see him playing Game 1 of a post-season where the 
Leafs have gone all in on trying to be more gritty and take fewer chances. 

Justin Holl 

Boy, do Leafs fans and I not agree on this guy. I’ve written about him 
most recently here, but I’ll reiterate that he’s a very effective defender 
and puck mover who’s even ramped up his physical play of late. 

Holl is, in terms of player profile, the 100 per cent opposite of 
Gustafsson. He is a borderline elite stay-at-home defender, if you can be 
elite within that archetype. Holl grades out at the top end of denying 
controlled entries, at making outlet passes, and keeping shots against 
out of the slot. Even in tough minutes and starting just 28 per cent of his 
shifts in the offensive zone (he’s started a team-leading 350-plus shifts in 
the D-zone this season), Holl comes out on the right side of expected 
goals numbers. 

So swing this back around to what I asked about Gustafsson. Do you 
think coaches like D-men who are trusted to start in their D-zone against 
good players, and still see the shot share go in their favour? 

Holl averages over 20:30 per game, more than Auston Matthews. The 
guy with the second-highest TOI among Leafs defencemen on the PK is 
Giordano, who trails Holl 159-to-206 in PK minutes. Holl is an integral 
part of a penalty-killing group that will be seventh-best among teams that 
make the playoffs (81 per cent success rate). 

Barring a run of outright bad play, Holl is in the lineup. 

Luke Schenn 

Schenn has averaged 16:42 of ice time per game so far this season, 
having played a good amount of that time alongside a guy who may get 
Norris Trophy buzz this season in Quinn Hughes. Much like a Ron 
Hainsey-type did for Morgan Rielly, having a dependable guy beside a 
skilled D sometimes allows that skilled player to be their best self. 

When the Tampa Bay Lightning used Schenn en route to one of their 
Stanley Cups, he dressed for 11 games. But when he did, he often lined 
up alongside Victor Hedman for similar reasons. Schenn's shown he can 
anchor a pair, and he can provide toughness while bringing a good 
attitude he has to sit in the press box some nights. 

At this point Schenn is a wrecking ball with a mean streak and a good 
brain for the game who can struggle to keep up against fast players. He’s 
maybe the most physical defender in the league, he’s huge, and he can 
clear the front of the net. You trust him to prioritize playing defence. But 
he’s also one of the league’s weakest at defending entries against 
because of his skating – the word I’ve heard coaches use for this is 
“permissive” – and so as much as Schenn can make life miserable for 
players, he can make it fun for them too when they’ve suddenly got way 
more room than expected. 

Schenn is a little bit like a field goal kicker for me, in that he may sit 
around until the team needs him. But there’s a fair case to be made that 
the opening games of the series will be about setting the tone and tempo, 
and the Lightning are likely to try to physically run the Leafs out of the 
building. That might be just the time for a guy like Schenn. I can see a 
scenario where he starts in the Leafs lineup for Games 1 and 2, then 
draws out when the Lightning better control the matchups. (If the Leafs 
do go 11 and 7 for any games, it probably makes more sense to do it at 
home, where they can optimize zone-specific guys like Gustafsson and 
Schenn.) 

Which brings us to… 

Timothy Liljegren 

There’s a lot to like about Liljegren – for example, when he’s on the ice 
the Leafs control 55.4 per cent of the expected goals, which is really 
good - but he continues to suffer from a lack of clear specialization. 

He had 23 points last year and has 17 so far this time around, so you 
know he’s not a power play-type guy, and creating offence isn’t exactly 
his role. But, he can shoot it well, and can make some surprising plays 
here and there. 

He’s not the first guy going over the boards in defensive situations either, 
as defending the blueline isn’t a strength, nor is battling at the net-front. 
But Liljegren is pretty reliable, for the most part, in his own end. Among 
relevant D he’s averaged the fifth-most ice time on the kill for the Leafs, 
about 90 seconds per game, but the presence of McCabe makes those 
minutes less essential and likely to decline (Holl, Giordano, Brodie, and 
McCabe will likely penalty kill first). 

But in saying these things, I don’t want to lose sight of the fact that the 
Leafs have a reliable D-man who tilts the ice in their favour with Liljegren. 
He’s taken a step this season and established himself as a good player, 
but it remains to be seen if he’s taken a step towards “You can’t take this 
guy out.” Nobody expects that to miraculously happen in a first round 
series against the Tampa Bay Lightning and Boston Bruins (if everything 
goes well). 
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It feels like this Leafs team is built to have players who don’t make back-
breaking mistakes, while trusting their elite forwards to eventually find a 
goal. Would they be more nervous about Liljegren having an “oopsie” 
moment again, than creating something special in their favour? I think 
they’d be justified there if they were. 

I mentioned I can see Schenn getting the first nod in the series, much like 
I can see Liljegren being the next guy to go in when the opportunity 
arises. Liljegren has to be their most difficult decision on the back 
because, again, he’s a solid defenceman. 

In sum, I see the Leafs' six playoff defencemen playing out something 
like this if at home in Game 1 (though, mix the pairs how you prefer): 

Rielly – Brodie 

McCabe – Holl 

Giordano – Schenn 

...With Game 3 seeing Liljegren draw in for Schenn. 

We know that this is never how it goes, these tidy little plans. People get 
injured, some struggle for stretches of time, while others excel. 

But the Leafs have options, and for a team hoping to go on a run longer 
than a week, that’s a good thing. Dubas has provided the tools, and now 
it’s up to Sheldon Keefe to decide when to use what – or rather, who. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Bowness challenges Jets to find motivation as playoff spot 
hangs in balance 

 

Ken Wiebe 

 

ANAHEIM, Calif. — That the topic of motivation — or self-motivation, to 
be more specific — is a topic of conversation for the Winnipeg Jets with 
10 games left in the regular season is a serious head-scratcher. 

But to borrow the words of Jets head coach Rick Bowness, "here we 
are." 

As the Jets were preparing to hop on a plane bound for Anaheim, Calif., 
where the Jets will open a three-game road trip against the Ducks on 
Thursday, Bowness found himself in the middle of a somewhat 
unexpected back-and-forth. 

While the veteran bench boss started the conversation by saying he 
needed to do more to get more out of his players, Bowness couldn't 
prevent the truth serum from dripping out as he stood at the podium. 

His honesty is appreciated by members of the media, but the fact this is a 
talking point with the Jets in the midst of a playoff push has to be 
considered an indictment to some of his players, at least to a certain 
degree. 

How many other teams currently fighting for — or holding on to — a wild 
card spot are talking about the need to get up for games? 

If the Jets are struggling to find motivation at this stage of the season, 
especially given the circumstances they’re facing, what chance do they 
have to compete in the post-season, provided they hold off the Calgary 
Flames and Nashville Predators? 

Even Bowness seemed perplexed when pressed on the matter. 

“That’s what we’re dealing with,” Bowness told reporters back in 
Winnipeg on Wednesday morning. “That’s part of our job, is to stay on 
top of them and to keep pushing them and don't let them get into a 

comfort zone and don't let them back off. Sometimes you're doing that 
and you’re not even aware you're doing it. So it has to be shown, has to 
be talked to, has to be addressed. We'll keep pushing, and then the rest 
is on them. 

“If we were allowing this and just not addressing that they can do more, 
that’s one thing. But we are addressing it, and now that next step, that 
has to come from them.” 

The Jets are coming off a 2-1 victory over the Arizona Coyotes and the 
game was a tale of two games within 60 minutes of action — another 
thing that’s been perplexing for Bowness and the coaching staff to deal 
with during this stretch that has included just six wins in the past 18 
outings as the Jets slipped to 40-29-3. 

“Well, most important thing is to get in,” said Bowness. “And just as 
important, is playing the right way at the right time. Last night is a perfect 
example. We had two great periods and a bad period. We’ve been in the 
game, but you gotta be honest about how you played it. We’re not going 
to walk away and say, '2-1, that’s great,' that’s not what we’re doing. 

“Yeah, we won the game, we needed to win, we got it — that’s the best 
news. But you have to play a lot better for 60 minutes than we did last 
night. We've beaten some pretty good teams here lately by playing the 
right way. There's times we seem like we're right back on track — like 
two periods last night — then the second period we just go back to 
careless habits.” 

It turns out those careless habits have been tough to break for a Jets 
team that’s clearly still searching to find its identity in the heart of the 
stretch drive. 

“We do whatever we have to do to win these games right now,” said 
Bowness. “At the same time, being honest in our appraisal of how we 
played the game and continue to work on and address the areas that are 
of concern.” 

So where are the players at in terms of taking that honest assessment? 

“They should be used to it by now. We’ve been doing it all year, we take 
an honest assessment of every game, win or lose,” said Bownesss. 
“Sometimes you win and play poorly and you’ll have to address it, and 
sometimes you play great and lose. So we’ve been honest with our 
assessment of how we played every game, so they should be used to it 
by now.” 

Being used to it is one thing, but are the Jets players being honest with 
themselves in those assessments? 

“Yup. And I’ve said this before, the players know when we’re playing, 
what we look like — who we are. They know that,” said Bowness. “That’s 
why the honest assessment of how we're playing comes into play. That 
second period, is that who we are? Is that what we look like when we're 
playing well? There's not a chance. 

“Take the first and the third: is that who we are? Is that how we play? 
Yeah, it is. Creating more offence that way.” 

This is another one of the issues that make the Jets such an enigma. 

There are times when clicking on all cylinders when they look like they 
could have the pieces to go on a playoff run. And there are others when it 
looks like they belong in the lottery. 

Where that leaves them come the middle of April is anyone's guess. 

“This is the group we have. Our job is to make sure that they know what 
we look like and how we're supposed to play,” said Bowness. “Now, the 
commitment to do that for 60 minutes has to come from them. So if we're 
sitting there patting them on the back, up to the second, the coaches are 
wrong. So we address it and what we always do is we move on.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Predators prospect Yaroslav Askarov uses unconventional 
methods to earn shootout win 

 

David Morassutti 

 

It is never a dull moment watching Yaroslav Askarov between the pipes. 

The Nashville Predators prospect put on a show in AHL action 
Wednesday night as the Milwaukee Admirals went the distance against 
the Toronto Marlies in a 2-1 shootout win. 

Askarov made 32 saves during regulation but it was the shootout that 
brought out the unconventional style of the 20-year-old as he stopped all 
three attempts. 

Up first was Marlies captain Logan Shaw who came in with some speed 
but wasn't able to get off a shot as Askarov decided to make an 
aggressive poke check. It appeared to catch Shaw off guard as he had a 
few words for Askarov after he crashed into the boards. 

With both teams unable to score in the first two rounds of the shootout, 
Askarov had to make a save on Nick Abruzzese to give his team a 
chance to win it. 

The Admirals goaltender made the initial save with his blocker but as he 
started to move to his left, he had to make a last-ditch effort to keep the 
puck from crossing the goal line with his stick. 

Zach Sanford would go on to score the winner as Askarov would improve 
to 5-2 in the shootout this season. 

The Russian goaltender has made headlines this season for his 
exuberant celebrations including one where he decided to bench-press 
the net after recording a game-winning save in the shootout. 

In 41 games in the AHL this season, Askarov is 22-13-4 with a 2.64 
goals-against average and a .911 save percentage. The Predators' first-
round pick from the 2020 NHL Draft made his NHL debut on Jan. 12 
making 31 saves in a 4-3 loss to the Montreal Canadiens. 
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TSN.CA / Matthews calls for more consistency as Leafs muddle through 
March 

 

Mark Masters 

 

TSN SportsCentre Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, 
who practised at UBS Arena in Elmont, N.Y., on Wednesday before flying 
to Florida ahead of Thursday’s game against the Panthers. 

General manager Kyle Dubas added six new players and subtracted two 
regular contributors in the lead up to the trade deadline. Defenceman 
Jake McCabe and forward Sam Lafferty debuted with the Leafs on March 
1. Defenceman Erik Gustafsson and defenceman Luke Schenn entered 
the lineup one night later. Head coach Sheldon Keefe has been trying out 
different combinations on a near-nightly basis ever since. 

Are all the changes leading to uneven results?  

"It could factor a little bit, but I don't necessarily think it's a great excuse 
for the way we've been playing," said centre Auston Matthews. "I think it's 
just been a little bit too much highs and lows. We need to find a little bit 
more consistency in our game and throughout the game as well." 

The Leafs fell 7-2 to the New York Islanders on Tuesday night. It was the 
team's most lopsided loss of the season.  

"It's a little bit easy maybe to point to that," Keefe said of the lineup 
shuffling. "Individually, players need to stay with their game. I don't think 
any of the changes that we've made are anything too foreign or 
uncommon. It's been really common linemates and certainly common 
pairs all the way through." 

The Leafs are 5-4-1 in March. That .550 points percentage puts Toronto 
18th overall this month.  

"We've added some great pieces and they've fit in really well," said 
captain John Tavares. "So, I don't think that necessarily has anything to 
do with our play. It's on us to adapt and go out and execute. You know 
you're playing with good players. Yeah, it's on us to be better and it's a 
great opportunity to have those different looks, different combinations 
and whatnot and building our game out and developing chemistry with 
everybody."   

The Leafs are 26th in expected goals this month, per 
NaturalStatTrick.com. They are 28th in expected goals against.  

"We've beaten New Jersey," Keefe countered. "We've beaten Carolina. 
We've beaten Edmonton. We've taken Colorado to a shootout. So, I 
mean, all the best teams in the league we've fared pretty well against in 
the last two weeks so to overthink anything too much I don't think would 
be appropriate." 

Keefe notes that the absence of centre Ryan O'Reilly, who broke his 
finger just eight games into his Leafs career, has led to different looks up 
front. It's also led the team to employ an 11-forward, seven-defenceman 
alignment more often in an attempt to keep all the new blueliners 
involved.  

"It's hit or miss some nights," reliable rearguard T.J. Brodie said of his 
recent play. "Obviously with seven in the mix, it's an adjustment for 
everyone. You're never with the same guy so it's more of a mental thing 
and being more alert and more aware out there." 

The Leafs have gone back to the traditional 12-and-six approach in the 
last two games.  

"It's the reality we're dealing with," Keefe concluded. "We've rallied at 
different times to compete against the best teams in the league and find 
ways to win games so to point to anything [related to roster changes] 
when it doesn't go well would be letting us off the hook too easily."  

Toronto has 12 games left before the playoffs.  

"Eventually we'll find our way," Matthews assured. "We have to." 

Matthews, Keefe refuse to use roster turnover, line shuffling as excuse 
The Maple Leafs allowed a season high seven goals during a loss on 
Long Island Tuesday. Toronto is now 5-4-1 in March, a month that saw 
general manager Kyle Dubas bring in six new players that's led to a lot of 
different line combinations and pairings. Despite the changes, head 
coach Sheldon Keefe isn't making any excuses. 

 --- 

The Leafs allowed a season-high seven goals on Tuesday night. Keefe, 
though, saw some silver linings.  

"Our first period, with the exception of the last three minutes, was 
excellent," the coach said. "As good as we looked in a long while and 
probably deserved to be up more than one and we weren't. We let them 
hang around and then you make mistakes and it compounds. We just got 
to keep building on the good things we've done because we have done a 
lot." 

Keefe highlighted the fact the Islanders play a more passive, pack-the-
middle style than Toronto's other recent opponents and they failed to 
make the appropriate adjustment. 
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The sense of urgency was also different between the two teams on 
Tuesday. The Leafs have felt locked into the 2-3 match-up in the Atlantic 
Division for some time. The Islanders, meanwhile, have only a tenuous 
hold on a wild-card spot.  

"It was very evident the game was very important to them," Keefe 
observed.  

Morgan Rielly said that's no excuse.  

"We're playing for a lot too," the defenceman insisted. "We're trying to get 
dialed in. By no means are we losing focus. We're trying to play playoff 
hockey. I think we have been, when you look back at the previous games 
so, no, I don't think that was a factor." 

It better not be, because the Leafs will face another desperate opponent 
on Thursday in Florida. The Panthers trail the Pittsburgh Penguins by 
one point in the race for the final playoff spot in the Eastern Conference.  

"It's good for our group," said forward Noel Acciari, who was acquired 
alongside O'Reilly on Feb. 18. "It's like playoff games all these games. 
These teams we're playing are all fighting for a spot and that's just 
helping us get ready for that first round." 

The Leafs will face Carolina on Saturday. The Hurricanes are just two 
points up on New Jersey for first place in the Metropolitan Division. 
Toronto wraps up the road trip on Sunday in Nashville where the 
Predators are clinging to hope in the Western Conference race.  

"We have to, most importantly, make sure we're worried about the way 
we have to prepare and the level we have to be at to go out there and 
execute and play," said Tavares. "There's a lot of teams in a lot of 
different situations so, most importantly, you take care of yourself and 
holding our standard to a certain level." 

Are Maple Leafs still trying to find their identity? Bryan Hayes, Jeff O’Neill 
and Jamie McLennan are joined by TSN Hockey analyst Dave Poulin to 
discuss when Sheldon Keefe should stabilize the Maple Leafs lineup and 
is it just chemistry they are trying to build or is it the team identity. 

—- 

Keefe called over Matthews and Mitch Marner for a chat at the end of 
Wednesday's practice. What did they talk about?  

"That's none of your business, honestly," a grinning Matthews told your 
humble correspondent. "I'll keep it between us." 

Is Keefe looking for anything specific from those guys moving forward?  

"I'm looking for lots from those guys moving forward," the coach 
responded. "Obviously, what we talk about will stay between us, but it's 
important I do check in with them and talk to them about how they're 
feeling and what I'm seeing and what we need from them. They're two 
vital pieces of our team and we need them thriving and feeling good so I 
check in with those guys lots." 

Keefe will often chat with players after practice, but it's often just a one-
on-one conversation. Wednesday's catch-up session with Matthews and 
Marner lasted a couple minutes and appeared to be all business.   

Smiling Matthews on post-practice chat with Keefe: 'None of your 
business' After he and Mitch Marner were pulled aside by Sheldon Keefe 
after practice, a smiling Auston Matthews refuses to bite on what they 
talked about, while Keefe offers a bit about what he wanted to discuss 
with the two superstars. 

—- 

Keefe will take the temperature of his top players before making line 
changes.  

"You're always keeping them informed of what you're thinking," the coach 
told TSN before Tuesday's game. "I try not to surprise the guys too 
much. You know, it's important to get their feel for things." 

That's one reason why Calle Jarnkrok has remained on the top line with 
Matthews during the last four games.   

"We put Jarny with Auston and he really felt strongly it was some good 
chemistry there," Keefe said. "Jarny was making a lot of good plays to 
keep them going. Something Auston and I have been talking about is just 
getting him to skate through the neutral zone and [Jarnkrok] seemed to 
be helping his game that way so it was natural that both he and I wanted 
to stay with it." 

"It's been going pretty good with Calle," Matthews said. "We've 
developed some good chemistry. I've been enjoying playing with him so I 
wanted to see where that went. He's one guy that I haven't spent too 
much time on a line with other than a couple pre-season games and a 
couple shifts here and there." 

Jarnkrok scored two goals on Saturday with Matthews assisting on both. 
The soft-spoken Swede is up to 17 goals, which is a new career high. 
How did Jarnkrok unlock a new offensive level at age 31 and in his 10th 
NHL season?  

"It's hard to say," Keefe acknowledges. "It's our first year working with 
him day to day. He's a guy we believed in." 

After splitting last season between Seattle and Calgary, Jarnkrok inked a 
four-year deal with the Leafs in the summer.   

"He's been extremely consistent in his career to be able to give you that 
15 goals," Keefe noted. "We got some really good players and we have 
the puck a lot as a team and perhaps there's been some benefits there. 
But credit to him. He had a bit of a slow start with an injury and 
adjustment to a new team. He's bounced around a little bit the last few 
years after really being solid in Nashville for a long time. He's been a 
really important and probably underrated part of our team." 

Matthews on Jarnkrok: 'One of the prettiest releases I’ve seen in a long 
time' Members of the Maple Leafs spoke on Monday about Calle 
Jarnkrok’s shot and how he is one of the most underrated players on the 
team. 

 —- 

William Nylander has gone four straight games without a point for the first 
time this season.  

"I haven't been happy about my game," the winger said. "I've been 
pissed off about it. It happens. You just have to dig yourself out of it." 

Nylander reviewed video of some of his better games this season and felt 
he made progress on Tuesday night.  

"Better offensive pace," he noted. "Previous games just haven't been 
skating and playing like myself. Everybody has some slow games during 
the season." 

Nylander has had fewer lulls this year and that's a big reason why he's 
already established a new career high with 35 goals.  

Keefe promoted Nylander back to the second line with Tavares in the 
third period on Tuesday. Tavares has also gone quiet of late with no 
goals in his last five games. 

"Will's the driver of things," said Keefe. "He's the transporter of the puck. 
He's skating yesterday and that's Will. I thought he had a good game. 
He, like a lot of our other guys, wasn't able to make that next play or next 
piece happen to get anything substantial offensively happening, but he 
was definitely skating through the neutral zone. He had the puck a lot 
and got us to good spots and that's what John requires of him. From that 
end, it was positive."  

After being held without a shot in consecutive games, Tavares fired four 
pucks on net against his old team.  

"I thought John had a good game, too," Keefe added. "Spent a lot of time 
in the offensive zone but, again, nothing really to show for it. But 
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defensively didn't give up much. Between Will and John both having 
positive games, I thought it was a good time to get them back together." 

Tavares and Nylander remained together at practice. 

Leafs Ice Chips: 'Pissed off' Nylander takes a step; reunited with Tavares 
After William Nylander and John Tavares were reunited on a line in the 
third period of the lopsided loss to the Islanders, the pair skated together 
again at practice Wednesday. Nylander has gone four straight games 
without a point, his longest drought of the season, and the winger voiced 
how "pissed off" he is with his play after Tuesday's game. Mark Masters 
has more. 

 —- 

Marner scored in the third period on Tuesday to bring the Leafs within 3-
2, but the winger immediately gave it back with an ill-advised pass 
leading to New York's fourth goal.  

"It's a play I got to own up to and be better with," Marner admitted.  

The Leafs were all grouped at the offensive blueline with Marner rushing 
up the ice. He flung a pass across the ice, but it was a little behind Rielly, 
who tried to kick it forward.   

"I got to be sure with it," Marner said. "There's nothing wrong with going 
in and getting after that puck. Me and Mo had speed and it's just trying to 
make a play and it doesn't go your way all the time and it comes back to 
cost you. It sucks." 

"It is the type of play Mitch is going to make more often than not," Keefe 
said.  

Cal Clutterbuck picked up the loose puck and sped in on a partial 
breakaway. The gritty Islanders forward beat Ilya Samsonov to restore 
the two-goal cushion. 

"From then on, it was tough sledding for us in terms of the engagement in 
the game," Keefe said. "I thought we were pretty dejected after that one. 
That was disappointing and unfortunate." 

"Just the way it ended was kind of disappointing," agreed Matthews. "Felt 
like we kind of left Sammy out to dry there the last 5-10 minutes of the 
game. It was something addressed today and we all feel we need to be a 
lot better especially in tight games like that when the other team's playing 
with really good structure and [we're] just trying to find our way through 
that and not trying to force too many things." 

Are turnover troubles popping up again for the Leafs? Sheldon Keefe 
refused to use Toronto's roster shuffling as an excuse and instead 
pointed to turnovers as the key reason for the team's struggles against 
the Islanders on Tuesday. TSN Hockey analyst Frankie Corrado shares 
his thoughts on the Leafs' recent turnover troubles. 

—- 

Samsonov was in no mood to discuss the game on Tuesday night.  

"Islanders play good game," the goalie said. "Score six goals [on me] 
because those guys working hard. That's it. That's my comment for 
game. I want to forget about this game. This history right now. I have 
more important things at home right now than to think about this game." 

Samsonov's wife is due to give birth any day now. After doing a session 
with goalie coach Curtis Sanford on Wednesday, Samsonov left the ice 
and headed home to be there for the birth of his first child.  

"He has a lot going on right now, obviously," Keefe said. "All he has to 
focus on is getting home and being with his wife. This is a very important 
and special time for him and his family. He needs to get back. We are 
obviously heading south. It is important to get him home and allow him to 
take care of things there. We will press on." 

Matt Murray is in line to start Thursday against the Panthers. 

Joseph Woll, who stopped 28 of 29 shots in a game with the Toronto 
Marlies on Wednesday, is expected to join the Leafs for the rest of the 
road trip.  

—-  

Timothy Liljegren heeled an outlet pass in the second period on Tuesday 
night. The turnover led directly to the Hudson Fasching goal, which put 
the Islanders up 2-1.  

"Just a mistake that happens sometimes," the 23-year-old defenceman 
said. "I had a lot of time with the puck and obviously didn't make a play 
on it. Stuff like that is going to happen so just move on from it." 

"Liljegren just whiffed on one," Keefe said. "I don't know if you are going 
to practice that. It is a play that you need to make and he will make." 

The mistake was all the more glaring because the Leafs had highlighted 
the need for good break-out passes to combat the Islanders forecheck.  

"We knew coming in that breakouts would be a big piece for us," 
Liljegren said. "Yeah, not good." 

Liljegren was dropped to the fourth defence pair at Wednesday's 
practice.  

—- 

 Islanders centre Brock Nelson left Tuesday's game after taking a hit from 
Acciari.  

 "I'm usually hard on the forecheck," Acciari said when asked about the 
play. "I'm not looking to hurt anyone ever. I went to push him into the 
boards and he just happened to cutback. I hope he's OK." 

There was no penalty called. Nelson didn't return and in the third period 
Matt Martin challenged Acciari to a fight.   

"He was asking me if I wanted to answer," Acciari said. "In the back of 
my head [I'm thinking that] I literally just came back from a little head 
thing so I wanted to be careful, but at the same time I wanted to answer. 
It's part of the game. But, again, going forward I want to make sure I'm 
careful with that." 

Perhaps that hesitancy led to a quick takedown by Martin, who didn't 
throw any punches once Acciari was in a vulnerable position.  

"He's the best at what he does and I respect his game," Acciari said. 
"Class act for what he did." 

Acciari missed Saturday's game in Ottawa after getting hit in the head by 
Jesse Puljujarvi on Friday.  

Wary of fighting after head scare, Acciari appreciates 'class act' Martin 
letting up Noel Acciari discusses his questionable hit on Brock Nelson 
Tuesday night, and calls Matt Martin a "class act" for how he handled 
their fight later in the game, especially since he's coming back from a 
head injury. 

 --- 

The NCAA season is winding down, which means Minnesota Golden 
Gophers left winger Matthew Knies, 20, could be joining the Leafs soon.  

"There's always that intrigue this time of year and signing guys and 
hoping they can come in and help out," said Matthews.  

Knies recorded 21 goals and 20 assists in 36 games and was named the 
top player in the Big 10 conference.  

"Hopefully the year he's had gives him some confidence," said Matthews, 
who has offered advice to Knies, a fellow Arizona native, in the past. "It's 
quite a jump [to the NHL], but he's a mature young guy and we'll do 
everything we can to help him out and give him the best opportunity to 
succeed." 
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The top-seeded Gophers open the single elimination Frozen Four 
tournament with a game against Canisius on Thursday. A national 
champion will be crowned on April 8.  

'It’s quite a jump' but Matthews intrigued by what Knies could bring to 
Leafs With Matthew Knies coming to the end of his NCAA season, 
Auston Matthews says he's intrigued to see what the forward could bring 
to the Leafs if he joins the club down the stretch. 

 —- 

Brodie practised in full on Wednesday and Keefe confirmed the plan is 
for the defenceman to play in Florida. Brodie missed Tuesday's game 
after absorbing a painful shot block on Saturday night.  

Bobby McMann, who picked up his first career NHL point on Tuesday, 
aggravated a knee injury during the game in New York and is expected 
to miss some time. He has returned to Toronto.  

--- 

Lines at Wednesday's practice:  

Jarnkrok - Matthews - Marner  

Bunting - Tavares - Nylander  

Kerfoot - Acciari - Lafferty  

Aston-Reese - Kampf - Simmonds  

McCabe - Brodie  

Rielly - Schenn  

Giordano - Holl  

Gustafsson - Liljegren  

Samsonov  

Murray 
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TSN.CA / Quinn Hughes is not a defensive liability 

 

Travis Yost 

 

Over the past two decades, the positional demands on defencemen have 
dramatically changed. Teams are tapping into offensive skill on the 
blueline more than ever before, juicing offensive production and chasing 
loftier goal differentials. 

That is, of course, easier said than done. Some offensive defencemen 
are exceptional offensively, so much so that the defensive goodness they 
create tends to be moot. See San Jose’s Erik Karlsson for the best 
example of such a player. Others may be more balanced in nature – 
Vegas’ Shea Theodore can’t create like Karlsson can, but he’s better 
away from the puck. 

And then there’s the third category: The illusion of an offensive 
defenceman, one who isn’t creating as much offence as you would think, 
or is too big a defensive liability to care about what he’s contributing on 
the attack. 

I bring this up in light of Vancouver defenceman Quinn Hughes’ remarks 
on Tuesday, where he bristled at the notion he is a defensive liability. 
Hughes has been an offensive wizard and playmaker since entering the 
league in the 2018-19 season, but Vancouver’s broader futility has 

started ensnaring even the team’s most talented skaters, and there are 
increasingly tough questions being asked. 

I do think it’s worth exploring two points on this. First, if Hughes is a 
defensive liability, and second, if that ultimately matters. They are 
equitably important for organizations to understand. 

Let’s start with defensive performance. The below table shows Hughes’ 
impact on real goals and expected goals on his teammates since 
entering the league. Because Hughes has played his entire career in 
Vancouver and with a very similar year-over-year environment 
(specifically, the teammates he’s playing with), we can measure the net 
effect Hughes is having on his teammates’ defensive numbers. 

Hughes was a slight drag on his teammates’ defensive numbers for the 
first three years of his career, certainly so when looking at real goals 
scored, though that number is going to be more sensitive to goaltending 
performance and volatility. 

What’s interesting is this year has seen a marked shift on both fronts. 
The players Hughes is skating with in 2022-23 have seen their defensive 
numbers improve when playing with him, and that’s been true across 
both coaching staffs. 

While it’s true that teams can still work the inside relatively well against 
the Hughes pairing (he’s played mostly with Luke Schenn and Ethan 
Bear), volume has been dry. Said differently, teams are struggling to 
generate volume against the Hughes pairing, but have been able to 
attack from the interior: 

That’s just the defensive component of this. What we ultimately care 
about – for forwards and defencemen alike – is how well they can drive 
goal differentials over the course of their career. That’s what leads to 
wins, and wins lead to titles. 

Let’s look at Hughes’ career in contrast with that of the Vancouver 
Canucks when Hughes is off the ice, and see what those numbers look 
like: 

To the extent the 23-year-old is a defensive liability, it hasn’t passed the 
most important litmus test there is – Vancouver has outscored their 
opponents over the course of career with Hughes on the ice, and are 
close to break-even on expected goals. 

My sense is that Hughes is an easy target of sorts: He plays a lot of 
minutes, Vancouver’s been terrible for most of the time he’s been there, 
and he has the type of small frame that is obvious on video when a 
power forward is working him on the interior.  

But the numbers show Hughes remains a net positive in the lineup. The 
numbers also show that when Hughes is off the ice, Vancouver 
capitulates like a draft lottery team. 

And to the extent Hughes is feeling frustrated he’s being labeled as 
something he’s not? I’m inclined to agree with his sentiment. 
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USA TODAY / NHL Stanley Cup playoff bracket: Updated league 
standings, potential first-round matchups 

 

Mike Brehm 

 

The NHL's Stanley Cup playoffs will begin in mid-April and the biggest 
question is whether the Boston Bruins can keep their spectacular play 
going through four rounds of the postseason.  
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They have already clinched a playoff spot and have a chance to break 
the NHL record of 62 wins in a season. But which other teams will make 
it and what are the matchups in the first round? 

USA TODAY Sports is here with everything you need to know about the 
NHL playoffs, including updated playoff brackets. Here's a 
comprehensive look at the current NHL postseason outlook, including 
when the playoffs and the Stanley Cup Final are scheduled to start: 

This file will be updated weekly. 

NHL STRETCH DRIVE:Analyzing the division title and playoff races 

Follow every game: Latest NHL Scores and Schedules 

JERSEY DEAL:Hockey fans are outraged by the NHL's deal with 
Fanatics. Here's why. 

Updated NHL playoff standings 

EASTERN CONFERENCE 

(as of March 21 -- complete standings can be found here) 

Metropolitan Division 

Carolina Hurricanes 

New Jersey Devils 

New York Rangers 

Atlantic Division 

Boston Bruins 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Wild cards 

New York Islanders 

Florida Panthers 

Currently out of playoff position 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Washington Capitals 

Ottawa Senators 

Buffalo Sabres 

Detroit Red Wings 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Montreal Canadiens 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

WESTERN CONFERENCE 

Central Division 

Dallas Stars 

Minnesota Wild 

Colorado Avalanche 

Pacific Division 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Los Angeles Kings 

Edmonton Oilers 

Wild card 

Seattle Kraken 

Winnipeg Jets 

Currently out of playoff position 

Calgary Flames 

Nashville Predators 

St. Louis Blues 

Vancouver Canucks 

Arizona Coyotes 

Anaheim Ducks 

Chicago Blackhawks 

San Jose Sharks 

Eastern Conference playoff bracket 

(as of March 21) 

Boston Bruins vs. Florida Panthers 

Carolina Hurricanes vs. New York Islanders  

New Jersey Devils vs. New York Rangers 

Toronto Maple Leafs vs. Tampa Bay Lightning  

Western Conference 

(as of March 21) 

Vegas Golden Knights vs. Winnipeg Jets 

Dallas Stars vs. Seattle Kraken 

Minnesota Wild vs. Colorado Avalanche 

Los Angeles Kings vs. Edmonton Oilers  

When do the Stanley Cup playoffs begin? 

They're scheduled to begin on April 17, three days after the scheduled 
April 14 end of the regular season. 

What is the tentative starting date of the Stanley Cup Final? 

The scheduled starting date is June 3, though that's subject to change. 
TNT will air the games. 

Who won the Stanley Cup in 2022? 

The Colorado Avalanche won for the first time since 2001. They defeated 
the two-time defending champion Tampa Bay Lightning in six games. 

CONNOR BEDARD WATCH: Which NHL team has best draft lottery 
odds for generational talent? 

When is the NHL draft? 

The NHL draft is June 28 (first round) and June 29 (Rounds 2-7) at 
Nashville's Bridgestone Arena. The NHL draft lottery will be held at 7 
p.m. ET on May 8 among the 16 non-playoff teams or teams that 
acquired their first-round picks in a trade. Teams can move up a 
maximum of 10 spots in the two drawings. Only the bottom 11 teams will 
have a chance to draft generational talent Connor Bedard at No. 1 
overall. 
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